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[k.M ^lh^ odZ'kkWi
Part ‘C’ Workshop
Oghy izsl e'khu }kjk D;k dk;Z fd;k tkrk gS\ Oghy izsl e'khu dk dk;Z fl)kar D;k gS]
blds esaVsusal 'ksM~;wy fy[ksa\
Q.1

What work is done by wheel press? Write down the working principle & maintenance
Schedule of wheel press.
Answer:- Wheel press is a special purpose machine which is used to assemble and disassemble
of wheels and Axles. It is a hydraulic operated machine which has a hydraulic power pack for
creation of hydraulic pressure. The hydraulic pressure is transmitted through solenoid valves
for different operations. The controlling system of hydraulic pressure is automated through
computerized system. The wheel disc are machined on VTL machine and Axle are machined
on axle turning machine. The machining of disc and axles are done considering required
interference fit for the pressing of wheels.
Working principle :- The machining of wheel seat of Axle are done on axle turning lathe and
surface finish is kept as per specified limit and diameter of wheel seat is kept as per
interference fit allowance + Wheel disc bore. Similarly wheel disc bore are done on vertical
turret lathe considering the interference allowance. Wheel disc are clamped in a hanger and
Axle wheel seat are placed in the wheel disc bore. Axle and wheel disc are kept at 90 Degree
and parallel to axis. Required pressure is applied on axle and wheel disc are kept stationary.
The axle is mounted on wheel with pressure app. 80-100 ton. Same action is repeated the
second disc is kept stationary and another part of axle wheel seat & axle is pressed on second
disc. Thus assembly of wheel is done.
In case of disassemble/dismantling of condemn wheel disc/Axle, the disc are clamped with the
help of fixture and pressure is applied on the axle. The axle pressure applied on the wheel disc
and wheel disc is separated from the axle. Another wheel disc is also dismantled with the same
process. Required pressure for dismantling is higher than the assemble pressure.
The main parts of this machine are –
1. Pressure head and Main head.
2. Rear head.
3. Bed.
4. Control panel.
5. Hoisting system for loading and unloading of wheel set.
The defective wheels and Axles are dismantled by the wheel press and serviceable
axle/disc is reclaimed by machining. Required pressure is considered as per the requirement
of dismantling/Assembly of the wheels. The capacity of the wheel press is 500Ton.
Preventive maintenance schedule for wheel press.
DAILY
1. Clean the dirt on the ramp and machine.
2. Check the machine for sequence of operation and functioning of limit switches.
3. Check the leakage of oil if any.
WEEKLY
1. Check the hydraulic fluid levels and top up, if necessary.
2. Observe the machine for unusual noise and operation.
3. Grease all the bearings.
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4. Check pressure gauge &pressure recording system.
MONTHLY
1. Tighten all the structural fasteners.
2. Check and adjust the drive chain, sprockets and die rod, nuts and grease.
3. Check the hydraulic system for leakages and smooth operation.
4. Check the filter for clogging indications and renew, if necessary.
5. Check the hydraulic pressure of both the pumps.
YEARLY
1. Check the condition of the hydraulic oil and renew, if necessary.
2. Renew hydraulic filters.
3. Check the system pressure.
4. Check the alignment of machine.

Q.2 lh-,u-lh- rFkk daosa'kuy e'khu esa D;k varj gS\ lh-,u-lh- e'khu dk j[k&j[kko fdl

izdkj djsx
a \s
What is the difference between CNC and Conventional Machine? How will you do the
maintenance of CNC machine?
Difference between conventional machine and CNC machine :S.No. Description
Conventional machine
CNC machine
1

2

4

5

6
7
8
9

10
11

Method

Having a fixed sequence of This is a flexible method in
operation with little variation to which the sequence of the
machine a part
operations can be changed to
machine a new part.
Programmed The program or sequence of In these machine program is
operations is built in to the built in the software.
hardware.
Variation
It has less scope for variation as The machines have large
it is too costly
scope for variation of
different products without
involvement of high costs.
Setting
of The Machine
requires more Complex
setting
up
Machine.
time for setting up.
procedures are almost by
passed in these machines.
Floor Area
More floor Area required for Lesser floor Area required
tooling and work holding
Productivity Less productivity compared to Higher Productivity
CNC
Quality
Irregular quality
Consistent quality achieved
Operation
Reliable time taken
More
reliable
than
conventional Machines and
less time taken
Cycle Time
Long Cycle Time compared to Shorter Cycle Time.
CNC
Man power
Requires more man power
Requires Less man power
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12
13
14

Accuracy
Material
handling
Lead time

Less accuracy
Manual or some auto hand

Higher accuracy
Fully auto

More

Less

15
16
17

Scrap
Optimum scrap generate
Scrap rate is reduced
Initial cost
Less
High
Skill/personn Less Skilled man power is More Skilled man power is
el
required
required
18
Nature
of Frequent
Sophisticated
m/c
20
Maintenance Less
High & more skill is required
cost
Maintenance of CNC machines
The following steps are to be carried out at the time of maintenance of CNC machines:Weekly cleaning of bed tool post drives, check leakage if any.
Sensor: - Firstly the sensors are to be inspected and checked. If there is fault in a measurement
system then the sensor might be at fault. A simple test is to substitute the sensor with a new one
and see what effect it has on the results given by the system, if the result changes then it is
likely that the original sensor was faulty. If the result do not change then the fault is elsewhere
in the system.
Switches and Relays: - The switches and relays are inspected, checked and cleaned.The dirt
and particle of waste material between switch contacts is common source in correct functioning
of mechanical switches.
Motors: - The maintenance of both motors AC & DC involves correct lubrication. In DC
motors if the brushes wear, replace them. A single phase capacitor start AC motor that is
sluggish in starting probably needs a new starting capacitor. The three phase induction motor
requires only regular maintenance than periodic maintenance.
Hydraulic and pneumatic systems: - A common cause of faults with hydraulic and pneumatic
systems is dirt, small particles of dirt can damage seals, block orifice causes valve spools to
jam. Thus the filters are to be regularly checked & cleaned. Oil is also changed.
Damage to seals can result in hydraulic and pneumatic cylinder leaking, beyond that which is
normal and result in dropping the pressure in system. To prevent it, replace the seals in the
cylinders, in the case of van type motors, vans are replaced, and hose pipe & all fittings are
checked and repaired.
All schedule maintenance of CNC machines should be done in time to prevent any break down.

Q.3 e'khuksa dh dksMy ykbZQ ls D;k vfHkizk; gS\ dksMy ykbZQ iwjh dj pqdh e'khuksa ds
uohuhdj.k izfØ;k dks fy[ksa\
What do you understand by Codal life of Machine? Write down the process of
replacement of the Machine, which have completed codal life.
Codal life of machine – Codal life of any machine/asset is term as working life/normal life
criteria for deciding Codal life of any asset/machine is based on utilization of particular
machine/asset. It may be
1. Working of machine may be based on single and double shift utilization.
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2. Working of machine may be based on round o clock utilization.
When any machine/asset is utilized round o clock. Its codal life will be 0.6 times of normal life
Normal average life of machine/Equipments as per working shift is known as the codal life of
assets. The normal life of the various classes of railway assets are given below
s. no.
1
2

Class of Asset
Average life in years
Power generation machinery and switches
15
General purposes light machinery e.g. band saws
15
nibbling. air comp., floor grinder etc
3
Cranes
EOT
30
Steam
10
Diesel
15
4
Light mobile machinery (tractors fork lifts,
10
portable compressors and welding sets etc).
5
Steam Locomotives
40
6
Boiler and Tender
20
7
Diesel electric/ hydraulic loco
36
8
Diesel engine
18
9
I. R. S. Coaches
30
10
Bogie Wagons
35
This life span of 15 years is for single and double shifts, for round the clock working the
life recommended is 15X0.6=9years.
Process for procurement of machine on replacement account
For procuring any machine/asset on replacement account completing its codal life , following
procedure is adopted.
For procurement of any machine M&P proposal with estimated cost of more than 10 lakhs
requires sanction of railway board. Whereas the items with individuals cost of up to 10 lakhs
each are sanction by GM from the lump-sum grant received from the railway board.
In order to submission of proposal of railway board are as under:1. Narrative justification:- Narrative justification is prepared considering following
points:i.
Necessity of machine
ii.
Codal life of machine
iii.
Condition of machine, extent utilization
iv.
Total expenditure incurred on repairs and maintenance over past 5 years including
AMC, if any
v.
Why can not the expenditure be avoided or postponed
Justification is also consisting total cost & quantity and location in (hard and soft copy) routed
through PHOD/HOD of the department in the month of April.
2. Administrative approval:- Before submission of proposal to headquarter. It should be
administratively approved by DRM in division and by CWM in workshop.
3. GM Approval:- after selection of proposal headquarter approval of GM .field unit are
inform for preparation of complete vetted proposal in the month of June.
4. Submission of vetted proposal: - After vetting of proposal from division fiancé
proposal is submitted to headquarter in the month of August.
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5. Headquarter finance concurrence:- headquarter will take finance concurrence from
zonal finance in the month between August and October.
6. After submission to Railway board:- concurred proposal will be submitted to railway
board in the last week of October for sanction under PH-41.
7. Process for procurement of machine under GM lamp sum grant (cost up to 10
lakhs):- under this grant producer is similar and justification is submitted to headquarter
and sanction authority is GM.

Q.4 Oghy dh izkQ
s kbZy dh D;ksa vko';drk gksrh gS rFkk Oghy dh izksQkbZy dSls dh tkrh gS\
Why profiling of Wheel is necessary? How the profile of wheel is carried out.
Wheel profile is necessary for wheels fitted in wagons, coaching stocks after running on track
within certain time. There are some wheel defects developed during running, it is necessary to
remove these defects otherwise wagon/coach will be derailed or result in damage to track,
therefore wheel profile is necessary. In service some of the wheels develop defects beyond the
permissible limit for the safe running. Such wheels are to be withdrawn from service for
removing the defects. The wheel requires re-profiling shall be turned to worn wheel profile or
to intermediate profile to RDSO Drg. No. WD-88021 or WD-89060/S2 respectively. Wheel
profiling is done on the Wheel lathe, CNC & conventional Machines. Wheel turning on Non
CNC Machine is done with the help of template copying turning.
Profiling of wheel :In wheel lathe there is a system of gripping of wheel, wheels are received on bed of wheel lathe
with the help of crane or turn-table. The wheel is lifted by jack and centralized by tail stock on
wheel lathe and move towards head stock with the help of centre, after centralization, centers
are removed & wheel disc are clamped with the help of clamping Jaw. The wheel rotates, two
nos. tool post fitted with cutting tool are inched forward & assessed the cut is to be taken to
remove minimum material for good profiling. Wheels are started making and coping profiling
is done. There are template of 22 mm, 24, 25, 26, 28.5 mm. the profile is assessed by operator
seeing the condition of flange & template is set accordingly. During profiling operation of both
wheel disc, it is ensured that dia. difference of both disc should not be beyond specified limit.
By this method wheel profiling is done on conventional machine. All these functions are done
through programming in CNC machine. The quality of turning is better in CNC machine.

Q.5 ÝsV LVkWd esa fo;fjax fdrus izdkj dh iz;ksx gksrh gSA flysaMªhdy jksyj fc;fjax rFkk

dkVsZt Vsij jksyj fc;fjax esa D;k varj gS] nksuksa ds xq.k&nks’k crkb,\
What types of bearings are used in freight stock? What is the difference between
cylindrical Roller Bearing and Cartridge Taper Roller Bearing? Explain the advantage &
disadvantage of both?
Ans : Following types of bearing are used in freight stock :• Cylindrical Roller Bearing (20.3T)
 Cylindrical Roller Bearing (22.9T)
 Cartridge taper roller bearing (22.9T)
Comparison between Cartridge taper roller bearing ( CTRB) and Cylindrical roller bearing and
advantage/disadvantageS.No

Attribute

CTRB

Cylindrical roller bearing

6
1
2
3

Grease leakage
Grease amount
Assembly/
disassembly

4
5

Vandalism
Installation

6

7
8

9
10

11

None
450 gm
Easy & Speedy assembly /
Disassembly
unit cone
assembly
None
Single pre assembled, pregreased sealed cartridge unit
High (faster to dismount & no
heat required ) 125 bearings in
8 hrs double ended press
Vary safe

Some
2 kg/Axle Box
Take time to assembly & disassemble inner
races, mounted with shrunk fit

Some due to grease leakage
Multi compound assembly, takes
time
to assemble & disassemble
Productivity
Low (need to heat the bearing before
application may have to wait for one hrs
before bearing on axle cool down
Safety
Burn injury possible due to heating of
bearing, slippage from grease.
Technology
New & proven technology rail Older technology US railroad abandoned
Ability to with road & loco motive wagon used this design during 1960 s
stand
100%
Clearance is adjustable:- to use No adjustment:- no adjustment for size
of various size spacer length between the roller & race components. This
allowed for option clearance increases required compound inventory &
adjustment leaping flexibility cost.
high & cost low.
Tapered high axle capacity:- a Cylindrical low axle capacity:- a 100% axle
100% axle load results in only load results in the entire 100% of load going
18% of the load going into into frication and heat per roller axle load is
friction & heat pre roller axle more than 6%.
load is less than 1%.
Taper high radial capacity:- Cylindrical high radial capacity:- roller/race
roller/race cone contract
cone contact.
Bearing weight
Less weight
More weight apox 3 times
Other advantage Low
purchase price, low
& disadvantage
installation cost, no field
maintenance cost, no field
lubrication
Conclusion
CTRB are primary for rail Cylindrical bearing
application around the world.
Cost are inherent
Weakness with very low axle load capacity.

Q.6 Vªus ikfVaZx fdls dgrs gSAa Vªus ikfVZx
a gksus ds eq[; dkj.k D;k&D;k gSA dkj[kkuk esa ih-vks,p ds nkSjku bldks jksdus ds mik; fyf[k,A
What is train Parting? What are the main reasons of train parting? Explain the measures
to be taken to reduce train parting, During POH in workshop.
Train Parting
When a train after formation, during run, shunting operation or while starting / stopping
divides itself into two or more parts, is termed as train parting. This is termed as “J” Class
Accident. In such cases the driver should keep the front portion moving as far as possible until
rear portion has stopped to avoid any possibility of collision between the two parts of the train
and cause of derailment. Guard should immediately try to stop the rear portion of the train by
applying the hand brakes to avoid collision with front portion. Then driver & guard shall act
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according to provision of G & SR to clear the block section in case of train parting occurred in
the block section.
The Reason Of Train Parting:- Incidence of train parting is an accident as per accident
manual. The train parting takes place mainly due to following reasons: Operational reason
Such as bad engine man ship by driver, Brake binding due to emergency application of
the brakes. Bad driving technique such as fast notching up of locomotive, sudden
application of brakes, bad driving on gradient, improper road knowledge etc. can also
contribute to train parting.
 Due to defective signal
Train parting mostly occurs on up gradient followed with down gradient. The most
important location where the cases are more is near the home signal where drivers while
starting from home signal after stopping are not ensuring releasing of brake resulting in
shock load on knuckles.
 Poor Maintenance of P Way Track
Analysis of section wise occurrence of train parting on railway indicates that bad section
can be identified such as poor rail joints, mud accumulated track create uneven height
with CBC coupler resulted train parting due to vertical slipping of knuckle and driver
should be counseled for pre drive techniques.
 Improper maintenance of rolling stock
Train parting takes place in goods train due to following improper maintenance of
rolling stock.
Causes & their remedial action for AAR CBC:
Sl. No.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Defects
Excessive wear
of
knuckle
nose.
Expansion of
guard arm.

Causes
Improper maintenance.

Due to excessive impact
on CBC / improper
material composition
Excessive CBC Excessive wear on shank
drooping.
wear plate/ missing of
shank wear plate.
Cracks
on Improper
material
Coupler Body. composition / Weak
draft gear.
Cracked
Improper
material
knuckle
composition / More than
prescribed slack in draft
gear / Weak draft gear.

Remedial Action
CBC Knuckle nose wear
gauge No.- 2 must be apply at
any schedule of maintenance.
During POH apply gauge no.
2. If it is fit, replace coupler
body.
It should be replaced in sick
line & yard examination
It should be replaced during
POH & ROH
It should be replaced during
POH & ROH. Ensure after
POH CBC slack should not be
more than 19 mm. During
service should not be more
than 25 mm.
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6.

Bent operating Excessive projection of It should be checked and
handles.
operating handles.
replaced by examining staff in
sick line and yard.

7.

Dropping
of
Yoke
pin
support plate.
Improper/
Partial locking
of knuckles
Breakage
of
front & rear
stoppers.
Deficiency of
lock
lifting
components
Excessive wear
on the lock and
knuckle
at
locking face.
Stretched
knuckle.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

Loose & deficient rivets. It should be secured properly
by rivets
Locking
piece
properly seated.

not Ensure proper locking of
knuckles by examining staff

Dead or weak draft gear.

Defective
and
operating gear.

Check the damaged draft gear
and replace if required.

bent Ensure
that
all
the
components lock lift assembly
is intact.
Ineffective anti creep During POH & other repairs it
mechanism.
should be checked by CBC
Lock seat worn out or gauge No.- 2.
lug broken
Defective or sudden During POH & other repairs it
draw and buffing forces. should be checked by CBC
gauge No.- 1.
Dropping
of Improper securing of It should be ensured at every
the operating bearing piece.
attention by examining staff.
handle on run.
Breakage
of Bent/
Damaged Ensure proper riveting & bent
the operating operating lever and lever to be replaced.
lever support loose riveting of support
bracket
plate.
Excessive wear Yoke pin hole elongated. Check any excessive rubbing
of the yoke pin
marks on the bottom of the
support plate.
yoke.
Breakage/
Excessive play in draft Proper attention during POH
Perished
gear.
& ensure proper fitment of
rubber pads in
rubber pads & check for
draft gear.
damaged draft gear by
examining staff.
Failure of anti- Excessive wear of CBC Ensure all the components of
creep
components.
CBC body/ lock lift assembly
mechanism.
are intact.
Self
rotating Anti rotation lug not
CBC Operating available
or
non
Handle
standard. (Standard size
270 X 16 X 16mm).
CBC operating handle
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bearing piece slot more
wear and tear (Standard
size17.5 X 17.5 mm
. In addition to above following measures should be taken during POH of wagon to
reduce/remove train parting case : Use of proper size of operating rod lug.
 Replace bearing piece.
 Provide Anti-pilferage device
 Replace worn-out knuckle
 Repair/Replace Lock lift assembly
 Replace / Repair Anti creep device
 Ensure yoke pin support plate rivet properly.
 Replace worn out/crack yoke.
 Ensure proper riveting of draft support plate.
 Ensure CBC back stopper plate rivets.

Q.7 VSd
a oSxu dh lajpuk] oSjy fQfVaXl] ekLVj okWYo ds ikVZl dk o.kZu dhft,\ bldh Hkki

}kjk lQkbZ djus dk o.kZu dhft,A
Explain the construction of Tank Wagon, Barrel Fitting & Master Valve components.
Write down the steam Cleaning process of Tank Wagon.
 The barrel of BTPN fabricated from cylindrical vessel, is radiography welding quality
from carbon structure steel to IS-2062 Fe 410 CuS.
 concavial part are made by pressing dead steal IS 3747.
 Concavial part is added with cylindrical part by welding.
 These wagon comes to the service after fully radiography testing.
barrel fittings
 Safety valves- Working pressure 1.4 k/sq.cm
 Filling pipe cap with flap- 100mm dia
 Vapor extractor cock, with cap- 51 mm dia
 Master valve hand operated -100 mm dia
 Dip road pipe flap with plug- 25 mm dia
 Bottom discharge valve- 100 mm dia
 Ladder -both side
Master Valve Master Valve is situating in bottom of barrel from where petroleum material are taken out.
 Two masters Valve is fitted in long vehicle BTPN etc and one master valve is fitted in
small vehicle. TP etc
 Master valves are opened 35 mm above and below.
 On the tapper seat of Master valve, valve is fitted to prevent the leakage of petroleum
product.
 Earlier Master was made from Brass, but now these are made from cast iron to avoid the
theft cases.
 There are valve in valve seat in master valve in eight wheeler wagons.
 Master valve is guided by valve spindle and bracket is fitted between them and one GM
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nut is provided on bottom side.
Steam Cleaning Of Tank Wagon
The tank requiring steam cleaning should be placed as near the steam supply line as possible
and protected against any movement. The berthing siding should be completely isolated from
all other traffic. Tanks as pressure vessels, tanks for petroleum, other highly inflammable
products, vegetable oils, bitumen, coal tar and molasses are cleaned by steam. In case of
pressure vessels, it should be ensured that all the gas has been discharged to the atmosphere.
After ensuring that the tank barrel is no longer under pressure, the following sequence should
be followed:
i. Remove the manhole cover together with manhole housing, valves etc. and leave the tank
exposed to atmosphere for 24 hours.
ii. Entry of staff in the tank barrel should be strictly prohibited and signs with suitable legends
displayed at a reasonable distances away from the tank to be steam cleaned.
iii. Insert pipe through man hole and steam interior of barrel for 12 hours. In order that the tank
barrel is thoroughly steamed from inside, the steam pipe should be provided with a “T”
connection at its lower end and so directed as to blow steam towards both ends.
iv. Remove condensed steam collected in the tank barrel and keep the barrel exposed to
atmosphere for another 24 hours.
v. Ascertain if the tank barrel is free from gas fumes. This may be done as follows:
(a) AMMONIA TANK BARREL
Fill the tank barrel with water and take a specimen of the same in a clean glass bottle since
ammonia is readily soluble in water. The specimen of water should be tested for any traces of
ammonia with red litmus paper. Any trace of ammonia in water would turn red litmus blue.
Another very sensitive method known as Nessler's test may be applied to find out if the
specimen of water contains any traces of ammonia. In this test, the reagent used is a solution of
potassium mercuric iodide with potassium hydroxide. This reagent gives a brown color when
mixed with the specimen of water containing even a minute trace of ammonia. If ammonia is
detected, empty out the tank barrel and refill with fresh water. This process may be repeated till
the tank barrel is free from ammonia traces completely.
(b) CHLORINE TANK WAGONS
Fill the tank barrel with water and take a specimen of the same in a clean glass bottle. Since
chlorine is readily soluble in water, specimen of water taken out should be tested for any traces
of chlorine Any trace of chlorine in water would have a bleaching effect on colored litmus
paper. If chlorine is present, the tank should be repeatedly emptied and refilled wit h fresh
water till free from chlorine traces completely.
(C) LPG TANK WAGONS
A clean bottle filled with fresh water is lowered through the manhole. A string is attached to the
bottom of the bottle before lowering. Tilt the bottle at the bottom of the tank to allow its water
to flow out and the gas in the tank to take its place. The bottle should be left in this position for
about 5 minutes and then withdrawn away from the tank. A lighted match stick should then be
brought near the mouth of the bottle or applied to the air or gas inside and bottle. If there is no
flame the tank is free from injurious gas. But, in case it gives out a flame, the tank should again
be steam cleaned.
After ascertaining that there is no trace of gas in the barrel the tank should be dried out by
blowing in hot compressed air before proceeding with inspection and repair.
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Q.8 osfYMax fMQsDV~l ls vki D;k le>rs gS\a osfYMax ds vkarfjd ,oa ckg~; nks’kksa dk foLrkj ls

o.kZu djsa rFkk buds nwj djus ds mik; fy[ksAa
What are the welding defects? Explain the internal & external welding defects and
remedial action to remove these defects.
Answer: - Welding procedure is the important for fabrication/manufacturing of rolling stock.
Due to improper welding. There are many reasons of poor performance of rolling stock.
Following are important welding defects, reason/cause of defect and there remedial actions:Defect
1. Lack of Fusion (It is the
failure of the adjacent layers of
the weld metal.)

2. Lack of penetration (It is
caused when the weld metal
does not completely fill the
weld cavity. )

3.
Overlap (It is the
overlapping of weld metal
beyond the toe or root of weld.)

4. Undercut (It. is cutting of a
groove into the base metal
parallel to the of weld)

5. Slag Inclusion

Causes
Remedies
i) Cleaning the edges to be
i) Dirty Surface
welded.
ii) Improper cleaning of
ii) Proper cleaning of each
weld bead.
bead.
iii) Current too low.
proper
iv) Excessive welding speed. iii) Maintaining
v) Long Are length
current & welding speed.
vi) Indigent removal of slag
i) Inadequate joint
i) Proper joint preparation.
preparation.
ii) Suitable size of electrode
ii) Wrong size of electrode.
as per root gap.
iii) Low heat input.
iii) Proper heat input &
iv) High welding speed.
welding speed.
v) Long are length
vi) wrong polarity of D.C
Supply
vii) Too large dia of electrode
i) Wrong
angle
of i) Keep correct angle of
electrode.
electrode.
ii) Too large deposition in ii) Use proper size of
a single run.
electrode.
iii) Faulty
electrode
manipulation.
iv) Insufficient current
i) Too fast welding speed
i) Use proper current &
ii) Long arc length.
polarity in case of DC.
iii) High current.
ii) Use proper diameter
iv) Higher diameter of
electrode.
electrode used.
iii) Proper angle of electrode.
v) Wrong electrode angle.
Faulty electrode.
i) Proper current & heat
Wrong current.
input
Rapid rate of welding.
ii) Proper
design
&
Defective weld design.
technique
Improper technique.
iii) Proper cleaning of weld.
Improper manipulation of
flux
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6. Porosity (It is a development
of a group small gas pocket in
the weld.)

7. Blow holes. (Porosity or
cavity are called blow boles.)

8. Cracks.

9 CRATER (It is a depression
caused at the termination of a
weld bead.)

10 SPETTER (It consists of
metal particles expelled from
welding.)

Bad tack weld
Improper removal of slag.
i) Wrong arc length.
ii) Inadequate
gas
shielding
due
to
clogging, jamming or
hose leaking
iii) Too high current
iv) Excessive moisture in
the electrode.
v) High rate of weld
freezing
vi) Dirty joint
a)
Improper
electrode
b)
Less
current
c) Excessive moisture in
electrode
d)
Improper
grove
formation in butt weld.
i) Rapid cooling
ii) Improper composition
parent metal.
iii) High welding speed.
iv) Electrode with high H2.
v) Excusive
localized
stress.
vi) High rigidity of the
joint
vii) Concave,
wide
or
shallow bead.
viii) High carbon sulphur
and silicon content in
metal.
i) high current
ii) Wrong size of electrode
iv) Wrong electrode angle
v) Rapid withdraw of
electrode.
i) high current
ii) moisture in electrode
iii) Long arc length

11 Warping (To twist from true a) Improper sequence of
direction )
welding and presetting.
per sequence of welding
c) Incorrect edge preparation.

i)

Maintain
proper
arc
length & correct polarity
when welding with DC.
ii) Clean the surface properly
iii) Check for proper gas
supply & leakage

-do-

i)

Avoid rapid cooling by
preheating.
ii) Maintain proper welding
parameter
iii) Use
low
hydrogen
electrodes.

i)Set proper current
ii) Select proper size of
electrode as per thickness of
plate & proper angle
i) Proper Current
ii) Baking of electrode set
proper arc length
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Q.9 MkÅu gS.M oSfYMax ls vki D;k le>rs gS]a blds xq.k&nks"k fyf[k, rFkk Mkmu gSM
a
osfYMax djus ds fy, D;k&D;k mik;A
What do you understand by down-hand welding? Write down the advantages and
Disadvantages of down-hand welding. What are the measures of down-hand welding?
Ans. Down hand welding is one of the welding position in which the work pieces is welded.
welding position :- Welding position gives an idea about location of the work piece which is to
be welded. Location of work piece is generally decided with respect to weld slope and weld
rotation.
slope:- It is the angle between weld root line (W.R.L.)and a horizontal reference plane(H.R.P).
rotation:- It is the angle between the bisecting the angle of weld cross-section(B.L.) and upper
portion of a vertical reference plane(V.R.P.)passing through the weld root line. According to
American standards there are four welding position namely flat (Down hand) , Horizontal,
Vertical and Over head . British and Indian standard add one more , name as Inclined position.
flat (down hand) position :- In this position the face of the weld is horizontal, welding carried
out from above electrode pointing downward and weld bead is horizontal. In this position both
slope and rotation are limited within 100
Advantages :- 1) It is the simplest and best position of welding.
2) It is natural and most convenient position of welding.
3) Excellent welded joints are obtained at fast speed with
Minimum fatigue of welder.
If the structure does not permit welding in down-hand position and if possible to rotate it, then
different measures such rotators, fixtures and petitioners are using to carry out welding in
down-hand position.
There is no disadvantage of down hand welding
Measures to facilitate down hand welding
 Template: - It’s a clamping & guiding device for the job can be mounted which guide to
welding operation.
 Manipulator:-it is a device which can clamp job &can be rotated, can be hold at any
desired location to facilitate down hand welding. Manipulators are used for manufacturing
of side wall, end all under frame roof of wagon

Q.10. ch-,y-lh- rFkk ch-,Q-ds-vkbZ- oSxu esa D;k varj gS\ ch-,y-lh- oSx
a u dks ih-vks-,p djus

dh fof/k dk foLrkj ls o.kZu dhft,\
What is the difference between BLC and BFKI? Explain the process of POH of BLC
wagon in details
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BEARING

CTRB

ROLLER BEARING

POH PROCEDURE OF BLC WOGON
The period between POH repairs will be 6 year for first POH. Period for subsequent POH shall
be 4.5 years . This defines that ROH period is 18 month and POH period is 4.5 years. The
general procedure laid down for POH of BOX N wagon and other wagon is applicable to these
wagons. As these wagons are as uni
unitt of 5 wagons containing 2 car A and 3 car B. The container
wagons may be sent to nominated wagon repair workshop for POH in rake so that the shop can
turn out the wagons as rakes for service.
 Receive the load in repair ways.
 Disconnect 5 car units into se
separate
parate consisting five cars. Each car requires to undergo
POH individually.
 Remove the bogie brake rigging arrangement.
 Remove Centre Pivot split pin lock pin etc
 Lift the body through lifting pads
 Run out the bogie.
 After removing the side frame key and lifting the bogie remove wheel sets
 Dismantle the bogie replace the pin and bushes in brake gear
 After proper cleaning examine the bogie side frame and other castings for check
 Attend all parts for repair of bogie
 Check the spring & replace the defec
defective
tive ones. All the spring are required to be tested as
per load test chart.
 Check the S/B parts, C/P and its liners . All liners including C/P liner must be replaced
 All brake gear components should be dismantled, cleaned and necessary repair are to be
carried
rried out . all pins and bushes required renewal
 Attend to wheel sets for new tread profile . all roller bearing need thorough attention and
ultra sonic testing of axle
 Assembly the bogie and check for leading dimensions and tolerance
 Set to 16mm clearance
ance on tare load on the load sensing device of bogie and tack weld of
pasterns
 Side bearer spring must be replace if the height are not within specified limits
 examine all draft &buffing gear, CBC, uncoupling gear etc. attend to defective and worn
out part as per G-76
76 of RDSO instruction . examine the slack less draw bar , key stone
draft gear and replace the defective one . Dimensions 25mm clearance of the wedge block
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on the yoke should be maintained.
Check the under frame and defect re attend before primer coat paint
Air brake equipment are attend to by replacing all rubber item and defective parts
Attend all parts of Air brake as per instruction laid by G-96 RDSO instructions
Remove SAB dismantle and change the worn out part grease the item inside and attend to
as per RDSO instruction G-92
Lowering down of under frame on the bogie after attending to all repairs. Height in car A
and car B and other leading dimension are to be maintained after repair .6mm thick
washer should be ensure under all the springs of the bolster at draw bar end bogie of A car
Automatic locks should be checked for operation and defective parts require renewal
.Preferably all locks should be dismantle and re assembled with new rubber springs of
locks
Check the distance from S/F top liner to S/B seat 131+0,-.5 mm at all four side bearer
point under tare condition of the wagon
Ensure all APD measure are incorporate after assembly
Rearrange to 5 wagon unit (2 A car& 3 B car)
Paint the bogie ,stencil (station code, date of POH, return date etc)
Special instruction – the draw bar height &CBC height should not be more than 845 mm
& 1105 mm. no packing be given over axle box adopter.
Final inspection by NTXR and out the wagon for traffic
check air brake testing on SWTR and fill up format.

Q.11 ckWDl,u rFkk ckWDl,u vkj- esa D;k varj gS\ ckWDl,u ls ckWDl,u vkj oSxu cukus dh

fof/k dk foLr`r o.kZu dhft,\
What is the difference between BOXN & BOXN ‘R’? Explain the process for conversion
of BOXN to BOXN ‘R’.
Answer Rehabilitation of BOXN wagon using stainless steel IRSM44 side wall End wall &
floor with stregthening of under frame is called BOXN’R’. difference between BOXN in
BOXNR
Capacity
S.N Description
BOXN
BOXNR
o
1
Volumetric capacity
56.29 m3
61.47 m3
2
No of wagons/train
58
58
3
Pay load/train
3369T
4083.2 T
4
Gross Load/train
4714T
5313T
Strength
5
Estimated tare load
23.2T
21.2 T
6
Payload
58.08T
70.4 T
7
Gross load
81.28T
91.6T
8
Axle load
20.32T
22.9t
9
Ratio(Pay load/tear)(
2.5T
3.32t
10
Body
structure 5.212T
6.3T
complete
OTHERS
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11

Material

Mild steel

Stainless
steel(IRS.M-44)
12
Side Stanchion
06 Nos built with 8 09 Nos built with 6
mm
thick
hat mm thick CRF Hat
section
section
13
Inside height
1950mm
2177mm
14
Side wall seat
5mm
3.15mm
15
Side stanchion fitted Riveted
Huck bolted
with sole bar
End wall
16
End stanchion8(at each 04 nos with ISMC- 02 and half side
end)
150
stanchion and two
middle coping of
hat section 6mm
thickness
17
End top coping
Channel of ISMC- CRF section of box
150
of 100x100x6 mm
thickness
18
End seat
5mm thickness
3.15 mm thickness
floor and door plate
1
Floor plate
6mm thickness
4 mm thickness
2
Door plate
5 mm thickness of 4mm thickness of
MS
SS
Conversion process for BOXNR- BOXN wagon which are above the age group 12-18 years
are to be taken up for rehabilitation and up gradation for the conversion into BOXNR. Unless
condition of particular detects the wagon found with damage of centre sill and camber, less
than 2mm should not be considered for up gradation.
After the rehabilitation and up gradation the wagon shall be marked of BOXNR in place of
BOXN
conversion:-The rehabilitation and up gradation of BOXN wagon to BOXNR for increasing
capacity and resistance to corrosion
There scope of work involves fabrication of new side walls, end walls replacement of floor
plate ,door and damage under frame member
Stripping:-In process of BOXNR is first step is taken the entire body is strip out from
wagon(Removal of a body parts are respectively given below
Removal of side wall end wall panels(wall) corner stanchion by Cutting all rivets crib angles
from the side and headstock. Remove the floor plate from under frame
Cleaning of under frame
Cleaning/F is carried out by placing three U/f on trestles. Both cleaning and derusting is carried
out simultaneously.(The members are to be made rust free by scrapping and hammering so that
it can be checked if any member is heavily corroded or deformed requiring replacement
Before taken up the repair work is inspected with respect to the following
 Cracks: horizontal and vertical cracks are inspected and rectified by specified repairing
process
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 The Alignment: - If alignment is not in proper is carried out realignment with specified
procedure.
 -Replacement:- If any other member under frame is found is beyond repair it is replaced
with new one
 Addition of cross members:-To increase the capacity of wagon the under frame needs to
be strengthened and additional cross member are to be provided to make integrated
structure of body and under frame as per RDSO DRG
Manufacturing/assembly of body:-The Mfg. of body at shop floor is carried out as procedure
given below : The specified sheet for side wall, end wall, doors and CRF section are assembled on a
fixture to facilitate don hand welding. side-wall, end-wall are manicured on fixtures of
side-wall and end-wall on under-frame with the respective lifting procedure with the help
of crane .the holes of side stanchions and end stanchions with the holes of sole bar and
head stock matching to ensuring fitment . side and end stanchion are tightened with the
help of Nut-bolt attachment temporarily and joints all four corners through gusset plate
Ensure no sagging or distortion on side wall & End wall.
It is assembled to under frame temporary Nut-Bolt assembly is removed & huck bolted in each
hole as per drg and welding of floor sheets in side of the body on the frame. After that crib
angle is welded between floor sheet and walls inside.
Finishing & Painting: - At last the all surfaces of wagon (Body, UF, CBC, Brake system etc).
Need to finish and painting are painted as specified manner stenciling on the body as per rdso
drg.
After conversion of wagon all the procedure are followed for POH of under gear ,wheel,
bearings air brake,trolly as other wagon are pohed
finally wagons are placed on pit line after complet POH for NCWS inspection.

Q.12. bZ-vks-Vh- Øsu dk fizoV
sa ho esaVsusal f'kM~;qy fyf[k,\ bZ-vks-Vh- Øsu dk czd
s Mkmu de djus

ds fy, vki D;k mik; djsx
a As
Write down the Preventive aintenance Schedule of E.O.T Crane? What measures you
will take to reduce the brake down of E.O.T. Crane.
Maintenance of E.O.T Cranes.
To achieve specified level of quality and reliability of product, it is essential to ensure
efficient working maintenance of equipment. Plant maintenance is an important factor of an
efficient production system. It helps in increasing the operational efficiency of plant and,
thus contributes of revenue by reducing the maintenance time and increasing the
effectiveness of production.
Maintenance Objective of E.O.T Cranes.
Maintenance in any activity is designed to keep the resources in good working condition or
restore them to operating status.
The objectives of plant maintenance are: To increase functional reliability of production facilities.
 To enable product or service quality to be achieved through correctly adjusted, serviced
and operated equipment.
 To maximize the useful life to the equipment.
 To minimize the frequency of interruption to production by reducing brake-downs.
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 To maximize the production capacity from the given equipment resources.
 To enhance the safety of man power.
Preventive Maintenance System of E.O.T Cranes.
The preventive maintenance policy is a system of planed and schedule maintenance. The
Basic principal involved in this system is-“Prevention is better than cure “.
Preventive maintenance includes: Proper identification of all items, their documentation and coding.
 Inspection of plant and equipment at regular interval ( Periodic Inspection )
 Proper cleaning, lubrication of equipments.
 To up keep the machine through minor repairs, major over hauls etc.
 Failure analysis and planning for their elimination.
Daily
 Oil level of gear unit, the level should not be less or more than the level mark.
 Check bearing temperature by feeling by hand any discolorizations /overheating sign on
the housing.
Weekly
 Check for brake operation, if necessary adjust, lubricate brake articulations.
Monthly
 (Hook block) Check hook for any deformation and cracker.
Quarterly
 (Couplings) Check couplings and tighten if necessary.
 (Hook blocks) Check hooks for any deformation and cracker.
 (Wire rope) Wire rope examination.
Yearly
 Check LT wheel bearing and replace grease.
 Check CT wheel bearing and replace grease
 (Rope sheaves) Check shear groove for wear, check ball bearing of pulleys and provide
grease.
 CT gear box change oil.
 LT gear box change oil.
 Hoist gear box change oil.

Q.13 pDds esas fofHkUu izdkj ds dkSu&dkSu ls nks’k gksrs gS]a izR;sd dk Oghy fMQsDV xst dh

lgk;rk ls o.kZu djsAa
What are the different types of wheel defects? Explain each defect with the help of wheel
defect gauge.
WHEEL DEFECTS
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Thin Flange

Sharp Flange

Radius too small at the root of flange

Deep Flange

20

Flat faces on Tyre

Hollow Tyre

Thin Tyre

Wheel Defects

Causes

Thin Flange

When the flange thickness reduces from 28.5mm (New) to 16 mm (Condemn)
or less, then the flange is called thin flange.
Flange thickness is measured at a depth of 13 mm from the tip of the flange.
Repercussion: - Chances of bursting of point due to entering of flange between
Tongue rail and Stock rail.
When the radius given at the tip of flange is worn out from 14.5mm (New) to 5
mm (Condemn) or less is called Sharp Flange.
Repercussion: - Shearing of fish plate bolts at rail joints.

Sharp Flange
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Radius too small New Radius of flange at the root is 16R, when it is reduced to 13R or below, it is
at the root of called Radius too small at the root of flange.
Repercussion: - Excessive lateral play result in chances of mounting of flange
flange
over rail.

Deep Flange

Flat faces
Tyre
Hollow Tyre
Thin Tyre

The New height of the flange is 28.5mm, when it increased up to 35mm or
more is called Deep Flange
Repercussion: - Shearing of fish plate bolts at rail joints.

on Flatness on wheel circumference is called Flat faces on tyre.
For Coaching Stock it is allowed up to 50 mm
For Goods Stock it is allowed up to 60 mm
Repercussion: - Chances of rail fracture due to hammering effect on rail.
If the groove on the wheel tread is up to 5 mm or more, it is called Hollow tyre.
Repercussion:- Chances of entanglement of tongue rail nose with wheel.
If the remaining thickness of tyre is less than 25 mm, it is called thin tyre.
Repercussion: - probability of breakage of tyre.

Q.14 Oghy fMLd rFkk ,Dlsy dh ef'kfuax djus dh fØ;k dk o.kZu djsa rFkk budks izl
s djus

dh fof/k dk foLrkj ls o.kZu djsAa
Explain the machining process of Wheel disc & axle and also explain the wheel pressing
process in details?
Axle and wheel disc are assembled on wheel press m/c new axles are received in semi finish
condition from RWF Bangalore. Old serviceable axle are received by machining of wheel seat
it is ensued that axle is good condition axle wheel sheet is machined on axle Turing lathe (CNC
ATL) surface finished N7. Now wheel disc is bored considering minimum removal material &
old serviceable disc are reclined after boring. It is ensuring that old reclined axle is used new
disc and new axles are used in old disc by this method optimum utilization of axle and disc can
be done.
Disc are bore considering particular axle wheel sheet dia and interferes allowance is calculate
accordingly the disc and axle wheel seat left/right are mark which will be fitted on the same
axle since interference in given accordingly .
Wheel pressing processi) The Axle shall be fully machined & finished as per drawing.
ii) The Wheel disc bore shall be fully machined & finished as per drawing to ensure its
selective assembly with the Axle. Considering interference allowance.
iii) The disc and the wheel seat area of the Axle must be cleaned carefully to remove dust,
grit, chips & grease before assembly.
iv) The surface finish of the disc bore & the wheel seat area of the Axle shall be as indicated in
the drawing.
v) Record of actual measurement of Wheel disc bore & wheel seat dia of the Axle shall also
be maintained and there assembly shall be identified with the wheel & Axle numbers.
vi) Both, Wheel seat & disc bore must be coated with mixture of basic carbonate while lead &
boiled linseed oil. The proportion should be 1.2 Kg. of While lead paste to one liter of boiled
linseed oil.
vii) The Assembly of the wheel disc with the axle must be carried with a hydraulic
press
taking all suitable precaution to prevent deformation of the components and damaged to the
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machined parts, specially the journal.
viii) The wheel press used for the wheel disc and axle assembly shall be equipped with a
pressure indicating gauge and a graph recording facility to show the progressive
development of pressure during pressing on operation including the final pressure at which
the wheel disc are pressed on to the axle.
The pressing pressure must 10Ton/inch dia of axle at wheel seat.
Wheel seat pressure should be recorded
Record of disc bore R.H.S.and L.H.S., wheel seat dia L.H.S. R.H.S.,mounted pressure on each
wheel ,wheel no.are recorded in the register.

Q.15 lh-,u-lh- e'khu D;k gSA ;g dao's kuy e'khu ls fdl izdkj fHkUu gksrh gS rFkk mPp

xq.koRrk ds fy, dkSu lh e'khu dks iz;ksx esa yk;k tk,xkA
What is CNC machine? How it differ from conventional machine, which machine will be
used for high quality and precision work.
Introduction :CNC machine-tools and other CNC equipment, robots, etc are becoming more and more
popular in the manufacturing industry these days. Even in other fields, CNC operations are
visible. Such as in metrology. CAT scan and computer-aided surgery. In fact, wherever precise
movement or positioning is desired, we look to CNC operations.
In conventional machine tools the operator moves the slides along their slide-ways either
manually or by engaging the automatic feed mechanism or by special cams. The operator also
performs other actions necessary for machining. Viz. starting/stopping rotation of spindle,
changing speed or feed rates. Turning on or off the coolant, etc. Each of these actions requires
the operator to exercise judgment and makea decision. These decisions are repeated even if the
parts are identical to one another.
Difference between conventional machine and CNC machine
S.No Description
Conventional Machine
CNC Machine
1
Method
Having a fixed sequence of This is a lasher flexible
operation with little variation to method in which the
machine a part
sequence
of
the
operations
can
be
changed to machine a
new part.
2
Programmed
The program or sequence of In these machine program
operations is built in to the is stared as the software.
hardware.
3
Production
Suitable for mass production This can be applied to
having identical parts.
short batch production
runs or even a single part.
4
Variation
It has less scope for variation as The machines have large
it is too costly
scope for variation of
different products without
involvement of high costs.
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5

Setting of m/c

The m/c requires more time for Complex
setting
up
setting up.
procedures are almost by
passed in these machines.
6
Floor area
More floor area required for Lesser floor area required
tooling and working holding
7
Productivity
Less productivity comparatively Productivity
can
be
CNC
increased.
8
Quality
Irregular quality can CNC
Consistent
quality
achieved
9
Operation
Reliable time taken
More
reliable
than
conventional m/c and less
time taken
10
Cycle time
Long cycle time compared to Shorter
cycle
time
CNC
compared to conventional
11
Man power
Required ore man power Reduced man power
compare CNC
12
Accuracy
Less accuracy
Higher accuracy
13
Material
Manual or some auto hand
Fully automatic. Auto
handling
Hand is possible
14
Lead time
More
Can be reduced
15
Scrap
Optimum scrap generate
Scrap rate is reduced
16
Initial cost
Less compared to CNC
High
compared
to
conventional
17
Skill/personnel Less required
More skilled man power is
required
18
Nature of m/c Frequent
Sophisticated
20
Maintenance
Less compared to CNC
Not suitable for long run
cost
CNC is more identical than conventional CNC machine is used for high quality and precision
work.

Q.16 lh-,y-MCY;w balsfVo Ldhe dh izeq[k fo'ks’krk,a fyf[k, ;g xzqi balfsa Vo Ldhe ls fdl

izdkj fHkUu gSA nksuksa ds xq.k nks’k fyf[k,A
Write down the salient features of CLW incentive scheme. How it differ from group
incentive Scheme? Explain the merits & demerits of both.
Introduction :- The need to improve productivity in Rly Workshops for ensuring better
utilization of man power, machinery and plant and covered area was being felt even
prior to independence. Piece work bonus system in existence in certain workshops of
Indian Railways like Jamalpur, Kanchrapara and Perambur prior to independence. The
bonus system adopted in each workshop however varied from w/s to w/s. The Railway
Board took a decision in 1949 to introduce some form of incentive scheme in railway
workshops to offer direct financial incentive to workers who exceeded a minimum level
of performance. The first formal incentive scheme was introduced in CLW in December
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1954.Time was the basis of this scheme and the time standards used were predetermined after systematic work measurement. The scheme was considerable success
and it was extended to ICF in 1960.
The justification for the introduction of incentive scheme in Railway w/s, as realized at
the time of its introduction, was as under: It was realized that the output of an average worker was much below than his normal
performance. It was felt that this “hidden capacity “could be harnessed only through the
introduction of a wage incentive scheme.
 There was no measure to assess the ratio of input and output, which is so essential for the
determination of a fare day’s work.
 The better utilization of M&P and other facilities could be made by increasing labour
productivity. Higher productivity will in turn result in reduction of cost.
 Some kind of wage incentive scheme will help the workers to do their job regularly,
throughout the wage period.
 Increased wages as a result of higher productivity will raise their standard of living.
Salient features of the CLW pattern of incentive scheme : Under the incentive bonus scheme, the basic wages are guaranteed to all the workers.
 Time is the yard-stick for measuring work. The various operations in the workshops are
subjected to time study is accordance with the standard practices of work measurement.
 The allowed time are so fixed that the workman of normal ability may earn 33-1/3% bonus
over and above his basic wages in respect of period spent on piece-work jobs. This
allowed time includes all allowances such as fatigue, general handling gauging and
production bonus allowance.
 The ceiling limit of profit is fixed at 50%.
 The incentive workers are classified as Direct, Essential Indirect and Indirect Workers :
 Direct workers are those engaged in work which can be accessed through time studies.
 Essential Indirect workers are those who contribute to the continuity of the work and
whose services are essential but whose work cannot be accessed through time studies.
Supervisor up to the rank of Charge man are also included in this category.
 Indirect Workers are those who are provided for cleaning etc. do not contribute directly or
indirectly to production and do not earn any incentive bonus.
 There is a provision for investigating cases of excessive profit or loss made by the
workers.
 Administration reserves the right to alter the timings. However, this should be done with
due care and with proper justification.
 All workers and Supervisors up to the level of charge men Gr ‘A’ are covered under this
scheme. There is a provision for penalty on the supervisors for excessive booking of idle
time. However, with the latest modification in the scheme, SSE level supervisor are also
eligible to earn up to 15% of bonus incentive.
CLW pattern incentive is not overall success; the quality of work is suffered since all
staff is not responsible for performance of workshop/production unit product. He is
responsible for his own work. However, in case of group incentive scheme, incentive
bonus is given as per overall performance of the unit. In case of CLW pattern, individual
output of the worker can be increased but overall outturn of the unit/ product is suffered.
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Therefore, the group incentive scheme is better than the CLW pattern scheme.
Merits of Incentive
 By Introduction of incentive scheme higher productivity could be achieve though the
available rescores are same.
 production cost could be reduce by increase in production.
 Earning capacity of labour will increase and production also increases.
 Quality of production will increase as required.
 Shelf inspection capacity will develop in workers.
 Planning in controlling of production presses will be easier.
 Absentee can be control.
 Shelf discipline will be developing into the workers.
 Execs labor can be recons noise and utilize in other works.
 Mature corporation and group working will be developing in workers.
Demerits
 Out turn of month is shown in another with a view to increase the overall incentive
payment to the workers.
 Incentive staff is booked on overtime in spite of a blanket ban imposed by Railway Board.
 The job cards on which losses occur are destroyed and not accounted for.
 Hand written job cards are issued. They can be manipulated
 Time entry on job cards is done by hand. Time can be manipulated.
 Direct workers are shown as EIW and IW, without much justification and authority.
 Allowed times are not revised even on ht introduction of advanced machine tools with
better tooling.
 Allowed times are claimed for complete machining operation even if the casting is
rejected on the very first cut.
 Excess repairs are certified by stage inspectors.
 Management has often failed to arrange the raw material, tools, M&P and material
handing equipments.
 The job cards are not punched-in immediately on punching out of the job card of
immediately preceding job. This leads to missing hours.
 At a time more than one job card is issued to a worker. This is manipulated by booking all
time losses against one job card. This job card, with heavy time losses, is released in one
particular month.
 Plus cards are issued without proper check.
 Allowed times are not linked with the learning curve.
 False issues are shown against the finishing shops.
 Excess allowed time is given by the rate fixing (Especially on non-stock requisition and
out-station work orders.)
 Penalty for booking of excessive idle time is not imposed.
 Stores department does not issue work orders unless previous work orders are completed.
This affects the continuity of production in manufacturing shops.
 Stores department issues the work order to the workshop without ensuring availability of
raw material.
 Alternate raw material is often offered by the stores department forcing rate fixing section
to issue plus card, thereby reducing shop capacity.
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 Job cards are not kept properly by the time office clerks.
 Time booths are not manned throughout the shift.
 Tally sheets are not submitted by the accounts clerk in time. The missing hours are never
highlighted by the accounts. Correlation between GAC hours, TT hours and idle time
hours is not made by the accounts.
 The Supervisors of mechanical and electrical maintenance departments do not sign the idle
time cards, even when there is work stoppage on their account.
 Management has failed to monitor incentive scheme. The attention paid to PCO is
minimum at officer level. The best workers and supervisors are not relieved for PCO
postings from shop floor.
 Quotas in terms of physical units have not been fixed for various manufacturing shop.
Therefore, there is no check on the actual out-turn of these shops.
 Management has often shied away from taking hard decisions.

Q.17 fMLVkWjlu D;k gS\ ;g fdl dkj.k ls gksrk gS\ bldks nwj djus ds mik; fy[ksAa
What is distortion? Write down the reason of distortion. Write down the methods to
eliminate distortion?
Distortion
Distortion in the vicinity of welded joints is a natural and inevitable consequence of the nonuniform heating and cooling that occurs during the welding thermal cycle. This note identifies
the factors affecting distortion and provides some brief guidance to Fabricators on practical
approaches to controlling and correcting distortion during the fabrication of metal structures.
Thermal distortion occurs when a process generates thermal gradients resulting in
strains, due to non-uniform expansion or contraction that exceed the local yield point of the
material. During the rapid heating cycle of a fusion welding process, material in the vicinity of
the weld heats, expands in all directions and is compressed by the constraints of the much
larger and cooler surrounding structure. The heated volume has a lower yield point than the
cooler surrounding structure and is more readily upset to a smaller dimension, i.e. the heated
volume yields in compression. On cooling, the weld deposit & the heated volume of the
adjacent parent material contracts in all directions, creating tensile strains that are constrained
by the attached cool structures that did not reach a yield point strain during the entire heating
and cooling process. This localized contraction results in buckling, localized tensile yielding, or
development of residual stress. On thinner members localized buckling will occur. On thicker
members less localized distortion is evident, however residual stresses tend to be higher.
For a structural steel with a yield point of 250 MPa, a thermal differential of just 100°C
will result in a thermal strain that approaches tensile yield point under fully constrained
conditions. For a structural steel with a yield point of 400 MPa, a thermal differential of 160°C
will result in a thermal strain that approaches yield point under fully constrained conditions.
The volume change of a structural steel weld during a fusion welding cycle occurs in
two parts. Firstly the molten weld volume reduces by approximately 3% on solidification. We
see this solidification shrinkage as craters at weld run terminations. Secondly the volume of the
of the solidified weld metal reduces by a further 7% as its temperature falls from the melting
point to room temperature. These, two volume changes always occur and distortion control
depends on developing an understanding of how to manage the process to minimize any
detrimental effects.
Distortion in a weld results from the expansion and contraction of the weld metal and adjacent
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base metal during the heating and cooling cycle of the welding
All welders have faced the problem of weld distortion at one time or another. The parts start off
straight and square, and after welding, the finished part is warped. Thinner material is more
susceptible, as it has less stiffness. Also stainless steels are more susceptible, as it has greater
thermal expansion and lower thermal conductivity than carbon steels.
First, let's discuss why distortion occurs. Weld metal is deposited at a high temperature, above
the melting point of material. For steel, this is around 2,500°F (1,370°C). As the weld cools to
room temperature, it shrinks, but is restrained from doing so by the adjacent cold base metal,
resulting in high-residual tensile stress. The weld is now like a stretched rubber band, with the
work piece holding the ends. This is the reason that the base metal moves, or springs back,
when the clamps holding the work piece are removed, distorting the part.
When the weld shrinks across its width, it causes groove welds to “wing-up” or fillet welds to
close up. When the weld shrinks along its length, it causes base metal to twist around the weld.
To minimize weld distortion, design and welding should be addressed. Weld shrinkage cannot
be prevented, but it can be controlled. These are recommended steps for minimizing weld
distortion:
 Avoid over welding — The bigger the weld, the greater the shrinkage. Correctly sizing a
weld not only minimizes distortion, but also saves weld metal and time.
 Intermittent welding — To minimize the amount of weld metal, use intermittent welds
instead of continuous welds where possible.
 Fewer weld passes — A fewer number of big passes results in less distortion than a
greater number of small passes with small electrodes. Shrinkage accumulates from each
weld pass.
 Place welds near the neutral axis or the center of the part— Distortion is reduced by
providing less leverage for the shrinkage forces to pull the plates out of alignment.
 Balance welds around the neutral axis — Welding on both sides of the plate offsets one
shrinkage force with another, to minimize distortion.
 Use the back step welding technique — In the back step technique, the general
progression of welding may be left to right, but each bead segment is deposited from right
to left. As each bead segment is placed, the heated edges expand, with successive beads;
the plates expand less and less because of the restraint from the prior welds.
 Presetting the parts — presetting parts before welding can make shrinkage work for you.
The required amount of preset can be determined from a few trial welds.
 Alternate the welding sequence — A well-planned welding sequence involves placing
weld metal at different points of the assembly so that, as the structure shrinks in one place,
it counteracts the shrinkage forces of welds already made. An example of this is welding
alternately on both sides of the neutral axis in making a complete joint penetration groove
weld in a butt joint.
 Clamping — Clamps, jigs, and fixtures that lock parts into a desired position and hold
them until welding is finished are probably the most widely used means for controlling
distortion in small assemblies or components. While there is some movement or distortion
after the welded part is removed from the jig or clamps, it will be lower compared to the
amount of movement that would occur if no restraint were used during welding.
 Peening — Peening the weld bead stretches it and relieves the residual stresses. However,
peening must be used with care. For example, a root bead should never be peened, because
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of the increased risk of concealing or causing crack. Also, peening is not permitted on the
final pass, because it can cover a crack and interfere with visual inspection. Before
peening is used on a job, engineering approval should be obtained.
 Thermal stress relieving — Another method for removing shrinkage forces is thermal
stress relieving, i.e., controlled heating of the weldment to an elevated temperature,
followed by controlled cooling.

Q.18 ckWDl,u] ^vkj^ oSx
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What is BOXN ‘R’ wagon? Write down the welding process of stainless steel.
Bogie open wagon with Stainless steel side wall, End wall & floor on MS under frame by
rehabilitation of BOXN
 High Axle load
 High volume
 High capacity
This wagon is upgraded and rehabilitation of BOXN wagon by replacement of side wall,
end wall by stainless steel IRS-M44 which is non corrosive and non magnetic steel. Also
its height is increased from 1950 mm to 2127 mm due to which its volume and capacity
had been increased. modification as per RDSO
The requirement of BOXN R wagon is due to heavy corrosion in BOXN wagon due to
which BOXN wagons are always in heavy repair and even marks sick. Due to which it
causes lack of availability of wagons which causes effect on revenue of Railways.
Therefore by rehabilitation of BOXN wagon into BOXN R wagon
Stainless Steel Welding Process- Manual Arc Welding (MMAW) and Gas metal Arc Welding (MIG & MAG). Both welding
process are used to weld IRS M-44. Manual Metal Arc Welding (SMAW, MMA) :- Direct
Current Electrode Positive) electrical characteristics is made up of route of consumables
electrode or basic flux coating. Generally gives priority because it reduces the slag inclusion.
Correct storage of electrode and pre-heat should be followed strictly. 1) At the time of welding process short Arc length should be maintained because it avoid to
electrode to overheat this alloy present in flux are not burnt.
2) Weaving of electrode should not be done by doing this heat input is reduced.
3) To use stringer weed technique.
4) Current setting: - Current should be adjusted according to the range given by producers of
the electrode.
5) To gain exact penetration lead angle should be low.
Changes according to position: - follow presentation of producer in all conditions.
Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW) or MIG/MAG: - In MIG welding versatile higher range
should be included according to the thickness and position of the material by MIG welding the
work done is quickly and perfectly. To avoid melting of side-walls adjust the arc angle.
Electrical characteristics: - DCEP (Direct Current Electrode Positive)
Consumables :Filler wire :Austenitic stainless Steel: - The assembly of consumable as follows – AWS – ER 309 L, ER
312 & ER 316 L or wire of high silicon increases the merits or goodness in welding and
melting spatters.
At the time of MIG/MAG welding following values should be follow – Table.
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Type of Arc

Positio Wire Diameter Current (Amps) Voltage
Speed
n
(mm)
(Volts)
mm/Sec
Short Arc
Flat
0.8
130 – 140
22 – 24
3 – 4.5
Vertica 0.8
110 – 130
20 – 22
3 – 4.5
l
Spray Arc
Flat
1.6
325 - 375
25 – 28
3 – 4.5
Gas :- Shielding gas at the time of welding –
1) Mixture of Argon gas 1 – 2% and oxygen gas
2) In organ base shielding gas maximum 5% mixture of CO2 is successfully used. When
mixture of CO2 is more than 5% is used the process procedure is necessary.
3) In shielding welding rate of gas flow should be less than 14 liter/min (On high or low rate
flow of gas quality of flow welding should be influence)
F) Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW/TIG) :- This process is applicable on 2.5mm sheet
welding. TIG welding is used in very thick and high M.P. Weldments. For correct welding of
Ductility suitable Austenitic filler wire should be used.
G) Electrical characteristics: - DCEP (Direct current electrode positive) –
Electrode :- At the time of 1 – 2% of aortic electrode current should be very low for deep
penetration (Pointed tip) Wax angel should be between 300 to 600.
Gas :- Pure Argon gas should be used as shield gas rate of gas flow should be 18 to 14 liter per
min.
According to IRSM 44 technique for welding of two different metal filler wire should be used.
Joint Design and preparation: - In fabrication design edge preparation is item joint important
for good and strong joint.
Position of Job at the time of work.
1) It should be at flat position.
2) Before take welding the angle of group, gape, corner joint all are in right position.
3) At the time of welding – Size of electrode, kinds of electrodes voltage, ampere range, weld
speed, thickness of material should be checked properly. The type of welding joint and welding
position should be decided at the time of welding.
4) Current setting should be very low but it should be according to the range procedure of filler
wire and electrode.
5) Basic coated electrode should be taken off before / Hrs and kept in oven at 1500 C to 2000C
for heating. It can be used with in ½ hrs.
6) Arc strike on welding joint should be done very precautionary. Arc strike should not be away
from the weld joint because spot of Arcs trite is very hard which is effective for the mechanical
property and corrosion resistance.
Weaving of Electrode:1) Break stripping method should not be used to control overheating.
2) For the 3mm thick plate in reverse side of weld. Welding should be done after grinding and
gauging due to this full penetration should be gained
3) When more than one run is expected temperature should not be more 1500C.
4) Before 6 sec. weed run slag should be cleaned properly by stainless steel wire brush. This
process is not only done for first weed and second weed but also used for changing electrode
when it is finished or also used before cater.
5) After welding dusting of weld weed removal of scale (Mechanical, Chemical) desolation of
welding weed should be avoided, corrosion resistance of weld Metal should be maintained.
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weld repairs :- To get rid of weld metal and any position should be done by chipping
machining, grinding and gauging on base metal. To use this method this should be kept in mind
that no spot or under-cut is present on base metal.
Precaution of Stainless Welding:1) Because in stainless steel the coefficient of thermal expansion is very high and very low heat
conductivity. Main precaution should be done that is current is lower than its expected range,
electrode of small gauge, input of low heat.
2) Before welding base should be cleaned, dry dust free oxide film and avoid of grease oil.
3) Always tack small arc alloy are used to less damage.. To avoid weld and to make strong
weed.
4) After finishing welding lift electrode very comfortably and before finishing arc crater should
be filled.
5) Stainless steel wire brush should be used to clean welding.
6) Electrode is used with DC priority
7) Before welding every Bead should be cleaned properly.
8) Welding should be done in flat position.
9) Correct shape of electrode, current length of arc speed of motion and angle of electrode is
according to the standard value.
10) Welding arc should not be fixed near the welding place.
11) To check right gap welding place should be proper.
12) To avoid internal tension correct welding process should be done and structure spiral
should be reduces.
13) Always welding is done from its free hand.
Electrode of welding:Material to be welded
To use Electrode filler wire
1) IRSM – 44 to IRSM – 44
with 9 LR 16 (IS : 5206.83) or

IRS class M1 IS: is E-19 along
308 I (MIG) is used as AWS

2) IRSM – 44 to IS: 2062/5986/1079
hydrogen coating as per
5426 H3JX & like EB5424 H3 JX 814-91

Less than IRS class M2, the type of
IS : code EB

Q.19 ,d vPNs ,oa lQy lqijokbZtj dh D;k fo'ks"krk,¡ gksuh pkfg,] foLr`r o.kZu dhft,A
What qualities a supervisor should have to become a good and successful supervisor.
Explain in details.
SUPERVISORY SKILLOF GOOD & SUCCESSFUL SUPERVISOR
Indian Railways have a vast network. It is the largest under a single management. At the
turn of the 21st Century, it carried over 14 million passengers a day and more than a
million tons of freight every day.
This is done by management skills of good & successful supervisor
There are some tools for successful supervisor - Five Eyes are
 Integrity (both professional & personal) – Be honest, upright, trustworthy, truthful.
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Involve yourself in the job. Let there be congruence between your thoughts, words and
deed’ when character is lost, everything is lost.
 Impartiality- treats everybody fairly. Do not show undue favor, just to demonstrate your
authority and status. But be bold to assist and help in deserving cases.
 Inquisitiveness - Be ready always to learn and gain mastery over your job. To improve
your own knowledge, ask question irrespective of the status of the persons; peers, seniors
or juniors. Remember the Chinese saying,” ask a question, regret forever
 Innovation – In whatever job you are, you can improve the methods of work through new
ideas, new gadgets, and new techniques. Try to innovate by intensifying application to
your work. You will have the joy of improving productivity, quantity, quality and reduce
boredom and fatigue in many work practices.
 Informative – Keep those concerned, aware of your goals and objectives. Develop the
capacity to impart knowledge to the staff working with you and improve their skills.
Update your knowledge constantly. Keep abreast of the latest developments, especially in
your field of work.
Five “c” are Commitment – Identify yourselves with the objectives of the organization. This means a
willingness to go beyond the standard demands of your job or the call of duty. It is giving
more than you get. It means making a sacrifice for the job.
 Competence – Do your best in whatever post you may hold. Be thorough in your field of
activity. Take pride to be a pioneer. People forget how fast you did a job but they always
remember how well you did it.
 Consistency – In your behavior and practice; avoid being a weathercock. Be principlecentered. Cultivate the ability to take a well-considered stand, after evaluating alternatives
and adhere to it.
 Compassion – Be ready to help someone in distress but make sure that your compassion
is not misplaced.
 Communication – Cultivate the skill to express yourself in simple direct language. More
than that cultivates the ability to listen to others. Communication is more of hearing than
speaking. Empathies while communicating with appropriate body language.
Personal Attributes
 Develop a positive approach in the workplace. It is the only successful approach to
survival.
 Be bold enough to say ‘No’ to a request or demand (politely of course), which you
consider incorrect or unreasonable.
 Encourage decision-making. Recognize the right to be wrong.
 Encourage creativity. This will increase your prestige and earn loyalty. In-house
innovations enhance image and productivity.
 Introduction recognition awards like ‘Man of the Month’, ‘Rail person of the year’ etc. &
publicize.
 Do not lose your temper even when provoked, especially when in a group. Keep your
cool and guard your language. If you keep a level head while others around are losing
their heads, your authority will always exceed theirs.
 Never compromise with self-respect
 Delegate authority. Tell your team what you expect out of them. Avoid excessive
monitoring and allow your men to perform. Avoid criticism while the task is being
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performed.
 Be visible and accessible to your colleagues and staff. Keep your doors open. It promotes
a feeling of kinship (Relation).
 Never compromise in discipline. Come down heavily and promptly on acts of
indiscipline.
 Willingness to learn improves your endowments (Knowledge bank). You can improve
your skills and expertise. Learn, even from your subordinates by asking questions if
necessary. Learning from staff can invest in them a sense of pride and bonding with you.
 Recognize and appreciate good work. Let your praise be genuine. Point out faults in a
constructive way without criticism which tends to kill initiative and creativity.
 Encourage your subordinates in constructive discussions
 Avoid raising the level to find solutions to a problem. Try to see that problems are solved
at appropriate levels and not “thrown up” unnecessarily.
 Keep your knowledge updated. Read journals and magazines relating to Railway working
and technology to constantly keep in touch with improvements and developments
 In your service career, you may have to meet with failure. Handle failure with courage.
The only ‘real’ failure is ‘giving up’. If you have done a mistake, the best way out is to
accept gracefully, instead of becoming defensive. Consider failure as an opportunity to
begin afresh.
 Support your boss with loyalty in discharging legitimate duties. Remember your boss has
a boss. Don’t demand something that will put your boss in an awkward position with
his/her superior.
Work Ethics:
 Be punctual in attending office. Your example can go a long way in motivating
punctuality in your office.
 Time is precious. Use every minute productively. Avoid gossiping in office. Manage your
time well. You can either use your time or lose your time. You can never save time.
 . Your reputation, your personal attributes and your way of dealing with men and matters
travel faster than you think and reach mach before your arrive at a new location.
Leadership
 Commitment – To lead effectively you must belong to the organization. Your
commitment should be total.
 Demonstrate personal discipline and integrity. If you have to be effective with others you
need to be more effective with yourself.
 Be broad minded and generous.
 Be able to communicate clearly.
 Be able to spot, develop and deploy talent effectively.
 Be willing to delegate authority.
 Be ready to accept change with an open mind.
 Be proactive. Teach your staff how to get things done and do not encourage unacceptable
excuses for non-performance.
 Encourage telling the truth however bitter it might be.
 Develop a ‘vision’ for the organization.
Captain Of The Team
 Railway is a multidisciplinary organization. Railway Managers and supervisors are
expected to be good Team Leader.
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 For leading a team effectively, you have to develop trust in your team.
 Trust has mainly four elements- integrity, loyalty, communication and shared vision that
establishes the support-net needed by each member of the team, to work productively.
 Honesty, reliability, supportive nature, consistency in treating others, loyalty to the task,
performance at meeting and feelings of mutual respect.
 Explain the goals and objectives you want to achieve to the members of your team as well
as the type of information you would like to have. Before finalizing views, give them an
opportunity to make their inputs. Avoid being authoritarian.
 Accept difference of opinion. Your self confidence shows when you accept constructive
criticism gracefully.
 Be friendly and humane but let not personal friendship or bias cloud your decisions about
what is in the best interests of the organization.
 Your task as a team leader is to synergies the efforts of the team towards realizing the
vision of the organization.
 You and your team succeed or fail together. As the captain of the team, you may delegate
authority not the leadership
Team Work
 Railway produces and provides “Transportation” which is essentially a group activity.
Success depends on effective teamwork.
 Curb your ego, self-righteousness and tendency of one-upmanship.
 Seek cooperation by reasoning, persuasion and motivation.
 Rise above all feelings of regionalism and communalism.
 Appreciate and recognize the difficulties of your colleagues in other departments. Every
department has its own problems. Do not try to exploit the weaknesses of others.
 While the team is accountable as a whole, individual accountability cannot be ignored.
 There are three sides to every controversy- yours, the other persons and the right one.
 Recognition of the “user” department as an internal customer can result in a well
coordinated performance.
 Self- centered individuals make poor members for a team activity. You have to maintain
proper alignment with others.
 No matter how great your skills are or how hard you work and how well you perform, if
you cannot get along with others in the team and in the organization, you are likely to
derail in your career.
Quality
 Do not compromise on quality. Quality is actually cost effective. It saves a lot, all around.
 Quiz the staff occasionally to ascertain their knowledge of rules, regulations and proper
working procedures.
 In work centers like workshops, Depots, check occasionally, the actual work done against
the time sheets. This will improve quality & reduce malpractice. There may be some
resentment (anger) at the start, but if you are fair and firm, the staff will give you all the
support and in fact appreciate your work ethics.
 Good training improves quality. Provide enough opportunities to train your staff. If you
want to get good quality of work done through your people, you have to develop people
through work.
Staff Welfare
 Do not forget that the most important asset of the organization is its employees. One of
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your prime duties is to look after the welfare of staff working under you.
It is essential that you learn the working of personal/Medical Department thoroughly,
irrespective of the department you belong to.
Good knowledge of regulations relating to staff welfare e.g. Pass Rules, withdrawal from
Provident Fund, medical facilities available to staff etc. can help you to improve staff
welfare and therefore high Label of satisfaction of staff working under you.
Be fair and equitable in interpreting rules and regulations, and try to give the benefit of
doubt, whenever it is possible to do so.
Be generally helpful and sympathetic, though no favours should be shown at the expense
of work.
It is a good practice to enquire about the welfare of the family and domestic problems
occasionally.
It is a good practice to coordinate with the Railway Doctor, to get information about
serious health problems of employees or their families and to visit the hospital to enquire
about their welfare.
Follow the motto – “Do unto others what you expect others to do unto you”. It creates
great confidence in staff when you monitor progress of their grievance systematically.

Discipline
 Punishment is given to refine a person. It has to be selective and swift.
 Apply your mind carefully while deciding to give a charge sheet instead of making it a
routine habit. Once you give a charge sheet, make sure action is not delayed.
 Follow the Discipline and Appeal Rules meticulously so that the punishment is not set
aside later, on procedural grounds.
 For minor offences it is more effective to talk to the employee in person and make him
realize where he went wrong.
 Take a serious view if anyone taking liberties with the safe running of trains. Safety is
sacrosanct.
Inspections Inspections is the most essential part of your work
 Carrying out joint-inspections with your department colleagues will be very useful to
improve efficiency.
 While inspecting, listen to the person in charge of the work place, but be worry of being
mislead.
 To the extent possible, take decisions on the spot.
 Make it a point to talk to the staff emphasizing the goals and objectives of the
organization, importance of the quality of work, time consciousness and technical aspects
of working.
 At places where attendance is recorded by clocks at a time booth, occasionally check the
staff while they punch their cards.
 In sheds, depots and workshops, random inspection of final product, improves quality and
quantity. For work which has not been done properly, get it redone.
 Safety-related inspections have to be done thoroughly as no chances should be taken with
safe running of trains or the industrial safety in workshops/sheds/depots.
 Safety inspections are best done as “surprise” inspections at unusual hours (like midnight
to 0400 hrs.). This is the time when sleeping on duty is common, endangering safety.
 The object of inspection is to make sure that rules and regulations, instructions and
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procedures etc. are correctly followed. It is necessary to explain to the staff the
consequences of flouting them.

Q.20 osfYMax djus ds fy, bySDVª®M dk p;u fdl izdkj fd;k tkrk gSk dkj£kuk es iz;¨x
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How the selection of electrode for welding is done? Explain different type of electrode
used in workshop.
Ans 9 In general, all electrodes are classified into five main groups:
1. Mild steel
2. High-carbon steel
3. Special alloy' steel
4. Cast iron
5. Nonferrous

\
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. The widest range of arc welding is done with electrodes in the mild steel group.
Electrodes are manufactured for use in specific positions and for many different types of
metal. They also are specially designed to use with ac or dc welding
. Machines. Some manufacturer electrodes work identically on either ac or dc, while others are
best suited for flat-position welding. Another type.js made primarily for vertical and overhead
welding, and some can be used in any position.
Types of Electrodes
Electrodes are classified as either bare or shielded. The original bare electrodes were exactly
as their name implied-bare. Today, they have a light covering, but even with this
improvement they are rarely used be
cause of their limitations. They are difficult to weld with, produce brittle welds, and have low
strength. Just about all welding is done with shielded electrodes.
The shielded electrode has a heavy coating of several chemicals, such as cellulose, titanium
sodium, low-hydrogen sodium, or iron powder. Each of these chemicals in the coating serves
a particular function in the welding process. In general, their main purposes are to induce
easier arc starting, stabilize they are, improve weld appearance and penetration, reduce
spatter, and protect the molten metal from oxidation or contamination by the surrounding
atmosphere.
Electrode Identification
Electrodes are often referred to by a manufacturer's trade name. The American Welding
Society (A WS) and the American Society for Testing and Materials
(ASTM) have set up certain requirements for e1ectrodes to assure some degree of uniformity in
manufacturing electrodes.
In this classification, each type of electrode is assigned a specific symbol, such as E-60 I 0, E70 I 0, and E-80 I O. The "prefix E identifies the electrode for electric-arc welding. The first
two digits in the symbol represent minimum allowable tensile strength. The third digit of
the symbol indicates the joint position for which the electrode is designed. Two numbers are
used for this purpose: 1 and 2. Number 1 designates an electrode that can be used for welding
in any position. Number 2 represents an electrode restricted for welding in the horizontal and
flat positions only. The fourth digit of the symbol represents special characteristics of the
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electrode, such as weld quality, type of current, and amount of penetration. The numbers
range from 0 through 8. Since the welding position is dependent on the manufacturer's
characteristics of the coating, the third and fourth numbers are often identified together.
Electrode Selection
Several factors are critical while choosing a welding electrode. The welding position is
particularly significant. As a rule of thumb, never use an electrode that
has a diameter larger than the thickness of the metal being welded. Some operators prefer
larger electrodes because they permit faster travel, but this takes a lot of expedience to
produce certified welds.
Position and the type of joint are also responsible determining the size of the electrode. For
example, in thick-metal section with a narrow vee, a small. Diameter electrode is always
used to run the frost weld 0 root pass. This is done to ensure full penetration at the root of the
weld. Successive passes are then mad, with larger electrodes.
For vertical and overhead welding, 3/16 inch is the largest diameter electrode that should be
used regardless of plate thickness. Larger electrodes make it too
difficult to control the
deposited metal. For economy, 81 ways use the largest electrode that is practical for the, work
It takes about one half of the time to deposit 81 equal quantity of weld metal from 1/4-inch
electrode as it does from 3/16-inch electrodes of the same type The larger sizes not only allow
the use of higher CUI rents but also require fewer stops to change electrode! Deposit rate and
joint preparation are also important in the selection of an electrode.
Low-hydrogen type electrodes constitute another group developed for welding high-sulfur
and high-carbon steel. These electrodes produce X-ray quality deposits b reducing the
absorption of hydrogen that causes porosity and cracks under the weld- bead.
Welding stainless steel requires an electrode containing chromium and nickel. All stainless
steels have low thermal conductivity that causes electrode over-heating and improper arc
action when high currents al used. In the base metal, it causes large temperature differentials
between the weld and the rest of the work which warps the plate. A basic rule in welding
stainless steel is to avoid high currents and high heat. Another reason for keeping the weld
cool is to avoid cal bon corrosion. There are also many special-purpose electrodes for
surfacing and welding copper and copper alloys, aluminum, cast iron, manganese, nickel
alloys, and nickel-manganese steels. The composition ( these electrodes is designed to match
the base meta The basic rule in selecting electrodes is to pick On that is similar in
composition to the base metal.

Q.21 odZ'kkWi esa ihlhvks D;k gS\ blds D;k&D;k dk;Z gS] vkids fopkj ls blds fofHkUu foHkkx
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What P.C.O. is prescribed for different type of workshops? What are the functions of various
organs of the P.C.O? In your opinion, to what extent each organ is able to function
effectively in your workshop?
Answer: - Production Control Organization is mainly responsible for smooth working
and timely availability of man material. This is mainly divided into three parts. Headed
by Senior Section Engineer of each part.
 Rate Fixing& Planning
 Progress Office and Field
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 Inspection
The broad functions of this department comprise of:
 Rate Fixing& Planning
Planning activity: These comprise of study of drawings and specifications, preparation of cost
and details.
 These comprise of scrutiny of drawings received; preparation of part drawings to
facilitates manufacturing operations, designing various jigs and fixtures.
 These comprise of planning the various activities connected with production in manner
which would ensure maximum use of man & machinery
 Making all arrangements work as smoothly and efficiently as possible.
 The function of this office are broadly divided as under:
 Processing: The function include preparation of scroll process sheets indicating sequence
of operation, quantity of material to be used. The section or load center where the
operation is to be carried out; the requirement of machine groups, jigs, fixture and gauges,
etc.
 The functions include maintenance of synthetic data for fixing rates (time) for individual
operation, indicating allowed time in the process sheet for each of the operation involved;
to scrutinize all completed piece work cards, issue of excess time cards etc.
 This section deals with matters of general efficiency of the shops. Its activities comprise of
review of existing practices, suggest improvement, keeping constant watch on off cuts and
rejected materials lying on the shop floor or stores scrap-yard in order to suggest suitable
usages of that materials etc.
 Time study of new work, time study for revision of allot time
 Time to time suggests improve method of working.
 Progress Office and Field
 These comprise of release of work orders for components assemblies of stock item if not
available in the store/ Non stock item etc.
 In advance of the schedule of production; preparation of production schedule .
 Preparation of route card as per manufacturing process.
 Making arrangement of stock item revision of stock item as per requirement.
 Drawl of stock item from store and supply to the shop in time.
 Time to time co-ordination meeting with store for timely procurement of store item.
 Making of stock proposal for newly introduce but regular consumption item with
justification.
 Distribution thereof in advance to all concerned for their guidance, arranging with stores
departments for reservation of required material before actual release of work orders etc.
 As per schedule laid down, preparation of monthly report of production and their
deliveries.
 Keeping liaison with shops and stores departments in the drawls of raw material and
finished parts.
 Intersection and inter shop movement of component; maintenance of records for number
of orders received, orders completed etc. for each batch etc.
Inspection : Pre-inspection of wagon/coach/any component and check the work content
 Marking of the work to be carry doubt on the wagon.
 Marking condemnation of wagon/component if found condemn.
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 Stage inspection of components like trolley, Airbrake, Wheels, Wagon building etc. and
check as per procedure. And guide accordingly.
 On Completion of each operation to ensure the production as per drawings and
specification,
 Bringing to the notice of concerned authorities of deviation from drawings and
specifications for rectification and rejection;
 Certification on the job card and Route cards regarding quantities passed of rejected in
respect of each operation etc.
 Final passing of the material physically and take its counter on the record.
 Final offer of wagons to NTXR for final fitment
Opinion : In the opinion the function the function above departments is not satisfactory due to
following reason
 The inspection department doesn’t pre-inspect the work content and work done by the
operator and not physically check the work done by operator He records the allot time &
quantity as advice by the section supervisor.
 The Bonus percentage is not given has per actual work content but adjusted reasonable
bonus % age to avoid conflict from unions.
 The main problem in workshop to do the work fast which sacrifice the quality and
absconding from working place.
 The technological improvement as well as training to the staff for operation and
maintenance of machine and plant is required.
 The policy of management in regarding to staff should be positive for motivation.
 Improvement / change of incentive system such as group incentive should be introduced.

Q.22 D;k vki le>rs gSa fd izkRs lkgu i)fr ftl mÌs'; ls ykxw dh xbZ Fkh] og mÌs'; iwjk
dj jgh gSA orZeku Ldhe dks vkSj vf/kd izHkkoh cukus ds fy, D;k vki D;k lq>ko nsx
a As
Do you think that present incentive scheme has served the purpose for which it was
introduced? Suggest any changes which will make the present scheme more effective
Incentive Scheme
Ans. 22- CLW Pattern incentive scheme introduce in 1961, the main purpose of incentive
scheme was to increase the productivity without increasing man power and proper
utilization of assets by giving incentive bonus to the worker. The purpose of the scheme was
good quality of work but it has not serve the purpose. The quality of the work is totally
decreasing day by day and earning of bonus is the main issue of interference of union.
 The job cards on which losses occur are destroyed & not accounted for.
 Hand written job cards are issued. They can be manipulated.
 Time entry on job cards is done by hand. This can be manipulated.
 Direct workers are shown as EIW & IW, without much justification and prejudice of the
worker.
 Allowed times are not revised even on the introduction of advance machine tools with
better tooling.
 Allowed times are claimed for complete machining operation even if the casting is
rejected on the very first cut.
 Excess repairs are certified by stage inspectors.
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 Right quantity of the job are not mentioned
 Proper inspection of the material is not possible and allotted time and quantity is given by
understanding brotherhood.
 Management has often failed to arrange the raw material, tool, M&P & material handling
equipments.
Suggestion for making incentive scheme more effective
 CLW Pattern of incentive scheme is very old and required to be review & should be
replaced by Group incentive scheme.
 Whether a list of items to be manufactured or repaired in the sections/shop should be
counted physically and record of the same should be maintained which incentive scheme
is proposed to be introduce, has been prepared.
 Adequate load to meet the increased capacity generated as result of introduction of
incentive scheme should be ensured.
 Computation & the time studies have been carried out should be implemented.
 Issue of job card on work order should be review properly.
 Work of inspection department should be review and quality as well as quantity work
should be look after by the shop supervisor/worker itself. It will give the system of quality
control to the quality insurance.
 Allowed times should be reviewed time to time as and when new technology is introduce.
 Whether the strength & categories indirect workers & essential indirect workers have been
approved by Chief Mechanical Engineer.
 Whether the strength & the categories of staff of indirect workers including those declared
essentially, indirect have been fixed as a result of proper analysis.
 Whether the strength & categories of staff of direct workers have been determined with
reference to the work load on the different load centers & sections. The No. of effective
hours, available per shift peer month will be taken as 200 & with the addition of 33.3%
representing the average efficiency under incentive scheme, 267 man hours per man per
month shall be the basis for working out the number of direct workers.
 Whether the number of supervisors has been determined according to actual need keeping
in view of the overall ratio of supervisor to 18 workers.
 Whether regular supply of raw materials has been ensured. Also whether arrangements
have been made with the stores departments for their reservation before the release of
work orders.
 Whether a system of periodical oiling of machines, tools & plants & other preventive
maintenance measures have been introduced.
 Whether a proper system of inspection has been introduced.
 Whether the punching clocks have been installed & booth erected.

Q.23 dkj[kkus esa flfj;l ,DlhMsV
a ] ftlesa ,d deZpkjh dh e`R;q gks xbZ gks] ogk¡ igqp
a us okys

vki igys vf/kdkjh gS]a bu ifjfLFkfr esa vki D;k dk;Z djsx
a As
You are the first officer to arrive at the site of a serious accident in a workshop in which
some workmen have lost their lives. What actions will you take under that circumstance?
Ans- Duties Of An Officer at The Site Of Accident
• First of all protection of site will be ensured
• Render first-aid services to the injured
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• Immediately call the railway doctor from nearby railway hospital/Dispensary any other
Doctor
• Asked the Doctor report whether employees are surviving or otherwise.
• In case of death of employee• Immediately inform the next officers of the concerned shop.
• Call on RPF at spot.
• Inform the families of the affected persons.
• Give all concerned message to all officers.
• Inform local Police Station with the help of RPF.
• Take 2 eye witnesses/ statement from available employees at the accident site.
• Call Safety Officer of workshop informing him about the details of accident and place of
accident site and ask him to put up factual report with his remark. and Prepare the
accident report indicating small diagram/Sketch of the accident.
• Arrange to save the life of injured employee is any.
• To preserve the clues and evidences at the site of accident, if required, photographs also
may be taken which may also help to ascertain the cause of accident.
• To access the prima-facie cause of accident in consultation with other representative.
• To draw a neat rough sketch of site of accident indicating the affected area.
• Position of other damaged machines or other railway material.
• Collect other details of availability of safety equipments, personal protection
equipments, safety instruction, etc.
• Other details of causes of accident.
• Get medical report on death/injury from the doctors.
• Arrange the staff to accompany in ambulance to safely and carefully take the injured
persons to hospital
• Arrange vehicles for postmortem of dead persons.
• Get Police punch nama.
• Inform Welfare Inspector for arrangement of employees welfare
• Inform the Chief Inspector of Factories of the area about the details of accident with
reason within 48 hours of the incident.
• Give the complete report of accident in Form no 18 (Sec 88, Rule 110) giving particulars
of Name, Age, Place of accident, Employer, Date, Time and cause/ nature of accident
and whether the person is injured or dead
• Take down the particulars of duties including the leave taken during last 12 months by
the affected persons.
• No. of years of services, basic pay etc. for wage calculations.
• Collect the medical report of each affected person from concerned hospital for
compensation calculations.
• Depute Welfare inspector for arranging/ lessoning with civil authorities for getting
postmortem of the body and provide suitable vehicle for sending postmortem and
collecting from postmortem house to deceased house.
• Arrange for the ex gratia payment to the family of deceased through WI.
• Collect all the evidence and causes of the accident and put up the report to the CWM.
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Q.24 odZ'kkWi ds ijQkWjesal ds fy, fdu iSjkehVj dks laKku esa fy;k tkrk gSA odZ'kkWi ds

ijQkWjesal lq/kkj ds fy, D;k mik; djsx
a As
What parameters are considered for the performance of workshop? What step you will
take to improve the performance of workshop.
The following parameters are consider for performance of workshop :o 90 Days Sick Marking
o Wagon become unloadable
o Unit Cost of POH/NPOH
o Unit Cost of Rehabilitation of Wagon
o Man power Ratio
o Man hours per wagon
o POH Cycle
o Outturn of the shop
o Over time booking
o Incentive percentage
o Accident cases/IOD cases
o Local passing of wagon
o Break down %age of machinery & plant
o Inventory of Material
o The main causes of performance of workshop are quality of the outturn which
reflect in 90 days sick.
o The main reasons of 90 days sick marking are as under.
Defects code
Defects Head
A1-A8
Wheel defects
B1-B9
Suspension defects
C1-C4
Spring gear defects
D1-D4
Cartridge bearing defects
E1-E8
CBC, Draft gear defects
F1-F13
Brake gear & air brake sys.
defects
G1-G17
Body defects
Measures to improve performanceQuality of welding should be ensured down hand welding should be done on fixtures
and template should be used proper size of patches and proper preparation of welding
edge ,proper current ,pre heating of electrode replacement of damage/worn out
component
Quality of Riveting: The wagon components fitted by the staff where not cleaned
properly and the gap between the rivet and the wagon component hence during run
rivets get loosened which result in failure.
o Control of expenditure discard handmade work orders
 Reduces IOD cases.
 Reduces brake down time of machine.
o Inventory control of store
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o Implement better work better study
o Reduce oven time booking.
o Conduct of quality audit.
o Energy conservation.
Improve repair quality of wagon components.
All components should be repair as per procedure let done by RDSO.

Q.25 fuEufyf[kr esa fdUgha pkj dk mRrj nsAa
Answer any four of the following.

d½ Dok;fyax ds fy, ckj dks xeZ djus ds fy, okfdax che QusZl dh D;ksa vko';drk gS\
Why walking beam furnace is necessary for heating the bar for Coiling?
Answer :Walking Beam Furnace is necessary for heating of bar for coiling because in
walking beam bar are heated & can be run from started loading point to end of the
furnace with desirable speed. The speed of bar is so designed that soaking time of bar is
adequate. Bar can also rotate in furnace for heating at controlled atmosphere. As per
RDSO specification deference of hardness of core and surface should not be more than
20BHN to make uniform hardness of bar from surface and core and to charge Austenite/
Pearlite structure to Marten site. Heating at controlled temperature and proper soaking
time is required for controlling the time. Therefore walking beam is necessary for
heating of bar for coiling.

[k½

Dok;y Lizhx
a cukus ds le; 'kkWV fifuax dh izfØ;k D;ksa viukbZ tkrh gS\

Why Shot peaning process is adopted for manufacturing of coil spring? What quality the
shot pining process imparts to the coil spring during its manufacture?
Answer :Fatigue life of spring is improve by shot Peening. continues style shot peening is
done during manufacturing of coil spring. During shot Penning it should be ensured that
springs are shot Peened uniformly over the entire area of spring. The intensity of shot
should be checked by Almin strip. Intensity should be minimum .40mm.

x½

vkbZ-lh-,Q-cksxh fLizx
a ds fy, eSxuht LVhy D;ksa mi;qDr ugha ekuk tkrk gS] tcfd ;g
dSluc cksxh Lizhx
a ds fy, mi;qDr ekuk tkrk gSA
Why manganese steel is not considered suitable for manufacturing of ICF Bogie spring.
However it is considered suitable for Casnub Bogie?
:- Why manganese steel is not considered adequate for ICF bogie?
Mn Steel is not considered adequate for manufacturing of ICF spring because hardness
of Manganese steel bar untreated condition is 255BHN Max. and Annelid condition is
245 BHN max. Whereas the chrome Vanadium steel having hardness 310 BHN Max.
and 255 BHN Max. Respectively. The material use for Casnub Bogie is 60Si-7 which is
not considered high value of hardness and toughness as compare to chrome Vanadium
Spring Steel. Material is use for ICF Bogie is 52 Cr4 Mo2V were chemical composition
of the material is different in which Chromium, Molybdenum and Vanadium is used
other than this as per RDSO specification material use for less than 32 mm bar dia, silcomagnige steel and above 32mm dia, chrome Vanadium Spring steel is to be used. Due
to high hardness and toughness after heat treatment the chrome Vanadium steel is
suitable for ICF bogies.
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/k½

Dok;y fLizx
a cukus ds fy, ckj ihfyax dk D;k egRo gS\
What is the significance of bar peeling for manufacturing of coil spring?
Bar Peeling of spring
The straightened Bars are peeled before manufacturing of spring. The peeling of bar is
done as per RDSO specification i.e. 3% of bar dia or 1 mm which ever is more. Peeling
is important before manufacturing of the spring because all surface defects such as
Seams, Cracks, Folds are removed by the peeling. Which improve the performance of
the spring. If Peeling will not be done the surface crack will propogate during service
and spring will get cracked, i.e. why peeling is important.

M+½

dSEcj ywt gksus ij Dok;y fLizx
a dh is;fjax djuk D;ksa lgh ugha ekuh tkrh gS\

Why pairing of coil spring is not considered suitable after losing its Camber?
Pairing of Coil Spring.
100% of the spring shall be compressed with specified Working load and the loaded
height of the individual spring shall be measured. The working height of the spring shall
be within the tolerance limit. Any spring which does not confirm to the test of the
specification should be rejected. If the spring loss it chamber the elastic properties of the
spring will not be maintained and permanent set will take place and if the permanent set
take place it spring action will not be there so there is no use of pairing of the spring
when it loose the camber.

Q.26 ,d vkn'kZ odZ'kkWi ftlesa 20 oSxu izfrfnu dk ihvks,p gksuk gS] dk ys vkÅV cukb;s

rFkk vko';d baÝkLVªDpj dh fyLV cukb;sA
Make Layout of an ideal workshop having P.O.H capacity of 20 wagons per day. Please
make out the list of required infrastructure.
Lay out & Infrastructural Facilities for POH of 20 Wagons per Day
Workshop should have following facilities
Yard Capacity
200
Wagons Holding
Striping Section
50
Wagon Holding
Repair Body Section 100
Wagon Holding.
Pit-line
50
Wagons
Covered Accommodation :- Workshop should have a heavy repair bay with a covered accommodation
capable of accommodating required No of wagons considering five repair days this purpose each
wagon should be provided with a minimum of 15 meters of track length to leave adequate space on
either side of the wagon for running out its bogies and then wheels and still leave some free room for
workers to move around the wagon.
For easy placement of removal as well as adjusting wagon at work places in the workshop where
possible. The length of line under the covered accommodation should not generally be more than 10
wagons length in other words length of carried accommodation where possible should generally be
limited to 150 meters.
The covered accommodation should consist of base normally 15 meters wide each bays covering two
tracks under the tracks should thus the 7.5 meters apart to permit free movement of material transport
vehicles, movement of wheels by fork lifters and also work space for attending to the components if
when also provided for keeping some commonly required space materials at the side of work ready for
use on wagon as required.
To attend the under gear of the wagon is under-frame, flooring etc. Minimum 50% of covered lines
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should have examination pits. Arrangement to provide pit over the entire length of half the numbers of
lines under the covered accommodation is preferable. It should be ensured that floor is given an
adequate slope in such a way that the water from floor drain out efficiently in to the examination pit and
the drainage of the pit is efficient and effective where low place are not available near by the drainage
purpose a minimum of two drains wells of adequate depth and size are provided with proper an
adequate plumbing arrangements to ensure the examination pits remaining dry all the time besides
providing number of main holes along with dirt muck traps. A minimum of 10% slope should be
provided in the under ground drain pipes to prevent them from getting silted and chocked making their
cleaning also very difficult.
Covered accommodation should have EOT crane covering the entire track in each bay for Movement of
wheel and heavy materials lifting of bogies etc.
Entire covered accommodation must have adequate lighting arrangement for workers to work without
eye strain.
Flooring:- Taking in to account the load that is to be carried and component that are likely to be
drooped on the floor as also the type of material handling equipment that are to move, it is necessary
that the entire covered area and the path ways are passed with the minimum 150 reinforced concrete so
that the floor can with stand having stresses and the impact to which it is likely to be subjected to in the
normal course of working.
The store room Air-brake over hauling section machine section and similar rooms where heavy loads
are to be dealt with should be laid with 150 mm reinforced concrete. The rest of the room should be
laid with 40 mm concrete flooring.
Layout: 1) Uni- directional flow of yard wagon should be taken for POH from one way and should be handed
over to traffic after POH by another way, so as to avoid the delay in taking and handing over the
wagon.
2) Stripping shop:- holding capacity of 50 wagons for stripping the wagons having facilities of EOT
cranes, Air pressure, Rivet cutters, Buster
3) Repair bays capacity 100 wagons considering 10 wagons in each bay.
4) Trolley Repair Shop capacity 50 trolleys per day unit exchange of trolley. Adjacent to repair bays so
that no extra requirement of cranes.
5) Air-Brake Shop:- with modern repair equipment D.V. testing bench, Brake cylinder testing bench,
Air-Hose testing bench, Angle Cock testing bench, Dirt Collector testing bench, A.R. testing bench,
unit exchange of each component of Air-brake equipment.
6) SAB shop for repair of 50 SAB’s per day SAB testing bench, spring, Grouping, Fixture, Cleaning
bench.
7) Wheel shop one directional wheel flow shop wheels should come one line for profiling and repaired
wheel should supply to another side from the same line minimum involvement of crane for placement
of wheels on wheel lathes. Facilities Wheel lathes, AJTB, Wheel press, Axle turning lathe, Disc boring
machine, EOT cranes
8) Bearing Dismounting Bearing should be dismounted before profiling and should be mounted after
profiling on the same line and supplied to repaired bays.
9) CTRB Repair Shop dust free shop dismantling of cup, cone assembly, cleaning of each component
dust free inspection room with adequate light inspection of each component assembly of CTRB &
packing for supply for mounting.
10) CMA Lab. for non destruction testing, chemical analysis of receipt material Ultra Sonic testing of
axles.
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11) Draft Gear Section :- press machines, Draft gear cutting machine, repair bays
11) Mill-Wright Shop near machine shop and wheel shop where vital machines are located proper
tooling for maintenance for machines.
12) Vehicle Section for fork lift, lister, Tractor, Dumper, Road Mobile Cranes for material handling.
13) Compressors sufficient Nos. to supply the air pressure to repair shop Air-brake stripping shop,
Bogie Repair Shop, Leak proof Compressed Air supply system
14) Welding Booth for fabrication of in house built items having sufficient items of No. of Rectifier’s,
MIG Plants.
15) Mani-fold leak proof supply of D.A. & Oxygen to repair bays and stripping shop.
16) Paint Shops covered shed for holding 60 wagons with cat walk. With spry painting facilities
17) Pit-line having capacity of 50 wagons with testing facilities SWTR, Welding facilities.
18) Machine shop having sufficient lathes, Milling, Drilling, Shaper M/C for manufacturing of new
items and repairing / Reclamation of serviceable items.
19) Panel Plate with sufficient No. of shearing machines for cutting of patches and bending machine
for bending the patch for roof.
20) Black Smithy Shop:- for reclamation of coupler, plank, paring of springs manufacturing of doors
stiffener.
Store :- Raw Material Store, Steel Yard for steel Sheets, channels, Plates, Reclamation Yard, Scrap Yard
for Condemn
Safety office: - Ambulance, Safety, Fire Extinguisher’s, Sand Buckets etc.
Dispensary: - First aid equipment
Administrative Building :- With advance office facilities Planning Office, Inspection office, Progress
office, Sub store of material, RF&P office, SSE office in each shop.
Welfare Activities :- Canteen, Water cooler, Tea booth, Toilet, Ladies changing room, Staff changing
room.

Q.27 flaxy oSxu VsLV fjx ls D;k psd fd;k tkrk gS] VsfLVax djus dh izfØ;k dk
vkjMh,lvks izQkWekZ ds lkFk o.kZu djsa\
What do you understand by Single wagon test ring? Write down the testing procedure on
RDSO Performa?
SWTR
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Air brake testing of a wagon is carried out on Single wagon test rig the figure is given above
Necessary Equipments:Test rig fitted with all necessary equipment.
Dummy palm with gauge (separate for BP &FP).
CR, AR , BC are tested with pressure gauge with flexible hose & adopter.
Stop Watch.
Measuring scale./gauge
Teflon tap & soap solution.
Tool kit with different types of tools.
Compressor (minimum operating pressure is 7 kg/cm2)
Test Procedure:Visual examination.
Adjustment of ‘A’ dimension & piston stroke for correct brake power application.
At rear end, dummy palm end with gauge is used.
Attach & join the coach with the test rig.
Join test rig with compressor.
Connect the pressure reducing valve at compressor end with test rig.
Performa for SWTR
WAGON No. _______________
Type Of DV _______________
BP Pressure ______________
FP Pressure ______________
Sl.
Checks
Specified
Result
No.
(Actual)
1.
Leakage
BP pressure
0.25kg/cm2/minute (max.)
2.

3.
4.

a) Brake Cylinder Filling Time (from 0 – 3.6
kg/cm2)
b) Maximum BC Pressure
Brake Cylinder Release Time (From 3.8 -0.4
kg/cm2)
Sensitivity & Insensitivity

18 to 30 sec (Goods)
3.8 +/- 0.1 kg/cm2
45 to60sec
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5.

6.

7.

Brake application when BP pressure is
reduced at the rate of 0.6 kg/cm2 in 6 sec.

Brake should be applied

Brake application when BP is reduced at
the rate of 0.3 kg/cm2 in 60 sec.
Emergency Brake Application & Release

Brake should not be applied

a) Maximum brake cylinder pressure

3.8 kg/cm2

b) Manual release of brake cylinder after
emergency
Graduated Application & Release

Brake cylinder get fully
released

Application

BP pressure decrease in steps
& BC pressure builds up in
steps

Leakage in BC pressure in 5 min. after
emergency application

0.1 kg/cm2 in 5min.

Release

BP pressure increases in
steps & BC pressure reduced
in steps
For Chg. :- 90 ± 10 mm
For Goods:Empty:- 85 ± 10 mm
Loaded:- 130 ± 10 mm

Piston stroke

Q.28 ckWDlu oSxu dh gsfydy DokW;y fLizax cukus rFkk fujh{k.k djus dh izfØ;k dk o.kZu
djsAa
Write down the manufacturing and inspection procedure of BOXN helical Spring.
AnsThere are 03 types of springs are used in BOXN wagon and all three are coded by
RDSO as given belowS.No. Type of spring
Code
Material
1Outer
X01
Silicon manganese steel (IS: 3195)
2Inner
X02
Silicon manganese steel(IS: 3195)
3Snubber
X03
Silicon manganese steel(IS: 3195)
Spring dia less than 33mm are manufactured from silico manganese spring steel (IS: 3195) gr.
60Si7 and more than 33mm dia chrome vanadium spring steel is used.
Manufacturing Process
Generally the steel bar manufacturer supply the spring steel round to the specified length and
composition ordered by the spring manufacturer. After receiving of material at site the bar is to
be checked or examined by the chemical and metallurgical lab. Successfully of material
examination for manufacturing of spring.
The procedure of manufacturing of spring step by step as below.
o End cutting of bars :- Generally the spring bars are supplied by the supplier.
During transportation bar gets cracks on its edges. It is necessary that bars end
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must be crack less. At this stage bars may be cut to length by shearing carefully
so as to prevent cracking at the ends.
o Straightening: - Straight bar is required for spring manufacturing. So each bar is
straightened at bar straightening machine.
o Peeling:- The bar is peeled off at peeling machine for a good, regular and defect free
surface. 3% of bar dia or 1mm whichever is more to be peeled.
o Centre less Grinding:- Peeled bar again grinded by a centre less grinding machine
because this bar takes a shape of coil at coiling machine. Before coiling it is mandatory
that surface finish of the grinded bar is 5 microns.
o Bar crack deduction:- After peeled and grinded the bar is sand for the crack detection
at crack detection machine . This is done in magna flux machine. The bar passed through
magnetized portion. If there is any type of surface crack present in bar is deducted in this
machine.
o End Tapering:- Both of the ends of grinded bar are tapered either by taper rolling or by
die forging. Tipe thickness not less than 1/4 of bar dia
o Stamping:- It is a process of coding on spring which is applied at in-effecting coil. The
serial order in which the particulars are stamped as below
XX XXX XXXX XXXX.
From left 02 digit for internal name (CV, SM), 03 digit for manufacturing code like X01, X02
,X03 etc. Next 04 digits for month and year i.e. 0112(for jan 2012) and last 04 digit referred to
Drg no.
o Bar heating:- Tapered ends bar is heated in bar heating furnace at walking beam up to
specified heating temperature in walking beam Furness temperature 830-8600C to give
sufficient soaking.
o Coiling:- A red heated bar comes out from bar heating furnace and rest on a preheated
mandrel which is the part of high speed automatic coiling machine. Bar is guided by a
guide roller in automatic coil operation. Bar takes a shape of specified uniform pitch.
o Quenching:- A red heated coil is a very mild condition so it need to be hard for this the
spring is quenched in oil bath or suitable medium conforming to standard specification.
Quenching media temperature should not be 800C. martensite structure is achieved
minimum 90%.
o Tempering:- During the coiling process the grain structure of bar is deformed due to
twisting and internal stresses developed. Hardness 650 BHN toughness less. To achieve
a homogeneous fine grain structure in the spring. It need to temper in tempering furnace
below lower critical temperature of steel. temperature at 4500C hardness decrees 380420 BHN and toughness increases.
o Hardness testing:- Tempered springs are dipped in a water tank. After heat treatment,
the hardness of the spring is tested by lab staff by using brinell hardness tester(BHN).
The hardness of the spring should be in the range 380 BHN to 420 BHN for silico
manganese steel core hardness should not be vary 10 BHN of surface hardness.
o End Grinding:- After hardness testing , both the end faces of the spring are grinded the
actual grinded surface is kept at least 75% of mean coil circumference of the spring.
o Shot Penning:- Now springs takes into continuous type shot penning machine where it
shot peened by high intensed shot to improve fatigue strength of spring.
o Magna Flux Testing of spring :- Springs are tested by magna flux testing machine to
detect the surface and sub surface crack in the springs.
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o Scragging :- Each and every spring is scragged at home. In this operation spring is
compressed 05 times holding it at the home load. All the coils of spring is contact with
another. Excluding the inactive coils. These should not be permanent setting of spring.
o load testing :- The spring placed on a flat rigid metal support is subjected to
incremental increasing load up to the specified bearing load so each spring is tested on
its load , and loaded height of the individual spring is measured.
o Black paint :- After the above operation springs are painted by black paint in the
painting plant.
o Grouping of colour :- The spring is painted with a suitable colour code for
identification as per specified in the document.
o Dispatch :- In the last stage, springs are packed in suitable box with its RDSO code .
Now springs are ready to dispatch.

Q.29 flaxy ikbZi ,;j czd
s flLVe ds dk;Z fof/k dk fp= lfgr o.kZu djs\a
Explain the working principle of single pipe Air Brake System with the help of
schematic diagram.
Answer :systematic diagram of single pipe air brake system
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The air brake system is the standard, fail-safe, train brake used by railways over the world. It is
based on the simple physical properties of compressed air. Here is a simplified description of
the air brake system.
Fundamentals
A moving train contains kinetic energy, which needs to be removed from the train
in order to stop it. This energy is converted into heat by applying a contact material
to the rotating wheels or to disc attached to the axles. The material creates friction
and converts the kinetic energy into heat. This results in slowing down the wheel
and eventually stoppage of the train. The material used for braking is normally in
the form of a block or pad.
The braking systems, which use compressed air as the force to push block onto
wheels or pad onto disc, are known as “Air Brakes” or “Pneumatic Brakes”. The
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compressed air is transmitted along the train through a “brake pipe”. Changing the
level of air pressure in the pipe causes a change in the state of the brake on each
vehicle. It can apply the brake, release it or hold it “ON” after partial application.
The system is in widespread use throughout the world.
The Principal Parts of the Air Brake System
The diagram above shows the principal parts of the air brake system.
Compressor.
Main Reservoir.
Driver’s Brake Valve
Feed Valve.
Equalizing Reservoir
Brake Pipe dia. 32 mm (for goods)
Angle Cocks
Coupled Hoses
Brake Cylinder
Auxiliary Reservoir - 100 liter (Goods) – 5 kg/cm2
Brake Block
Brake Rigging
Triple Valve or Distributor Valve
Control Reservoir - 6 liter (Goods) – 5 kg/cm2
Common Pipe Bracket
Manual Release Handle
Where the brake pipe pressure is reduced in steps as shown above, the air from AR is
sent into BC to a maximum pressure of 3.8 + 0.1 kg/cm2 during full service application as well
as emergency application.
During minimum reduction and service application the admission of air from AR in to
BC is directly proportional to the reduction in the BP pressure. (i.e. 1.5 times charging of BC as
per reduction in BP
The CR pressure should constant at 5.0 kg/cm2. However there may be a little drop CR
pressure during brake application due to the design.
During The Releasing / Recharging
During release the BP pressure is increased in steps. When the BP pressure is increased
in steps the brake cylinder is disconnected from AR and in turn connected to exhaust. The air
from Brake cylinder is released / vented progressively depending upon the increase in the brake
pipe pressure. When the brake pipe pressure is brought to 5.0 kg/cm2 the from brake cylinder is
completely exhausted and the brakes are released fully.
Manual Release
Whenever the loco is detached BP pressure is brought to zero and brake application takes
place due to the existence of CR pressure at the bottom of the main diaphragm to release the
brakes manually the hollow stem in the DV should be brought to the normal position by
releasing the air from CR. To facilitate this, the release valve provided at the bottom of the
DV is given a brief pull. During this operation the air from CR is released which in turn
brings the hollow stem to the normal position to connect BC with exhaust for releasing of
brakes.
Brake Application
This diagram shows condition of the brake cylinder, triple valve & auxiliary
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reservoir in brake application position. The driver has placed the brake valve in the “
Application” position. This causes air pressure in the brake pipe to escape. The loss of
pressure is detected by the slide valve in the triple valve. Because the pressure on one
side (the brake pipe side) of the valve has fallen, the auxiliary reservoir pressure on the
other side has pushed the valve (towards the right) so that the feed groove over the valve
is closed. The connection between the brake cylinder and the exhaust underneath the
slide valve has also been closed. At the same time a connection between tha auxiliary
reservoir and the brake cylinder has been opened. Auxiliary reservoir air now feeds
through into the brake cylinder. The air pressure forces the piston to move against the
spring pressure and caused the brake blocks to be applied to the wheels. Air will
continue to pass from the auxiliary reservoir to the brake cylinder until the pressure in
both is equal. This is the maximum pressure the brake cylinder will obtain and is
equivalent to a full application. To get a full application with a reasonable volume of air,
the volume of the brake cylinder is usually about 40% of that of the auxiliary reservoir.

Q.30. oSxu dh 90 Mst fld ekfdZx
a D;k gS] 90 Mst fld ekfdZx
a dks de djus dk mik;

lq>kb;sA
What is 90 days sick marking of wagon? Suggest the measures to reduce the 90 days sick
marking.
90 days sick marking
90 days sick marking is the reliability performance of workshop. If the wagon mark sick
within the 90 days period after POH is known as 90 days sick marking. 90 days sick marking is
done by IRCA The wagon marked sick under the following defects:
Defect
Defect code
Wheel defect
A
Suspension defect
B
Spring gear defect
C
Cartridge bearing effect
D
CBC draft gear defect
E
Beak gear defect
F
Body defect
G
Following Measure Should Be Taken To Reduced The 90 days Sick Marking.
Wheel defect:
The percentage of sick marking is represented the quality of work. To reduce the sick
marking under this category, the defects i.e. sharp flange, thin flange skidded wheel, radius less
as root, hollow tyre, flange broken, bent axle and other defect should be attend properly during
POH .All wheels should be profiled properly.
Suspension defect:
Under this category the defect observed in suspension system i.e. axle guard crack,
bridle bar crack, pivot top broken, side bearer rubber pad perished, wage block broken, EM pad
perished, wear liner crack and bolster pocket liner/column worn out all above item should be
properly attend during POH as per repair practices/RDSO Manual. And worn out component
should be replaced
Spring gear
The defect in spring gear that is outer, inner and snubber spring should be paired with
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properly and other defect observed in spring ie crack or dent, spring should be replaced.
Cartridge bearing defect:
The defect in CTRB i.e. hot axle, grease seal defect, outer cage broken and other defect
CTRB should be properly attended during POH, mounting pressure, lateral clearance should be
checked properly, grease seal should be replaced 100%, Non HT axle cap screw should not be
used .Bearing should be repaired as per RDSO manual. All defective components should be
replace.
CBC, Draft gear defects:
The defect in CBC and Draft gear component should be examine and repair properly.
Only HT draft gear i.e. RF361,Mark 50 should be use. all defective components should be
replaced.
Brake gear & Air brake system defect:
The defect under this category i.e. slack adjuster defect, brake cylinder defect, DV
defect, angle cock broken, leakage in drain plug, leakage in brake pipe should be properly
attended during POH .All air brake equipment should be repaired and tested as per RDSO
manual and record should be maintained
Body defect:
The defect of wagon body i.e. head stock sole bar, roof , side wall, end wall, floor and
door defect should be properly attended during POH to minimize the sick marking under this
category. The quality of the welding during POH should be improve by proper selection of
current, selection of the welding material, preheating of the electrode, using MIG welding set.

Q.31 izhosV
a ho esaVhusal rFkk czd
s MkÅu esVhusal esa D;k varj gS\ jksM eksckbZy Øsu dh izhosaVho

esVa husal djus esa vki D;k dne mBk;sx
a ]s la{ksi esa fy[ksAa
What is the difference between preventive maintenance and break down maintenance?
Write down the step to be taken for maintenance of road mobile crane, explain in brief.
Ans-1
S.No. Preventive Maintenance

Break-down Maintenance

1

It is planned maintenance

It is unplanned maintenance

2

Schedule of maintenance can be
prepared
Spares will be available for
maintenance
Assessment of man power can be
done
Maintenance time can be fixed

No schedule can be prepared

3
4
5

6
7
8

Production of plant is not effected
due to the systematic planning
Spares M/C and man involve for
planning
Preventive
maintenance
is
increase productivity by reducing

Spares will be arranged as per
requirement
No assessment of man power.
Time can not be fixed it depends
upon brake-down condition and
damage.
Production of plant is held due to
breakage.
No spare machine is required.
Productivity is effected when any
breakage is occurred.
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9
10

11

12

break-down
It is a routine maintenance process
It requires more fund to keep large
inventory of spare parts and spare
M/C
Preventive maintenance increases
the useful life of M/C & Plants.

Its an emergency maintenance.
It requires only emergency spares.

Break-down maintenance provide
the maximum utilization period of
M/C for production.
The lay-out of shop requires less
space.
Only emergency spares are required.

Lay-out of shop requires more
space to housed spare M/C
13
More space required for storage of
number of spare parts. It involves
more man power & money.
14
It is a systematic process to give
No information of break-down is
the information of condition of
prior to inform.
M/C
Maintenance of Road Mobile Crane
The road mobile crane is a automobile diesel operated crane. It involves lifting, lowering
and turning function by hydraulic operating system. The preventive maintenance of the
crane is as under :1 Daily Maintenance :- a) Checking of oil level in engine sump, full in diesel tank
And hydraulic oil.
b) Checking battery connection.
c) Checking water level in radiator.
d) Checking of any loose part and abnormal sound after
Starting as well as break functions.
e) Check tyres & proper inflation pressure.
2 Weekly Maintenance :- a) Check air cleaner and remove oil if working under
Dusty condition.
b) Grease the following paints.
c) Lift jack pivot pin.
d) Boom pivot pin.
e) Steering jack pivot pin.
f) Clutch shaft and linkage.
i) Main frame and yoke pivot pin.
3) Monthly Schedule – Weekly Schedule and following :a) Clean and adjust fan belt tension.
b) Check brake fluid level in the master cylinder.
c) All over screws of the seal retainers on hydraulic jacks
Should be tightened.
d) Clean E.O. Filter
e) Grease the following points a) Clutch bearing
f) Brake pedal shaft.
4) Quarterly Maintenance :- a) Clean fuel tank.
b) Replace fuel feed filter.
c) Check pedal free play and adjust if necessary.
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d) Re-clean E.O. filter.
e) Clean hydraulic oil filter element.
f) Adjust front hydraulic break and rear mechanical
brake
5) Half Yearly Maintenance :- a) Check tappet clearance and adjust if necessary.
b) Change lube oil filter.
c) Change lube oil.
6) Yearly Maintenance :- a) Drain flush and refill lube oil.
b) Change oil for transmission housing and reduction.
c) Dismantling hydraulic jack and inspect oil seal
Piston and housing rigs combustion chambers.
d) Grind valve and seal if necessary.
e) Remove wheels and grease all axles and refit.

Q.32 odZ'kkWi ds VSd
a oSxu 'kkWi esa vkx yxus dh fLFkfr esa vki D;k dk;Zokgh djsx
a s rFkk
Hkfo’; esa bl rjg dh ?kVuk dh iqujko`fRr u gks] blds fy, vki D;k mik; djsx
a s\
What action you will take in case of fire in tank wagon shop .What precaution/remedial
action you will take to avoid such type of incidents in future
Ans- In case of Fire in Tank Wagon Shop following Action should be taken :Immediately Eliminate the source of ignition.
Immediately Cut-off source of leakage to extinguish fire.
Immediately organize dispersal of vapours.
Allow the fire to continue under controlled conditions, till the fuel is burnt.
Use water spray to cool equipment on fire and adjacent equipments.
Not to extinguish flame at leak to avoid un-controlled explosive re-ignition.
Inform immediate and call fire brigade if not in your control.
Inform all concerned depending upon gravity of fire.
Identify the type of Fire viz.– dry, oil, gaseous, electric and use the right type of Fire
Extinguishers / Extinguishing method.
For Fires involving flammable liquids where a blanketing effect is essential to extinct the
Fire, foam, dry powder and carbon dioxide extinguishers should be used to extinct the Fire.
For Fires involving flammable gases including liquefied gases, where it is necessary to
inhibit the burning gas, dry powder and carbon di oxide extinguishers should be used to
extinct the Fire.
As early as possible the information should be relayed to Railway control, emergency
control of oil companies / LPG bottling plants, district administration, fire fighting agencies
which are capable of containing and combating fire in petroleum / gas products.
Start Fire Fighting Operation From available Resources.
To avoid Fire Incidents in Tank Wagon Shop in future following Precautions /
Remedial Actions should be taken :Staff of Tank wagon Shop should be properly trained in Fire Fighting.
Fire fighting capabilities with breakdown staff along with fire fighting suits and other
equipments should be readily available.
MOC Drills / Procedure with Fire Agencies / oil companies for attending and if need be
decanting the affected wagon.
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Fire Hydrants / Fire fighting special BTPN wagons (which are unfit for oil loading ) filled
with water along with pump, nozzle, hose pipe and foam can be kept ready.
No light, fire should exist in the vicinity of leaky wagon in the Shop.
Only non sparking special tools should be used while attending the Tank Wagon.
Protective / Safety Equipments should be available in the Shop.
No smoking / Fire making should be allowed in the Shop.
Cardin off the area to keep spectators away from the Shop.
Oil lanterns or signal lamps used for signaling must be kept far away.
Keep fire extinguisher / water buckets in readiness.
Clean oil day to day bases.

Q.33 dkVsZt Vsij jksyj fc;fjax dks odZ'kkWi esa ejEer djrs le; D;k&D;k [kjkfc;k¡ ik;h

tkrh gS\a bu [kjkfc;ksa dks nwj djus ds fy, D;k mik; viuk;s tkrs gS\a
What kind of defects are observed during Workshop maintenance of Cartridge taper Roller
Bearings and what are the remedial measures to be adopted to prevent such defects ? CATRIDGE TAPERED ROLLER BEARING
DEFECT OF CATRIDGE TAPER ROLLER BEARING –
1.Cone assembly defect• Stain discoloration, corrosion, pitting and rust
• Flaking or spilling
• Smearing and peeling
• Pitting marks on roller surface
• Wear & tear of cage
• The clearance between cage pocket & roller is more than 1.5 mm.
• Internal diameter of cage more than 144.4879 mm.
2. Double cup defect–
• Stain discoloration, corrosion, pitting and rust
• Brinelling
• Flaking or spalling
• Pitting
• Electric burns
• Cracks and fracture
• Decrease in outer diameter
• Increase in counter bore
3. Wear ring defect–
• Breakage in contact route of lip.
• Scratches or cracks on outer face.
4. Grease Seal defect –
• Hardened cracked cut seal lip.
5. Backing ring defect –
• Pitting marks
• Cracks, fracture or heavy corroded
• Loose wear ring in counter bore of backing ring
• Increase internal diameter i.e. more than 178.562 mm.
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Sr. No.
1.

defect
Flaking

2.

Peeling

3.

Scoring

4.

Smearing

5.

Fracture

6.

Cracks

7.

Cage damage

8.

Denting

9.

Pitting

10.

Wear

11.

Fretting

12.

False
brinelling

13.

Creep

14.

Seizure

Possible cause
Remedial measure
Entry of foreign particles, Improve
the
sealing
water & poor lubrication
mechanism, use the lubricant
with proper viscosity
Rough surface due to poor Use proper lubricant, Improve
lubrication, entry of debris the sealing mechanism
into lubricant
Excessive load, shaft bending Check the size of load, check
the precision of shaft
High speed & light load, Improved the preload, check
sudden
bearing clearances
acceleration/deceleration
Impact during mounting, Improved mounting methods,
poor handling
provide enough back up &
support for bearing rib
Heat generation due to creep, Correct the interference, use &
excessive interference
appropriate shaft shape
Poor mounting, excessive Check
mounting
method,
rotation speed, shock & large check the rotation & load
vibration
condition, reduce the vibration
Debris caught in the surface, Wash the housing, improve the
shock during transport or mounting & handling methods
mounting
Exposure to moisture in the Filter lubricating oil, improve
atmosphere, poor lubrication sealing method
Progression from rust & Improve the sealing methods,
electrical corrosion, sliding prevent misalignment
due to irregular motion of
rolling elements
Vibration
with
small Check the interference fit,
amplitude,
in
sufficient apply a film of lubricant to the
interference
fitting surface
Oscillation & vibration of a Secured the shaft & housing
stationary bearing during during transporting, reduce
transporting,
oscillation vibration while preloading
motion with the small
amplitude
Insufficient interference or Check the interference &
loose fit, insufficient sleeve prevent rotation, correct sleeve
tightening
tightening, tighten the raceway
ring side race, apply adhesive
to the fitting surface
Excessive small internal Check precision of shaft &
clearance, poor precision of housing.
Study
preload,
shaft & housing
bearing clearances & fittings
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15.

16.

17.

18.

Electric
corrosion

Electric potential difference Design electric circuit which
between inner & outer rings
prevent current flow through
the bearings, insulation of the
bearing
Rust
& Entry of corrosive gas & Improve the sealing methods,
corrosion
water, poor rust prevention anti-rust treatment for periods
treatment
of long running
Mounting
Inclination of inner & outer Use appropriate jig & tool,
flaws
rings during mounting or avoid a shock load by use of a
dismounting, shock load press machine, center the
during
mounting
or relative matting parts during
dismounting
mountings
Discoloration Poor lubrication, oil stain due Improve lubrication methods.
to reaction with lubricant

Q.34. dSluc cksxh fdrus izdkj dh gksrh gS\ ,u-,y-ch- dSluc cksxh dks fjis;j djus dk
foLr`r o.kZu dhft,\
How many type of casnub bogies are used? Explain the repair procedure of NLB casnub
bogie in detailthe various types of casnub bogie versions developed areas under:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

CASNUB -22W
CASNUB -22W (Retrofitted)
CASNUB -22W(M)
CASNUB -22NL
CASNUB -22NLB
CASNUB -22HS

CASNUB 22W
Introduced in 1972
Weight 5.35 T
Provision of adapter retainer bolt in outer jaw
E M pad not provided
Provision of wide jaw adapter
Provision of floating bolster
IRS pivot riveted and welded or casted
Clearance roller type side bearer
Sliding packet type brake beam
Fitted with CTRB
CASNUB 22 W (M) Retrofitted
Introduced in 1986
Weight 5.7 T
Provision of adapter retainer bolt in outer jaw
E M pad provided
Provision of wide jaw adapter
Provision of floating bolster
IRS pivot riveted and welded
constant contact metal bonded rubber pad in side bearer
Hanger type brake beam
Fitted with CTRB
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CASNUB 22 NL
Introduced in 1989-90
Weight 5.5 T
Narrow jaw adapter provided Adapter retainer bolt not provided
E M pad provided
Provision of floating bolster
IRS pivot riveted and welded
constant contact metal bonded rubber pad in side bearer
Sliding packet type brake beam
Fitted with CTRB
CASNUB 22 NLB
Introduced in 1990-91
Weight 5.4 T
Narrow jaw adapter provided
Adapter retainer bolt not provided
E M pad provided
Fish belly shaped bolster
Weight reduced
Spherical type centre pivot
Constant contact type mental bonded rubber pads in side bearer
Sliding pocket type bake beam
Fitted with CTRB
CASNUB 22 HS
Introduced in -1993
Weight 5.4 T
Narrow jaw adapter provided
Adapter retainer bolt not provided
E M pad provided
Spherical type centre pivot
Spring loaded side bearer
Sliding pocket type bake beam
Fitted with CTRB
MAINTENANCE OF BOGIE
Bogie from body repair section
Dismantling of Bogie in Bogie shop.
Remove the brake beam, springs.
Visual inspection of Bogie.
Remove wear, cracked liners (side frame liners, jaw liners, bolster liners etc.) with the help of gas
cutting.
Check the plank if plank is bending then sends to black smithy shop For repair
New liners are welded by arc welding with specified procedure.
Change the side bearer housing.
Checks the center pivots if worn out then change it.
In mark –I safety bracket and push rod bracket are changed and in other Bogie only push rod
bracket will be change if worn-out.
Grouping of springs
Assemble the Bogie and send to under frame.
Springs are fitted in under frame.
During POH of wagon in shops, all the wearing surfaces of Bogie shall be brought to as new
condition.
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Q.35. VSd
a oSxu dks ihvks,p djus ls igys LVhfeax djus dh D;ksa vko';drk gS\ VSd
a oSxu dks

ihvks,p djus dh fof/k dk foLrkj ls o.kZu djsAa
Why steaming is necessary for POH of tank wagon? Explain the POH procedure of tank
wagon in details.
Answer:-Steaming of Tank Wagon is necessary before POH. If there is any pressure/Residual
petroleum product in the tank and work is started without steaming there may be accident due
to fire catching in sparking/welding that is why Stem cleaning is necessary.
It is cleaning of Tank Barrel from inside with the help of High Pressure Steam.
For safe entry of Staff in Tank Barrel before repairs to be carried out
Up gradation of Tank Wagons for Loading
Procedure of Steam Cleaning
Place the Tank Wagon under Steam Pipe Line.
Open the Man Hole Domes & leave tank wagon exposed to atmosphere for 24 hours.
Keep the Danger Board near tank wagon indicating Prohibition of working on tank wagon.
Insert the Steam Pipe of T section inside the tank wagon barrel.
Pass the High Pressure Steam inside the tank wagon barrel for 12 hours.
Remove condensed steam collected in tank wagon barrel at interval of 2 hours by opening
of bottom discharge valve.
Fill the tank with water & drain completely.
Ascertain the tank wagon barrel free from gases by performing Bottle Test.
Bottle Test
Lower the bottle filled with fresh water inside the tank wagon barrel.
Tilt the bottle with the help of strings inside the tank wagon barrel to drain water & to fill
gases inside it.
Leave the bottle inside for about 5 minutes & then withdrawn it.
Light up the match stick near the mouth of the Bottle at some distance from wagon.
If there is no flame, the tank wagon barrel is free from gases.
If there is flame, the tank wagon barrel should be steam cleaned again in same manner.
Up gradation
It is cleaning of tank wagon barrel to load higher purified product in it.
Tank wagons are loaded by furnace oil, coal tar, molasses, etc.
If such wagons are to be loaded by higher purified products such as petrol, diesel, kerosene
then such wagons are Upgraded for loading
Procedure
Steam cleaning of tank wagon barrel.
Scrap & remove residuals with the help of scrappers & cotton waste.
Apply Moiya Oil (EF) from inside the tank wagon barrel.
Re-steam cleaning of tank wagon barrel.
Apply Moiya Oil (EF) from inside the tank wagon barrel.
Clean the tank wagon barrel with high pressure water jet.
Clean & dry up the tank wagon barrel with the help of cotton cloth, cotton waste.
POH procedure of tank wagon- after streaming of tank wagon it is feed to repair
body.
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Tank barrel are lifted with lifting pad.
Trolley/ wheel are taken out. Place tank wagon under frame on trestle
Repair, wheel, bearing
Repair/grouping spring
Repair bogies as per procedure
Repair axle guard of four wheeler tank.
Dismantle DV brake cylinder/ Air brake equipment and replace with repaired components.
Lift wagon and take repair trolley.
Lower the wagon.
Fit all repair component as per procedure
Repair barrel if any as per procedure.
Test air brake testing.
Other prescribed necessary procedure for final testing.

Q.36 V~ohu ikbZi ,;j czd
s flLVe ds dk;Z fof/k dk fp= dh lgk;rk ls o.kZu djsa\
Explain the working principle and system of Twin Pipe Air Brake System with the help of
Schematic diagram.

Extra Fitting For Coaching:1) Feed Pipe – Dia. 25 mm & pressure: 6 kg/cm2
2) Non Return Valve with Choke: dia. 3 mm
3) Isolating Cock & Dirt Collector for FP
4) Branch Pipe for PEAV & PEASD.
• PEAV choke dia.: 8 mm (NEW)
• PEAV choke dia.: 4 mm (OLD)
5) Isolating Cock for PEAV & PEASD
6) Vertical Pipe for Guard Van Valve
7) Guard Valve with Handle & choke dia.: 8 mm
8) Guard Van Valve BP & FP gauge
Working Principle Of Air Brake System:
Under normal conditions the Brake pipe is charged with 5kg/cm2 from the loco. The control
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reservoir and the Auxiliary reservoir are also charged with 5 kg/cm2 from BP through Distributor valve
in case of single pipe system. In twin pipe system the auxiliary reservoir is charged to 6 kg/cm2 through
feed pipe.
When the brake pipe is charged at 5 kg/cm2 the brake cylinder is connected to exhaust through
distributor valve in order to keep the brake in released position fully.
Whenever the brake pipe pressure is reduced below the CR pressure, the DV connects the
auxiliary reservoir with the brake cylinder and the air from AR is sent into the brake cylinder to apply
the brake. Whenever the brake pipe pressure is equal to CR pressure the DV disconnects the BC from
AR and in turn connects the BC with Exhaust for the release of brakes fully.
The different processes involved in working of Air brake system:- The processes involved in
working of Air brake are
b. Charging
c. Application
d. Release
e. Manual Release
During Charging:
• Brake pipe is charged at 5 kg/cm2 by the drivers brake valve from the Loco.
• Feed pipe is charged with 6 kg/cm2
• AR is charged at 6 kg/cm2 (Up to 5 kg/cm2 is charged from both brake pipe and feed pipe.
Beyond 5 kg/cm2 & up to 6 kg/cm2 it is exclusively charged from feed pipe.
• The CR is charged through the distributor valve at 5 kg/cm2 from BP.
• During charging Brake cylinder is connected to exhaust through distributor valve to keep the
brakes in released condition.
During Brake Application
The brake pipe is reduced in steps as given below
When the brake pipe pressure is reduced in steps as shown above, the air from AR is sent into
BC to a maximum pressure of 3.8 + 0.1 kg/cm2 during full service application as well as emergency
application.
During minimum reduction and service application the admission of air from AR in to BC is
directly proportional to the reduction in the BP pressure. (i.e. 2.5 times charging of BC as per reduction
in BP but it is applicable only up to 1.5 kg/cm2 of pressure drop in B.P.)
During The Releasing / Recharging:- During release the BP pressure is increased in steps. When the
BP pressure is increased in steps the brake cylinder is disconnected from AR and in turn connected to
exhaust. The air from Brake cylinder is released / vented progressively depending upon the increase in
the brake pipe pressure. When the brake pipe pressure is brought to 5.0 kg/cm2, air from the brake
cylinder is completely exhausted and the brakes are released fully.
Manual Release:- Whenever the loco is detached BP pressure is brought to zero and brake application
takes place due to the existence of CR pressure at the bottom of the main diaphragm. To release the
brakes manually the hollow stem in the DV should be brought to the normal position by releasing the
air from CR. To facilitate this, the release valve is given a brief pull which is provided at the bottom of
the DV. During this operation the air from CR is released which in turn brings the hollow stem to the
normal position to connect BC with exhaust for releasing of brakes.

fofHkUu izdkj ds osfYMax fMQsDV~l D;k gS\ izR;sd dk dkj.k rFkk mldks nwj djus dh
fof/k dk o.kZu dhft,A
Q.37.

What are the different types of welding defects? Write down the reason and remedial
action of each defect?
Welding Defect, Causes and remedy :These are a number of welding defects which are observed when checking the
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quality of weld joints. These welding defects result in poor wild appearance and reduction in
strength of weld joint. These defects very be divided in to two type. I) External defects ii)
internal defects.
Welding procedure is the important for fabrication/manufacturing of rolling stock. Due
to improper welding. There are many reasons of poor performance of rolling stock.
Following are important welding defects, reason/cause of defect and there remedial actions
are:Defect
Causes
Remedies
1. Lack of Fusion (It is the vii) Dirty Surface
iv) Cleaning the edges to be
failure of the adjacent layers viii) Improper cleaning of
welded.
of the weld metal.)
weld bead.
v) Proper cleaning of each
ix) Current too low.
bead.
x) Excessive
welding vi) Maintaining
proper
speed.
current
&
welding
xi) . Long Are length
speed.
xii) Indigent removal of slag
2. Lack of penetration (It is viii) Inadequate
joint iv) Proper joint preparation.
caused when the weld metal
preparation.
v) Suitable
size
of
does not completely fill the ix) Wrong size of electrode.
electrode as per root
weld cavity. )
x) Low heat input.
gap.
xi) High welding speed.
vi) Proper heat input &
xii) Long are length
welding speed.
xiii) wrong polarity of D.C
Supply
xiv) Too large dia of
electrode
3.
Overlap (It is the v) Wrong
angle
of iii) Keep correct angle of
overlapping of weld metal
electrode.
electrode.
beyond the toe or root of vi) Too large deposition in a iv) Use proper size of
weld.)
single run.
electrode.
vii) Faulty
electrode
manipulation.
viii) Insufficient current
4. Undercut (It. is cutting of
iv) Use proper current &
a groove into the base metal vi)
Too fast welding
polarity in case of DC.
parallel to the of weld)
speed
v) Use proper diameter
vii) Long arc length.
electrode.
viii) High current.
vi) Proper
angle
of
ix) Higher
diameter
of
electrode.
electrode used.
x) Wrong electrode angle
.
5. Slag Inclusion
Faulty electrode.
iv) Proper current & heat
Wrong current.
input
Rapid rate of welding.
v) Proper
design
&
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6.
Porosity (It is a
development of a group
small gas pocket in the
weld.)

7. Blow holes. (Porosity or
cavities are called blow
boles.)

8. Cracks.

9 CRATER (It is a
depression caused at the
termination of a weld bead.)

10 SPETTER (It consists of
metal particles expelled from
welding.)

Defective weld design.
Improper technique.
Improper manipulation of
flux
Bad tack weld
Improper removal of slag.
i) Wrong arc length.
ii) Inadequate gas shielding
due
to
clogging,
jamming or hose leaking
iii) Too high current
iv) Excessive moisture in
the electrode.
v) High rate of weld
freezing
vi) Dirty joint
a) Improper electrode
Less current
c) Excessive moisture in
electrode
d) Improper grove formation
in butt weld.
i) Rapid cooling
ii) Improper
composition
parent metal.
iii) High welding speed.
iv) Electrode with high H2.
v) Excusive localized stress.
vi) High rigidity of the joint
vii) Concave,
wide
or
shallow bead.
viii) High carbon sulphur
and silicon content in
metal.
i) high current
ii) Wrong size of electrode
iii)Wrong electrode angle
iv)Rapid
withdraw
of
electrode.
i) high current
ii) moisture in electrode
iii) Long arc length

11 Warping (To twist from i)Improper sequence of
true direction )
welding and presetting.
per sequence of welding

technique
vi) Proper cleaning of weld.

iv) Maintain proper arc
length & correct polarity
when welding with DC.
v) Clean
the
surface
properly
vi) Check for proper gas
supply & leakage

-do-

vi) Avoid rapid cooling by
preheating.
vii) Maintain proper welding
parameter
viii) Use low hydrogen
electrodes.

i)Set proper current
ii) Select proper size of
electrode as per thickness of
plate & proper angle
Proper Current
Baking of electrode
proper arc length

set
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ii)Incorrect edge preparation.

Q.38 ,uMhVh D;k gS\ fLizx
a ckj dh VsLV djus dh ukWu MsLVsªDVho VsfLVax D;k&D;k gSAa

DokW;y fLizx
a dh esXusfVd ikVhZdy dh VsfLVax djus dh fof/k dk o.kZu djsAa
What is NDT? What is the non destructive testing for testing of spring bar? Explain the
magnetic particle testing method of coil spring.
Ans :-

N.D.T. is a powerful tool for reducing costs. Improved product quality and maintaining
quality level. It is an accepted decision making tool of scientific management. “Quality” is the
totality of features and characteristics of a product or service that bears on its ability to satisfy a
given need. This definition is based on “Fitness for use concept of product quality”.
In spring manufacturing process the NDT used in two stages. Before manufacturing of spring
the raw material (steel bar)is tested by eddy current testing ,the process of Eddy Current Testing
is follows:Eddy current tests can be carried out on all materials which conduct electricity. They have been
used for crack detection .The part to be inspected is placed or adjacent to an electric coil in which
an alternating current is flowing. This alternating current, called the exciting current, causes eddy
currents to flow in the part as a result of electromagnetic induction.
The change in flow of eddy current , is caused by the presence of a crack in a bar. When the bar
travels along the length of the inspection coil and if no crack is present, the flow of eddy currents
is symmetrical, where a crack is present in the bar the eddy current changes significantly changes
in the impedance of the primary coils. The defective bar is automatically discarded by automatic
plant .
After manufacturing of coil spring the quality of spring is checked by magnetic particle
inspection method. In this method the surface and sub surface cracks are present, is to be
detected.
magnetic particle inspection (magna flux) principle :Magnetic particle
inspection is a technique used for testing ferromagnetic materials. The
technique is basically simple and easy to operate. The spring is suitably magnetized and magnetic
lines of force or magnetic flux of enough density is made available. Discontinuities in the path of
the magnetic flux create a disturbance in the uniform magnetic field causing flux leakage. The
flux leakage set up of magnetic poles attracts iron oxide powder when dusted over the testing

zone and form a line on discontinuity.
Testing Method :(i) Head shot method – In this method, current is passed through the spring and this induced
directly a circular field. In this position the iron oxide powder suspended in kerosene or in other
carrier liquid is spread on the spring. If the crack is present perpendicular to the magnetic field, is
detected in this examination.
(ii) Central conductor method– This is used for hollow components like coil springs. A circular
field is generated and induced indirectly in to the components and can be used for detecting
discontinuities that are parallel to the central axis of the springs.
Testing is done always on two directions to ensure that the discontinuities in different directions
are suitable covered. The defective springs are rejected.
Demagnetization:- Springs tested by this method retain some residual magnetism. It is necessary
that springs should be demagnetized. For this purpose reversing magnetizing force sufficient to
overcome the original field. It is done by reversing current direction.
Advantages(i) It is simple, cheap and fast method to detect surface cracks.
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(ii) This test can be carried out in finished condition.
(iii) It is the best method to detect cracks of all directions.
LimitationsThere are certain limitations for using MPT methods. It can detect only surface opening and sub
surface in ferromagnetic materials .For best results, the magnetic field must be in a direction that
will intercept the discontinuity at 900.

Q.39 czd
s ckbaZfMax D;k gS\ czd
s ckbaZfMax dh leL;k ls futkr ikus ds fy, mlds dkj.k rFkk

fuokj.k dk foLr`r o.kZu djsAa
What is brake binding? Explain the reasons of brake binding and remedial action to
overcome this problem.
BRAKE BINDING
BRAKE BINDING: It is the phenomenon of binding the wheels by the brake gear system or
when brake block is in contact with wheel tread while the driver’s brake valve is kept in
released position. Hence undesired braking of wheels by brake blocks is called Brake Binding.
Implication of Brake Binding in the Railway System:
It has the direct bearing on the punctuality of trains. Nearly 30% cases of C&W punctuality
losses were only on account of “Brake Binding”. Besides punctuality loss, other consequences
of brake binding on the Railway System are as under:Damage to the wheels & sometimes coach detachments resulting revenue loss.
Harassment to the passengers due to coach detachments resulting in their stranding in midsection or change of coach.
Poor Riding quality.
Damage to the track.
Damage to the Rolling Stock components such as Roller Bearings, springs etc.
More tractive force needed to the locomotive.
Unpleasant sound to the passengers.
Following are the factors causing “Brake Binding” in the coaches:C&W:
Mal function of DV causing late release or leakage.
Improper mounting of DV on common pipe bracket.
Mal functioning of SAB.
Isolating cock not working.
Leakage in the brake system.
Improper release of the rake while attaching/detaching/loco change by TXR staff at TXR
stations.
Defects in brake cylinder.
Defects in dirt collector.
Defects in brake gear.
LOCO & ITS OPERATION:
Not giving proper release time after application.
Variation of pressure/vacuum level during run/loco change.
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Malfunctioning of air flow meter resulting in non indication of ACP/leakage in brake
system.
Not stopping and resetting ACP/leakage after noticing air leakage through AFI.
Inadequate pressure/vacuum creation/maintenance capacity of locomotive resulting in higher
release time of the brakes.
Driver misreporting brake binding to camouflage some other failure.
Improper release of the rake while attaching/detaching/loco change by driver at non-TXR
station.
OPERATING:
Guard misreporting brake binding to camouflage some other failure.
Improper release of the rake while attaching/detaching/loco change by guard at non-TXR
station.
Attachment of unexamined/untested stock after train maintenance and testing, especially
VPU’s and other special stock.
Not locking SLR guard cabin resulting in unauthorized persons traveling and tempering with
Guard valve and hand brake.
LAW & ORDER
Frequent ACP operation.
Operations of DV handle for brake application during run.
Closing of angle cock in the coach ends.
Operation of hand brake from SLR by unauthorized occupants.
MISCELLANEOUS:
Hitting by ballast/foreign material resulting in breakage of dirt collector/ drain plug of
AR/other brake system components.
Cattle run over resulting in damage to brake system.
Following measures should be taken to minimise brake binding incidences:Ensure proper maintenance of DV
1) Check holes of common pipe bracket are one-to-matched with the corresponding location
on the Common Pipe Bracket (CPB) seal.
2) Check collars provided on the CPB seals are uniformly projected.
3) Use small quantity of hard grease on the CPB before positioning of the seal to avoid
displacement while mounting.
4) Check that release choke is clear.
5) Overhaul/Repair distributor valve with intermediate flange as a single unit.
6) Check holes of Intermediate flange seal are one-to-one matched with respective location
in the distributor valve.
7) Check collars provided on the seal are uniformly projected.
8) Check the valve is free from rubber bulging or debonded for valve plate (10) in KE type
or valve (37) in C 3W type.
9) Check for smooth movement of hollow stem in its guide during assembly. This may be
ascertained by:
i. Movement of hollow stem. Check that hollow stem is not bent.
ii. Check that outer surface of the hollow stem is polished.
iii. Apply light coat of thin grease on the hollow stem.
Check the condition of CPB filter. This is ascertained by:
10) Clean CPB filter in every schedule.
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11) Clean vertical passage in CPB.
i. Identification of late releasing DV’s during maintenance.
ii. Locking of Distributor Valve isolating handle.
iii. In the POH phosphate and re waxing of the Distributor Valve Body to be done to
avoid corrosion.
Proper inspection of dirt collector
i. Clean Dirt collector in every schedule.
ii. Provision of Dirt Collector cover.
Proper inspection of brake regulator
i. Identification of sluggish Slack Adjuster.
ii. Check that the barrel has no dent.
iii. Confirm that Traction sleeve passes smoothly inside the entire length barrel during
assembly.
iv. Check axial play of the Adjuster nut with the spindle. Since actual measurement is
difficult, excessive play must be felt while assembly.
v. Make sure that the adjuster nut falls freely along the spindle when held vertical.
Brake gear system
i. Adjust end pull rod hole and maintain length of pull rod such that the Equalising
levers be in near vertical in brake applied position.
ii. Ensure that the Z-lever pins used with Equalising levers are polished.
iii. Ensure the corresponding bushes are without any oblong deformation.
iv. Radial clearance is maintained within 0.75 mm.
v. Ensure that the Actuating rod is not twisted. The straightness is realized by
smooth fitment of the Actuating rod with the both Equalising levers with the pins.
Brake Cylinder
i. Identification of sluggish brake cylinders during maintenance.
ii. Breathing passage clearing can be ascertained by avoiding greasing of Trunk
during assembly and cleaning annular space between Trunk and Front cover
Locomotive
i. Check for fluctuation in BP pressure.
ii. Check for moisture/oil/dirt content in compressed air.
iii. Dynamic Brakes of the locomotive should be operative.
iv. Ensure proper working of air flow indicator and audio visual system.
v. Locked axle of the locomotive is avoided.
Train Handling
i. Wait for one minute at least after moving brake valve handle to release position after
emergency application.
ii. Avoid extended application of the pressure surge to avoid over charging.
iii. Keep close watch in the air flow indicator to monitor incidence of excess leakage.
iv. Keep close watch in the Ampere meter reading for high current.
v. Keep vigilant on tampering DV isolating handle position.
vi. Drain condensate from air reservoir, oil separator and filter.
vii. Open drain cock slowly so that condensate is carried out with the air.
Modification in coaches
i. Brake Binding Indicator should be provided on every coach.
ii. Hand Brake application indicator should be provided on every SLR.
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ACP system
i. Oversize choke of the ACP be eliminated.
ii. Resetting key should be welded on the coach itself to properly reset the ACP.
iii. Proper releasing of coaches should be ensured after every ACP on the adjoining coaches also.
Training to the staff – C&W as well as operating & loco staff.
BP/FP pipes
i. The B.P. & F.P. should be secured with ‘T’ bolts to avoid decoupling en-route.
ii. Proper examination of feed pipe &brake pipes during maintenance.
System Improvement
i. Introduction of Rolling out Examination to detect the coaches which are going in
Brake binding condition. Also Rolling-In-Examination be ensured.
ii. Moisture separator/Air Dryer should be provided in all the locomotives & R.T.R
pipe lines to avoid ingress of moisture in the air Brake system.
iii. Proper releasing of rakes on the platform and on washing lines after maintenance.
iv. Pre-tested slack Adjuster and Distributor Valves should be replaced on the coaches,
v. Coaches attached from the yard should be tested with the rake on W/Line.
Others
i. Provisions of Quick Release pull rods.
ii. Pressure relief valve on the pipe line between Distributor Valve &the brake cylinder
should be fitted so that the excessive pressure beyond 308 kg/cm2 is avoided.
iii. Pad locking of Guard cabin of the front SLR should be ensured by the Operating.

Q.40 ckWDl ,u oSxu dh ihvks,p djus dh fof/k dks la{ksi esa o.kZu dhft,A 90 Mst fld

ekfdZx
a dks de djus ds fy, vki D;k dne mBk;sx
a As
Explain the process of POH of BOXN Wagon. What step would you take during POH to
reduce the 90 days sick marking?
POH of BOXN wagon
The train has been offered for POH by Traffic Department. The following pre inspection by
inspection department:-Inspection of running gear fittings.
-Inspection of brake gear and spring gears.
-Inspection of draw and buffing gear.
Checking and marking the deficiency of safety fittings, safety brackets, safety loops, etc.
Identified Plain bearing warm axle box should be opened for examination.
-Look for abnormal and /or unequal buffer heights/CBC height, wear plate knuckle, etc. to the
extent it is possible to detect by visual examination. In case of doubt, the buffer height/CBC
height should be measured.
Meticulous check of brake cylinders, distributor valves, auxiliary reservoir control chambers
and other pipe points should be carried out to .
The wheel profile should be examined visually. If any defect is noticed, it should be checked
with tyre defect gauge and wagon to be marked.
The bogies, complete side frames and bolsters to be visually examined for cracks and missing
parts. Bolster springs, snubber, spigots, centre pivots fastening, roller side bearer in case of
CASNUB 22 bogie to be checked for defects, if any.
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Examine brake rigging components with special attention to break beam deformation and
wear on integral brake shoe bracket. Check intactness of the pull and push rods with pins,
washers, split pins and cotters, etc. Hand brakes must be checked for smooth and effective
operation.
Visual examination of under frame members, body, door mechanism, CBC wear or deficiency
of parts to be marked.
After this inspection the inspection department categorized the wagon into light
and heavy repair wagon. According to this light and heavy repair wagon, distributed to
nominated section.
Yard Section:-shunting of wagon from yard to nominated section
Striping section :- heavy repair wagons comes to this section for cleaning and cutting the
defected/rusted patch aces, roofs, floors & other marked parts.
After cleaning and cutting of those marked portion wagons are shunted to the nominated
section.
Wagon Body
The superstructure attached to the under frame of a wagon is called wagon
body.
Apart of superstructure of wagons involved in accidents or other serious mishaps, attention
is normally in this shop.
In this shop body is dismantled from bogie and kept on tarsal for body repair work.
Body Underframe It constitutes the main load bearing sub-assembly for the vehicle
Thorough inspection of under frame is to be carried out.
Major repairs as well as all defects and deficiencies that come to the notice must be given
meticulous, thorough attention and attend
Bogies And Suspension in bogie section the bogie should be dismantled. Dismantling and
assembly procedure is given in parameter. All the wearing surfaces of bogie shall be brought to
“As New” condition, the bogie clearances and tolerances should be checked and rectified, if
found necessary Re-assemble the bogie by re-raising the procedure as above.
Assembled bogie Inspected all the load and snubber springs for proper seating after wagon
body is on bogies
Wheel Assembly: - An axle is a long steel bar to hold a pair of wheels in position.
Examination and maintenance of Axle, CTRB and wheels should be done as per IRCA
parameter.
Air Brake System: - The Air Brake goods stock on BOXN is at present fitted with single pipe
graduated release air brake system. In single pipe, brake pipes of all wagons are connected.
Overhauling of Distributor valve, Common pipe bracket with control reservoir, Auxiliary
reservoir.(100 Liters), Three way centrifugal dirt collector, Isolating cock, Brake cylinder
(355mm diameter), Cut off angle cock (32mm size on either ends of brake pipe), Air brake
hose coupling (32mm for brake pipe), Brake pipe (32mm dia), Branch pipes from BP to brake
equipment (20mm bore) as per guideline of RDSO’s G-97.
Use new rubber items for joints between pipe and equipment irrespective of condition of
old items.
Brake Rigging: - The Brake Rigging is provided to control the speed of a wagon by transferring
the braking force from Brake Cylinder to wheel treads.
All Body Under frame Components are examined and inspect visually as per guideline of
RDSO and attend any type of problem.
DRAW AND BUFFING GEAR: - Check all draw gear components for correctness and ensure
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that they are properly assembled.
These are done by as per guideline of RDSO G-80 for workshop staff “Inspection and
Maintenance of Centre Buffer Couplers BG stock”.
When all parts are repaired as per given parameters we started Re-assemble of all parts by
re-raising the procedure as above.
Finally NTXR check the wagon thou rally.
Then wagon shunted to painting shop for paint it.
90 days sick marking
90 days sick marking is the reliability performance of workshop. If the wagon mark sick
within the 90 days period after POH is known as 90 days sick marking. The wagon marked sick
under the following defects:
Defect
Defect code
Wheel defect
A
Suspension defect
B
Spring gear defect
C
Cartridge bearing effect
D
CBC draft gear defect
E
Beak gear defect
F
Body defect
G
Following Measure Should Be Taken To Reduced The 90 days Sick Marking.
Wheel defect:
The percentage of sick marking is represented the quality of work. To reduce the sick
marking under this category, the defects i.e. sharp flange, thin flange skidded wheel, radius less
as root, hollow tyre , flange broken, bent axle and other defect should be attend properly during
POH .All wheels should be profiled properly.
Suspension defect:
Under this category the defect observed in suspension system i.e. axle guard crack,
bridle bar crack, pivot top broken, side bearer rubber pad crashed, wage block broken, EM pad
pressed, wear liner crack and bolster pocket liner/column worn out all above item should be
properly attend during POH as per repair practices/RDSO Manual.
Spring gear
The defect in spring gear that is outer inner and snubber spring should be paired with
proper load test and other defect observed in spring (crack or dent) spring should be replaced to
minimize the sick marking under this category.
Cartridge bearing defect:
The defect in CTRB i.e. hot axle grease, seal defect, outer cage broken and other defect
CTRB should be properly attended during POH period, mounting pressure, lateral clearance
should be checked properly, grease seal should be replaced 100%, Non HT axle cap screw
should not be used .Bearing should be repaired as per RDSO manual.
CBC, Draft gear defects:
The defect in CBC and Draft gear i.e. draft gear broken/dead, sank broken, sticker
casting liner, support plate rivets broken or cracked and yoke broken/cracked should be
examine and repair properly. Only HT draft gear i.e. RF361, Mark 50 should be use.
Brake gear & Air brake system defect:
The defect under this category i.e. slack adjuster defect, brake cylinder defect, DV
defect, angle cock broken, leakage in drain plug, leakage in brake pipe should be properly
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attended during POH .All air brake equipment should be repaired and tested as per RDSO
manual and record should be maintain.
Body defect:
The defect of wagon body i.e. head stock sole bar, roof , side wall, end wall, floor and
door defect should be properly attended during POH to minimize the sick marking under this
category. The quality of the welding during POH should be improve by proper selection of
current, selection of the welding material, preheating of the electrode, using MIG welding set.

Q.41. dksjkstu D;k gS\ blds D;k&D;k dkj.k gS]a bldks de djus@jksdus ds fy, D;k&D;k

mik; fd;s tkrs gS]a foLr`r o.kZu dhft,\
What is corrosion? What are its causes? Describe the measures to be taken
reduce/minimize the corrosion

to

Definition Of Corrosion: Corrosion may be defined in several ways:
(1) Destruction or deterioration of a material and consequent loss of solid material, through a
chemical or electrochemical attack by its environment, starting at its surface.
(2) Destruction of materials by means other than straight mechanical.
(3) Extractive metallurgy in reverse.
Definition (1) and (2) are preferred because they cover ceramics, plastics, rubber, and other
nonmetallic materials. For example, deterioration of paints and rubber by sunlight or chemicals,
fluxing of the lining of a steel-making furnace is all considered to be corrosion.
2. Classification Of Corrosion
Corrosion has been classified in many ways. One method divides corrosion into (a) low
temperature and (b) high- temperature corrosion. Separates corrosion into (a) Direct
Chemical Corrosion or Dry Corrosion. (b) Electrochemical corrosion or Wet Corrosion.
Dry or direct chemical corrosion
This type of corrosion occurs through the direct chemical action of environment/atmospheric
gases as oxygen, halogen, hydrogen, and hydrogen sulphide, sulphur dioxide, and nitrogen with
metal surface in immediate proximity. There are two main types of direct chemical corrosion.
i) Oxidation corrosion. ii) Corrosion by other gases.
i) Oxidation corrosion: It is brought about by the direct action of oxygen at low or high
temperature on metals, usually in the absence of moisture. At ordinary temperatures, metals, in
general, are very slightly attacked. However, alkali metals (Li, NA, K, Rb, etc.) are rapidly
oxidized at low temperatures. At high temperature all metal (except Ag, Au, Pt,) are oxidized.
The reactions in the oxidation are:
2M→2Mn+ +2ne(Loss of electron)
Metal ion
nO2 + 2ne → 2nO2(Gain of electron)
Oxide ion
or
2M+ nO2 → 2Mn+ + 2nO2Metal ion Oxide ion
|__________|
Metal oxide
Absorption of oxygen: Rusting of iron in neutral aqueous solution of electrolytes (like NaCI
solution) in the presence of atmospheric oxygen is a common example of this type of corrosion.
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The surface of iron is coated with a thin film of iron oxide. However, if this iron oxide film
develops some cracks, anodic areas are created on the surface; while the well-metal parts acts
as cathodes. It follows that the anodic areas are small surface parts; while nearly the rest of the
surface of the metal forms large cathodes.
At the anodic areas of the metal (iron) dissolve as ferrous ions with liberation of electrons.
Fe→ Fe2+ + 2e(Oxidation)
The liberated electrons flow from anodic to cathode areas, through iron metal, where electrons
are intercepted by the dissolved oxygen as:
O2 + H2 O +2 e--→2OH(Reduction)
+
The Fe ions (at anode) and OH ions (at cathode) diffuse and when they meet, ferrous
hydroxide is precipitated.
Fe+ +2OH-→Fe (OH) 2 ↓
If enough oxygen is present, ferrous hydroxide is easily oxidized to ferric hydroxide.
4Fe (OH) 2 + O2 +2H2O→4Fe (OH) 3
Measure to be taken for Corrosion Prevention: Since corrosion is essentially due to attack by environment, the basic approach to prevent
corrosion involves control of the metal or control of the environment or providing a suitable
barrier between the metal and the environment. Also control on the electrochemical nature of
corrosion and finally the design consideration plays a major role to reduce corrosion.
The corrosion can be prevented & controlled by the following methods.
1) Material Selection.
2) Protection by design & Fabrication procedure.
3) Alteration / modifying corrosive environment.
4) Cathodic protection.
5) Sacrificial anode Method.
6) Application of protective coatings.
7) Purification & alloying of elements.
8) Latest Anti-corrosion modifications are as followed :a. Plugging of holes (Drain holes) provided on floors
b. Use of drip trip plate on sole bar at the location of all doors.
c. Provision of BOX section stiffener above doors and three vertical channels on it
d. Provision of crib angle at bottom site of the floor adjoining with side & end-wall.
e. Provision of stiffener (Gusset Plate) from inside and outside at the top corner of
the wagon body.

Q.42. fLizx
a LVhy ckj ls fLizx
a cukus rd dh lai.w kZ izfØ;k dk o.kZu dhft,] blesa viuk;s

tkus okys lHkh ekinaMksa dk o.kZu djsa
Write down the complete manufacturing process of spring from spring steel bar. Explain
all parameters to be considered during this process?

Ans. The springs are made of round bars of fine grained special quality spring steel ( The
material may be consist of chrome vanadium, chrome molybdenum or silico-magnaese spring
steel Bar is converted in a coil shape by various operations.
Generally the steel bar manufacturer supply the spring steel round to the specified length and
composition ordered by the spring manufacturer. After receiving of material at site the bar is to
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be checked or examined by the chemical and metallurgical lab. The procedure of
manufacturing of spring step by step as below.
1) End cutting of bars :- Generally the spring bars are supplied by the supplier. During
transportation bar gets cracks on its edges. It is necessary that bars end must be crack less.
At this stage bars may be cut to length by shearing carefully so as to prevent cracking at
the ends.
2) Straightening :- Straight bar is required for spring manufacturing . So each bar is
straightened at bar straightening machine.
3) Peeling:- The bar is peeled off at peeling machine for a good, regular and defect free
surface.
4) Centre less Grinding:- Peeled bar again grinded by a centre less grinding machine
before this bar takes a shape of coil at coiling machine. Before coiling it is mandatory that
surface finish of the grinded bar is 5 microns. Grinding shall be 3% of nominal bar dia. or
1.0 mm whichever is higher
5) Bar crack deduction:- After peeled and grinded the bar is sand for the crack detection
at crack detection machine . This is done in magna flux machine. The bar passed through
magnetized portion. If there is any type of surface crack present in bar is deducted in this
machine.
6) End Tapering:- Both of the ends of grinded bar are tapered either by taper rolling or by
die forging.
7) Stamping:- It is a process of coding on spring which is applied at in-effecting coil. The
serial order in which the particulars are stamped as below
8) XX XXX XXXX XXXX.
From left 02 digit for internal name (CV,SM), 03 digit for manufacturing code like X01, X02
,X03 etc. Next 04 digit for month and year i.e. 0112(for jan 2012) and last 04 digit
referred to Drg no.
9) Bar heating:- Tapered ends bar is heated in bar heating furnace up to specified heating
temperature . The heating temperature is 8300 C to 8600 C.
10) Coiling:- A red heated bar comes out from bar heating furnace and rest on a preheated
mandrel which is the part of high speed automatic coiling machine. Bar is guided by a
guide roller in automatic coil operation. Bar takes a shape of specified uniform pitched
coil .
11) Quenching:- A red heated coil is a very mild condition so it need to be hard for this the
spring is quenched in oil bath or suitable medium conforming
to standard
0
specification.The temperature of quenching bath not more than 80 C.It should be
necessary to achieve 90% martensite structure
12) Tempering:- During the coiling process the grain structure of bar is deformed due to
twisting and internal stresses developed. To achieve a homogeneous fine grain structure
in the spring. It need to temper in tempering furnace below lower critical temperature of
steel . The tempering temperature is 3500C to 4500C.
13) Hardness testing:- Tempered springs are dipped in a water tank for a carburizing
process. After heat treatment, the hardness of the spring is tested by lab staff by using
Brinel hardness tester(BHN). The hardness of the spring should be in the range 380 BHN
to 440 BHN for silico manganese steel and 415 BHN to 460 BHN for chrome
vanadium/chrome molybdenum spring steel.
14) End Grinding:- After hardness testing , both the end faces of the spring are grinded the
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actual grinded surface is kept at least 75% of mean coil circumference of the spring.
15) Shot Penning:- Now springs takes into continuous type shot penning machine where it
shot penned by high intense shot to improve fatigue strength of spring.
16) Magna Flux Testing of spring :- Springs are tested by magna flux testing machine to
detect the surface and sub surface crack in the springs.
17) Scragging :- Each and every spring is scragged at home. In this operation spring is
compressed 03 times holding it at the home load. All the coils of spring is contact with
another. Excluding the inactive coils.
18) Pre load testing :- The spring placed on a flat rigid metal support is subjected to
incremental increasing load up to the specified bearing load so each spring is tested on its
load , and loaded height of the individual spring is measured.
19) Black paint :- After the above operation springs are painted by black paint in the
painting plant.
20) Grouping of colour :- The spring is painted with a suitable colour code for
identification as per specified in the document.
21) Dispatch :- In the last stage, springs are packed in suitable box with its RDSO code .
Now springs are ready to dispatch.

Q.43 fLizx
a cukus ds fy, eVsfj;y dk p;u dSls fd;k tkrk gS\ vkbZ-lh-,Q cksxh dh
cksysLVj fLizx
a cukus ds fy, dkSu lh lkexzh dk iz;ksx gksxkA fLizx
a cukus dh fof/k dk foLr`r
o.kZu dhft,\
How material is selected for manufacturing of spring? What material is used for
manufacturing of ICF bolster spring? Explain the spring manufacturing process in
details.
Following step should be taken for Manufacturing of Helical Spring
Selection of Spring steel bar to IS-3195 grade crome vanadium spring steel
Cut the bar as per specified length
Straitening the bar as per specified value 1.5 mm/met.
Peeling of bar – peeled bar 3% of bar dia or 1mm which ever is more
Centre less Grinding – Grind the peeled bar for smooth surface roughness should be less then
5 micron.
Magnetic Particle testing:-The peeled and ground bar shall be subjected to magnetic particle
testing by florescent wet method. The test procedure for detecting surface and sub surface
defect should be as per IS 3703.
End Tapering: - Both the end of the ground bar shall be tapered by taper rolling machine to
give the finish of spring about 75% firm bearing. The taper face should be smooth and should
not have step pits or cracks.
The tip thickness of taper end bar end grinding should not less than one fourth of nominal bar
dia up to 33mm and 1/5th beyond of 33mm. it is to ensure that the tip thickness of the finish
spring does not in any way affect the load test requirement.
Stamping :- The following material code shall be followed for Stamping:
CM – for chrome molybdenum
SM - for silico manganese
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The serial no, drawing no, drawing code, month and year of production and manufacture code
is also stand.
Heating and Coiling: The spring steel bar with taper end should be heated in oil fired walking
beam furnace with variable speed and soaked sufficiently at temperature in a controlled
atmosphere so that excessive scaling and decarburization do not take place. The furnace in
which the bar heated for coiling and heat treatment should be equipped with automatic
temperature indicator, controller and recorder. Temperature of Quenching media should not
exceed more than 800C
Tempering the spring: After Quenching shall be conveyed immediately through a continuous
conversed tempering furnace. During the tempering spring shall be treated to desire
predetermine temperature and for a sufficient length of time to produce the require spring
hardness throughout the section. The furnace should be oil fired with automatic temperature
indicator, controller and recorder. In order to ensure proper heat treatment of spring as
specified.
The total depth of decarburization partial plus completed on the finish spring in the quench
and tempered condition shall not exceed 0.5% of bar dia.
The hardness of the steel 415 to 460 BHN for chrome molybdenum.
END Grinding: Both the end faces of spring should be ground to ensure square seating of the
spring. The actual ground and surface shall be at least 75% of the mean coil circumference coil
spring.
Scragging :
Each and every spring should be scrag 3 times in quick succession . The scragging load should
not exceed 1.5 times the theoretical axial load. For long during scragging the spring shall be
compressed 3 times holding it at home load for 2 min for first 2 stroke and 48 hours at the last
stroke. The scragged spring should not so further permanent set on subsequent loading.
Crack Detection:
100% springs shall be tested for crack detection by the megna flux test
Shot peening:
All the spring shall be shot peened in a continuous type shot peening machine in accordance
with IS-7001 to fatigue life of spring.
Load Testing, Grouping and Colour coding:
100% of spring shall be compressed with specified working load and the loaded height of the
individual spring shall be measured. The spring shall be grouped and painted with suitable
colour code for identification. Any spring which is found to be defective or which does not
confirmed the test should be rejected.

Q.44 fdUgha nks vk/kqfud osfYMax rduhdksa dk o.kZu djs]a bu osfYMax rduhdksa ds nkSjku osfYMax

ds nks"kksa ls cpus ds fy, D;k&D;k lko/kkfu;k¡ cjrh tkuh pkfg,] foLrkj ls fy[ksa \
Explain any two modern welding techniques. What precautions should be undertaken to
ensure that welding defects are avoided during these welding processes?
Ans:- Modern welding techniques are :- Submerge are welding, Plasma are welding.
Submerge are welding :- SAW is an arc welding process that produces a coalescence of
metals by heating then with an are or arc between a bare metal electrode a electrodes and the
work pieces. The arc and molten metal are shielded by a blanket of granular fusible material on
the work pieces. The filter metal is obtained from melting the solid electrode wire and
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sometimes from alloying elements in the flux.
The submerged arc welding process is capable of welding low and medium carbon steels,
nickel and nickel alloys, low alloy and high strength steels and many stainless steels. It is also
used for hand surfacing and overlay operations. Steel up to 12.5 mm thick can be welded
without edge preparation. The process is normally limited to the flat and horizontal fillet
positions because of the flux used to shield the weld puddle. The Process produces a smooth
weld bead with no spatter.
Plasma are welding :- Plasma are welding is an are welding process that produces coalescence
of metals by heating them with a constricted are between an electrode and the work piece so
that electrode and the constricting nozzle. Shielding is obtained from the hot ionized gas issuing
from the torch which may be supplemented by auxiliary sources of shielding gas. Shielding gas
may be an inert gas or a mixture of gases. Pressure may or may not be used and filler metal
may or may not be used.
Precaution to avoid defects: Plasma are welding:Inert gas usually argon is used as the plasma gas.
Filter metal composition should be match the base metal.
The size of filter metal rod should be taken as the current and joint thickness.
Torch protection devices include water and plasma gas pressure switches which interlock with
the container.
Precaution to avoid defect during submerge are welding:• Dry the flux and feed wise and degrease the work piece.
• Clean the joint edges immediately before welding.
• Ensure welding current is sufficient for the weld pool to prevent penetrate fully the
root.
• Wire feed speed and travel speed should be adjusted as per the thickness of job and
size of joint.
• Filler wire composition should be matching the base metal.

Q.45 orZeku esa jsyos dkj[kkusa esa ykxw izkRs lkgu Ldhe esa D;k&D;k dfe;k¡ gS]a bu dfe;ksa dks

nwj djus ds mik; ds ckjs esa vius lq>ko fy[ks]a d`i;k bl ckr dk [;ky j[ksa fd blls
deZpkfj;ksa dh vk; esa dksbZ deh u gks \
What are the demerits of existing incentive scheme in workshop, suggest your views to
remove these demerits. Ensuring that there should be no reduction of earning of the
employee
Answer :- Incentive Scheme
CLW Pattern incentive scheme introduce in 1961 the main purpose of incentive scheme was to
increase the productivity without increasing man power and proper utilization of assets by
giving incentive bonus to the worker. The purpose of the scheme was good quality of work but
it has not serve the purpose. The quality of the work is totally decreasing day by day and
earning of bonus is the main issue of interference of union.
The job cards on which losses occur are destroyed & not accounted for.
Hand written job cards are issued. They can be manipulated.
Time entry on job cards is done by hand. This can be manipulated.
Direct workers are shown as EIW & IW, without much justification and prejudice of the
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worker.
Allowed times are not revised even on the introduction of advance machine tools with better
tooling.
Allowed times are claimed for complete machining operation even if the casting is rejected on
the very first cut.
Excess repairs are certified by stage inspectors.
Right quantity of the job are not mentioned
Proper inspection of the material is not and allots time and quantity is given by understanding
brotherhood.
Management has often failed to arrange the raw material, tool, M&P & material handling
equipments.
Suggestion for more effective of incentive scheme
CLW Pattern of incentive scheme is very old and required to be review & should be replaced by Group
incentive scheme.
Whether a list of items to be manufactured or repaired in the sections/shop should be counted
physically and record of the same should be maintained which incentive scheme is proposed to be
introduce, has been prepared.
Adequate load to meet the increased capacity generated as result of introduction of incentive scheme
should be ensured.
Computation & the time studies have been carried out should be implemented.
Issue of job card on work order should be review properly.
Work of inspection department should be review and quality as well as quantity work should be look
after by the shop supervisor/worker it self. It will give the system of quality control to the quality
insurance.
allowed times should be reviewed time to time as and when new technology is introduce.
Whether the strength & categories indirect workers & essential indirect workers have been approved by
Chief Mechanical Engineer.
Whether the strength & the categories of staff of indirect workers including those declared essentially,
indirect have been fixed as a result of proper analysis.
Whether the strength & categories of staff of direct workers have been determined with reference to the
work load on the different load centers & sections. The No. of effective hours, available per shift peer
month will be taken as 200 & with the addition of 33.3% representing the average efficiency under
incentive scheme, 267 man hours per man per month shall be the basis for working out the number of
direct workers.
Whether the number of supervisors has been determined according to actual need keeping in view of
the overall ratio of supervisor to 18 workers.
Whether regular supply of raw materials has been ensured. Also whether arrangements have been made
with the stores departments for their reservation before the release of work orders.
Whether a system of periodical oiling of machines, tools & plants & other preventive maintenance
measures have been introduced.
Whether a proper system of inspection has been introduced.
Whether the punching clocks have been Installed & booth erected.
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Q.46 ckWDl,u oSxu ds vuyksMcs y gksus ls vki D;k le>rs gS\a bl leL;k ls funku ikus ds

fy, vki D;k lq>ko nsaxs
What do you understand by unloadable of BOXN Wagon? What will you suggest to over
come these problems?
Ans :- wagon comes in a workshop for NPOH/POH/ROH. After one of these operation/
process, the wagon. is handed over to trafic deptt of concerning railway If with this
performance guaranty that wagon will perform with reliable, respective manner at least 90
days without failure. if wagon is get sick this is called 90 days sick marking& same is reflected
in IRCA Report. schedule repair of POH &ROH is done at the schedule interval if wagon
become sick due to any reason &not fit for running before schedule repair of POH &ROH is
called unloadable. In this situation the freight/good cannot be loaded in the wagon. The main
reason of unloadable is body damage the wagon is booked for NPOH non schedule overhauling
if POH is not carried out in a proper manner and due Attention problem of unloadable will
continue and performance of workshop will be effected adervers .in addition to this railway
revenue will be loose
Man power loss- the man power is increase due to unloadable wagon more man power is again
need of to the particular previous work.
suggestionthe main reason of unloadable areBody defect- wagon body damage due to mishandling on tipplers side wall should be replaced if more
than two side stanchion are defective /damage during POH
Material must be checked before use according to RDSO specification poor material quality is also one
cause of sick wagon.
All anti corrosion modification should be carried out during POH/ROH
CBC and draft gear proper overhauling of CBC component &draft gear component worn out
component should be replaced In view of unloadable wagon above preventive steps, can be taken to
avoid the problem of unloadable wagons.

Q.47 vkidk jsyos esa orZeku esa D;k jksy gS\ vkidk vius dk;Z dh n{krk rFkk laLd`fr c<+kus

esa D;k ;ksxnku gS\ vki ,d vf/kdkjh dh Hkwfedk dks fdl izdkj ns[krs gS]a ;fn vki p;fur gq,
rks fdu eq[; {ks=ksa esa lq/kkj djsx
a As
What is your role at present in railways? What is your contribution to increase
production and efficiency in your work? How you see the role of an Officer if you are
selected which area you will improve?
Productivity can be defined as ratio of out-put and Input. The productivity of a coaching depot
or diesel shed or workshop is dependent upon the utilization of man power, material, machinery
and other infrastructural facilities available in the unit. The productivity of a field unit can be
judged from cost of maintenance per unit (Unit can be coach or wagon or loco). Or man power
required per unit out-put. To improve the productivity, optimum utilization of all the resources
is required. The increase in productivity can be achieved if there is
a) An increase in out-turn with the same staff or budget without effecting the quality Or
b) A decrease in cost of maintenance per unit without effecting quality Or
c) The out-turn and quality remaining same, the staff is reduced Or
d) The quality level is improved without any additional input.
For improving the productivity of a field unit, the following steps will be taken :-
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1) Bench marking of all the activities comparing with the best field unit and incorporating the
best practices.
2) Motivating the people through positive and negative enforcement like rewards and
punishments.
3) Creating high jobs satisfaction among employees. Job satisfaction is a set of favorable or unfavorable feelings with which the employees view their work. The job satisfaction among
employees can be measured with the help of surveys. This is a method by which the employees
report their feelings towards the job and work environment. The management can increase job
satisfaction by taking appropriate measures.
4) Participation of staff in decision making.
5) Proper delegation of authority and division of work to avoid duplication of work. Each
person should do his duty. The day to day functioning should be left to supervisors and officers
should devote time to achieve long term goals, system improvement and strategic planning
only.
6) By creating conditions for team work.
7) Providing job in enrichment to staff. There are five core dimensions to job enrichment:i) Task variety – Different options to perform.
ii) Task identity – Performing a complete piece of work and not a part.
iii) Task significance – it refers to the amount of impact, as perceived by the worker, that the
work has on other people.
iv) Autonomy – some control by employee over their own affairs.
v) Feedback – information about performance.
8) Effective grievance redressed system.
9) Employee counseling to reduce job stress .
10) Premium on innovation and initiative to solve long – standing problems.
11) Human resource development with emphasis on training on weaker areas, adult education
programmed and keep abreast of staff regarding latest technological improvements .
Identification of training needs of staff through ABC analysis of staff through regular
questionnaires.
12) To adopt maintenance friendly techniques :a) To ensure passenger satisfaction such as (Water level indicator, water bridging, operation
cleanliness, best aesthetic fittings etc.
b) To ensure safety such as distributor valve protection cover, brake binding alarm, jammed
hand brake indicator, buffer gapping device etc.
c) To reduce man power requirement time for the existing maintenance/repair practices such as
Buffer changing device, Distributor valve changing device etc.
13) Analysis of equipments failures and re-medical steps.
14) Improved communication with staff regarding latest instructions and provision of better
communication facilities like Walky-Talky sets, internet, etc.
15) Preventive maintenance/A.M.C. of M&P and other costly machines.
16) Inventory control of the stores & periodical review of store imprest through ABC analysis.
17) Hiving off of non-core activities like cleaning of coaches, repair of brake block shoe, etc to
reduce cost of maintenance.
18) Multi-skilling
19) Performance review of the staff & supervisors.
20) Avoiding upsetting of the rolling stock.
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21) Proper documentation & flow of information at the grass root level.
22) Timely planning according to future increase in work load.
23) Organizing quiz competitions etc to create awareness among staff.
24) Organizing housekeeping contest, best performing section contest, etc to inculcate among
staff the pride in their work.

Q.48 gkWV ckWDl D;k gS\ ,d ,-,e-bZ-¼lh-,.M MCY;w½@¼Mh-'ksM½@,-MCY;w-,e gksus ds ukrs vki

vius fMiks esa gkWV ckWDl dh ?kVukvksa dks de djus ds fy, D;k dne mBk;sx
a As
What is Hot Box? What step you will initiate to reduce the hot box cases if you are an
AME (C&W)/Diesel Shed/AWM.
Wheel set become unusable due to bearing failure is known Hot Box Main reason of Hot
Axles/Box1) Improper earthing during welding of wagon body/bogie.
2) Improper handling of new bearing resulting in brinelling of raceways.
3) Improper handling of bearings during servicing in workshop.
4) Mishandling of bearing in transporting
5) Grease oozing due to –
Damage of grease seal
use of old seal
6) Grease leaking between backing ring and the axle dust guard.
7) In correct mounting
8) Inadequate lubrication
9) Dirt – if foreign particles enter the bearing they are often pressed into the tracks and the
rolling elements and resulting flaking started.
10) Smearing – Smearing is a king of seizing in its early state, cause by two surfaces sliding
each other under load.
11) Wear – foreign particles like dust which may cause wear may enter the bearing either
together with the lubricant or via in adequate seals or in adequate care during mounting
12) Rust /Corrosion: - Bearing rings and rolling element being made of steel & cages of
brass & steel are affected by water & acid.
13) Fretting corrosion: - A special type of wear occurs in the form of fretting corrosion with
a relatively loose fit or due to deformation causing continues rubbing between no
lubricated surfaces.
14) Creaks & Fracture: - Creaks and fracture are due to errors of the shape of journal axle
Box.
Suggestions for Remedial Action.
proper earthling of bogies should be carried out as per clause 16 of RD 50 pamphlet G-81
Palletized strapped packing container set of rounded 32 new bearings should be unloaded
by fork lifter or some other convenient device this strapped packed. Boxes should not be
thrown from the track/ wagon during unloading.
Bearing dismounted from the axle in ROH Depot/workshop should be handled carefully and
should not be thrown one over the other. They should be properly stacked and should again
unloading one by one instead of unloading then by tilting the trolley
Movement of bearing from ROH depots to workshop and beck should only be is containers as
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per G-81
Handling of wheel sets mounted with bearing should be properly done. As per Instruction in
G-81
Avoid damage to seals by careful handling of the wheel set. Sliding of wheel set over the
bearings is an un acceptable practice
Old seal should not be reused after servicing as grease can lock from worn fluid lip of seal.
Grease locking between the cup counter bore and the seal major dia location may be an
indication of loose seal.
Grease leaking between barking ring on the axle dust grand location is an indication of a loose
bearing ring and loose bearing ring should be remand
If the grease looking gives doubt of any unusual happening the following procedure should be
followed –
Detached the wagon
Remove the wheel set
Rotate the cup to observe any unusual sound which may indicate loss of grease or damage to
bearing raceways.
If any unusual sound is noticed the bearing should be discontinued from service

Q.49 jsfM;ksxzkQh osfYMax DokfyVh D;k gS\ ;g osfYMax dgk¡ iz;ksx dh tkrh gSA ,d ;k nks

mnkgj.k lfgr o.kZu djsA
What is radiographic welding quality? Where this welding is used. Explain one or
two with the help of example.
Ans :- The quality of weld joint which is inspected by radiography is called Radiographic
welding quality. Radiography is one of the most useful NDT which can be applied by
assigning the quality of the weld joint. it is use to impact all type and thickness ranging
from minute weld to weld up to 0.5m thick. This quality of weld can be detected flaws and
discontinuities in joint such as cracks, porosity and blow holes slag flux or oxide inclusion,
lack of fusion between the weld metal and the parent metal, incomplete penetration.
Radio-graphic technique is based upon exposing the component to sort wave length in the form
of X rays & Gama rays. From a suitable source. Both rays are electromagnetic wave which
penetrates opaque materials and obtain a permanent record on the result on sensitized film. The
contrast on the developed film between the images of an area of the specimen permits the
observer to distinguish the flows. He X rays & Y rays passing through less denser parts of the
objects observed to the smaller extent the ray passing through the adjacent sound material. The
light sensitive film is called radiograph.
X-rays are generated when high energy electron strike a metal target in X ray tube the cathode
emits electrons by thermo ionic emission these electrons are accelerated by the tube voltage and
strike against the anode in the process X-rays are generated Gama rays are emitted from
radioactive isotopes that are used for industrial radiography are cobalt 60, iridium 192, Cesium
137 etc.
Use of Radio graphic quality of weld
If a crack occurs in an area where the plate is wasted and of inadequate strength, the defective
portion should be cut out and replaced with a let in patch. It must be ensured that the let in
patch is of the same material and thickness as the parent metal. Corners of patches should be
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rounded to a minimum radius of 25mm and edges must be carefully prepared to obtain a V butt
weld. Weld deposits should be smoothened flush with the parent metal. Perform DP test and
radiography of barrel plate.
The radio graphic quality weldments are used in boilers pressure vessels pressure piping gas
pipe-line and component which are used in dynamic loading. The lowest permissible ambient
temperature which making welds in carbon steel material with less 0.24% carbon and in low
alloy manganese and silicon manganese steels for example the boiler component should be
tested by radio graphic inspection as percentage of the weld length for prelatic or martens tic
steel
The film by exposure to X- rays, Gama rays is made visible and permanent; processing is called
out under subdued light of color to which the film is relatively sensitive. The film first
immersed in a developer solution after developing a film is rinsed in a sell filled with water.
Interpretation of radio graph shows on film and size of each flaw in measured in mm by
applying a rule to its image on the radio graph.
Examples: Heat Exchanger, Boilers, Pressure Vessels, Boilers Components, Bridges, Aircrafts,
Railway Rolling Stock(chemical & fuel tanks, motive engines, wagons & coaches etc)

Q.50 odZ'kkWi esa LØSi fdl izdkj tfur gksrk gS\ ;g LVksj dSls Hkstk tkrk gS rFkk blds

QkbZuy fMLiksty dk iwjh izfØ;k dk o.kZu djs\
How scrap is generated in workshop? How it is sent to store explain the process of final
disposal of condemn wagon?
Ans : In workshop wagons for POH, NPOH, and ROH are received in pocket yard. For the
above work pre-inspection of the wagon is done in the Yard. During Pre-inspection the wagons
are expected and quantum of work is noted only those wagons are considered for overhauling
which are in the financially justified and technically sound for POH/NPOH. The wagons which
are found beyond economic repair are again inspected for overage/underage. man hours and
material required for POH are calculated and justification is made for condemnation. Overage
wagons are condemned by CWM and report of underage wagons with justification is vetted by
finance department and send to HQ for CME’s approval of condemnation. After receipt of
approval of Condemnation wagons are dumped in suitable place of store dumping yard and DS8 of condemn wagons are issued very same day after dumping.
Wagons which are found repairable, POH/NPOH of wagons is done. Wagons body under
frame sole bar floor is stripped as per requirement/replacement. Most of the scrap is generated
in striping shop. After striping of wagon these are sending to the repair bays where trolley, Air
Brake, Wheels are removed and send to the respective shops for repair. each components are
inspected in respective shop and serviceable components are used and condemned components
are replaced by new. Thus the Scrap is generated in every repair shops by replacement of
condemn components and in striping shop by striping of body is send to store on D S 8.
In addition to this scrap is also generated by condemnation of machines, tools, equipments etc.
The scrap material is send to store department on DS-8 and account of the same is maintained
by each shop and store department. lot of the scrap is made by store and sold the scrap by
auction .from the condemn wagons serviceable parts are received back by the store in
reclamation yard and these are received and use by the workshop as and when required.
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Q.51 fuEufyf[kr esa fdUgha pkj ij fVIi.kh fy[ksa %
Write down short notes on any four of the following.
1-

Oghy fMQsDV Wheel defects
Thin Flange :- When the flange thickness reduces from 28.5mm (New) to 16 mm
(Condemn) or less, then the flange is called thin flange.
Flange thickness is measured at a depth of 13 mm from the tip of the flange.
Repercussion: - Chances of bursting of point due to entering of flange between
Tongue rail and Stock rail.

2-

Sharp Flange:- When the radius given at the tip of flange is worn out from 14.5mm
(New) to 5 mm (Condemn) or less is called Sharp Flange.
Repercussion: - Shearing of fish plate bolts at rail joints.
Radius too small at the root of flange :- New Radius of flange at the root is 16R,
when it is reduced to 13R or below, it is called Radius too small at the root of flange.
Repercussion: - Excessive lateral play result in chances of mounting of flange over
rail.
Deep Flange :- The New height of the flange is 28.5mm, when it increased up to
35mm or more is called Deep Flange
Repercussion: - Shearing of fish plate bolts at rail joints.
Flat faces on Tyre :- Flatness on wheel circumference is called Flat faces on tyre.
1. For Coaching Stock it is allowed up to 50 mm
2. For Goods Stock it is allowed up to 60 mm
Repercussion: - Chances of rail fracture due to hammering effect on rail.
Hollow Tyre:-If the groove on the wheel tread is up to 5 mm or more, it is called
Hollow tyre.
Repercussion:- Chances of entanglement of tongue rail nose with wheel.
Thin Tyre :- If the remaining thickness of tyre is less than 25 mm, it is called thin
tyre.
Repercussion: - probability of breakage of tyre.
,l- MCy;-w Vh- vkj- SWTR

 Air brake testing equipment for testing of single wagon is known
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SWTR
 When To Be Conducted:- Single wagon test is done only , if there is any
major repair / replacement is carried out with air brake components or
during POH / ROH.
 Necessary Equipments:i) Test rig fitted with all necessary equipment.
ii) Dummy palm with gauge .
iii) CR, AR , BC are tested with pressure gauge with flexible hose & adopter.
iv) Stop Watch.
v) Measuring scale.
vi) Teflon tap & soap solution.
vii) Tool kit with different types of tools.
viii) Compressor (minimum operating pressure is 7 kg/cm2)
Test Procedure:a. Visual examination.
b. Adjustment of ‘A’ dimension & piston stroke for correct brake power application.
c. At rear end, dummy palm end with gauge is used.
d. Attach & join the wagon with the test rig.
e. Join test rig with compressor.
f. Connect the pressure reducing valve at compressor end with test rig.
g. check air brake system as per Performa

3-

VSd
a oSx
a u LVhfeax Tank Wagon Steaming
It is cleaning of Tank Barrel from inside with the help of High Pressure Steam.
Purpose:• For safe entry of Staff in Tank Barrel before repairs to be carried out
• Up gradation of Tank Wagons for Loading
Procedure of Steam Cleaning
• Place the Tank Wagon under Steam Pipe Line.
• Open the Man Hole Domes & leave tank wagon exposed to atmosphere for 24
hours.
• Keeps the Danger Board near tank wagon indicating Prohibition of working on
tank wagon?
• Insert the Steam Pipe of T section inside the tank wagon barrel.
• Pass the High Pressure Steam inside the tank wagon barrel for 12 hours.
• Remove condensed steam collected in tank wagon barrel at interval of 2 hours
by opening of bottom discharge valve.
• Fill the tank with water & drain completely.
• Ascertain the tank wagon barrel free from gases by performing Bottle Test.
Bottle Test
• Lower the bottle filled with fresh water inside the tank wagon barrel.
• Tilt the bottle with the help of strings inside the tank wagon barrel to drain water
& to fill gases inside it.
• Leave the bottle inside for about 5 minutes & then withdrawn it.
• Light up the match stick near the mouth of the Bottle at some distance from
wagon.
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• If there is no flame, the tank wagon barrel is free from gases.
• If there is flame, the tank wagon barrel should be steam cleaned again in same
manner.
• It is cleaning of tank wagon barrel to load higher purified product in it.
• Tank wagons are loaded by furnace oil, coal tar, molasses, etc.
• If such wagons are to be loaded by higher purified products such as petrol,
diesel, kerosene then such wagons are Upgraded for loading
• Steam cleaning of tank wagon barrel.
• Scrap & remove residuals with the help of scrappers & cotton waste.
• Apply Moiya Oil (EF) from inside the tank wagon barrel.
• Re-steam cleaning of tank wagon barrel.
• Apply Moiya Oil (EF) from inside the tank wagon barrel.
• Clean the tank wagon barrel with high pressure water jet.
• Clean & dry up the tank wagon barrel with the help of cotton cloth, cotton waste.
4-

5-

e'khuksa dh fjd.Mh'kfuax Reconditioning of machine
Reconditioning of machine is a major maintenance schedule. Preventive and breakdown maintenance is done at regular bases. The machine which under goes break-down
time to time the record of failure/brake-down is taken from the past and machines are
reconditioned to avoid frequent break-down.
In reconditioning of wear lines are replaced with new, components like limit switch,
tool post, and bed sliding parts are changed. Reconditioning is done if machines have
completed at least 60 – 80% of codal life. It is also considered that reconditioning is
financially viable. Machine is total dismantle and all parts are checked thoroughly, if
can be reclaimed with minor repair these are used otherwise old components are
replaced. After careful fitment of components machine is assembled. Reconditioned
machine works as good as new with low cost. It should also be considered that
reconditioning cost of machine should not be more than 60% of cost of new machine.
okWuZ Oghy izksQkbZy Worn Wheel Profile
Worn wheel profile is a special profile on wheel disc derived out of standard wheel
profile suitable to worn shape of rail head .
This is to minimize condemnation of disc to avoid frequent wheel changing reprofiling & enhance the life of the wheel.
Average Wheel Wear: 2.5 to 3 mm per year for mail/Exp train.
Three intermediate worn wheel profile are developed to increase the life of wheel
25 mm, 22 mm & 20 mm
TABLE – INTERMEDIATE WORN WHEEL PROFILE
Thickness
of D1
D2
D3
R1
R2
R3
R4
Flange (mm)
(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
25

38.5

65.5

91

11.5

14

100

330

22

35.5

65.5

91

10

14

100

330

20

33.5

65.5

91

9

14

100

330
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Worn Wheel Profile 20 mm flange Thickness

6-

Benefits of Worn Wheel Profile:
 It increases the life of wheel.
 It decreases machining cost.
 Less fuel consumption of the engine.
 It increases the wheel lateral oscillation
dsl gkMZfuax Case hardening:- In many Engineering applications, it is desirable that a
steel to be used should have a hardened surface to resist wear & tear. At the same time,
it should have soft & tough interior or core so that it is able to absorb any shocks etc.
This is achieved by hardening the surface layers of the article, while the rest of it is left
as such. This type of treatment is applied to gears, ball bearing, railway wheels etc.
Following are the various case hardening process by means of which is the surface
layer is hardened
(i) Carburizing :- The process of introducing carbon , to low carbon steels in order
to give it a hard surface , is called carburizing. The surface is made hard only up
to a certain depth.
(ii) Nitriding :- It is a process of case hardening in which is nitrogen gas is employed
in order to obtain hard surface of the steel. This process is commonly used for
those steels, which are alloyed with chromium, molybdenum, Aluminum,
Manganese, etc.
(iii) Cyaniding :- The cyaniding is a process of case hardening in which both carbon
& nitrogen are absorbed by metal surface to get it hardened. In this process , the
piece of low carbon steel is immersed in a bath of cyanide salts such as a NaCN ,
KCN maintained at 8500 C to 9500 C.
(iv) Induction Hardening :- It is a process of case hardening in which the surface , to
be hardened , is surrounded by an inductor block which acts as a primary coil of
transformer. A high frequency current is passed through this block. Heat is
produced due to induced eddy current . It is automatically spray quenched under
pressure.
(v) Flame Hardening :- In this process , the portion , to be hardened , is heated with
the help of flame of oxy-acetylene flame above it critical temperature. The heated
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portion is then immediately quenched by spay water.
7-

LVkWd vkbVe ,oa ukWu LVkWd vkbVe Stock Item & Non stock Item
Stock items
These are generally those items of the
stores having regular turn over caused by
constant demands by the user and are
stocked in stores depots. Generally these
items are recouped on the basis of an
annual review conducted on a time table
basis, taking up different groups of items
in different months thus spreading the
work around

8-

Non stock items
These are the items, which are not
stocked
and
are
not
required
regularly>for the purpose of purchase of
non stock items the indenter shall submit
the requisition is standard form this
include detailed specification of the
demand material>the requirement of a
non stock item costing more than 40000
shall be got vetted by the associate
finance and shall have the approval of
the competent authority as per
delegation of powers

ljQsl fQfu'k Surface finish
Ans The articles produced through various machining operations such as turning,
boring, drilling, planning, shaping and milling etc. are fairly accurate in size but do not
carry high degree of surface finish. As such these are subjected to one are more further
operations to obtain the desired surface finish.
These precision surface finishing operations, employed for producing extremely high
surface finish, are called micro-finishes for the' reason that the surfaces finished
through these processes are specified in micro-units such .as microns.
A mechanical produced, i.e. mechanical surface may conveniently be considered to
comprise a plane, curved, or wavy based portion on which are superposed a surface
roughness or texture due to the tool or abrasive particle marks. In addition there may
also be a better services of small irregularities due to other causes.
1) Primary Texture and 2) Secondary Texture
1) Primary Texture: - is that component of the surface texture which results from
the normal action of the tool in production process.
2) Secondary Texture or Waviness denotes those components of the surface texture
which results from imperfections in the performance of the machine, for
example untrue of the rotary cutter error in gear wheels or the like. The turn lay
is used to denote the dominant direction of the tool marks or scratches in surface
texture.
RoughnessN11
N12
Value Ra Um
25
50
Roughness symbol

N1

N2

0.025 0.05
◊◊◊◊

N3

N4

N5

N6

N7

N8

0.1 0.2

0.4

0.8

1.6

3.2

◊◊◊◊ ◊◊◊

◊◊◊

◊◊◊

◊◊◊◊

◊◊

N9
6.3
◊◊

N10
12.5
◊◊
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◊

◊

~

Unit of Measurement :- The finish production process surface irregularity depth
are of the order of millions of an inch or one micro-inch = 0.000001 inch
This unit is sometimes abbreviated to 1 mµ-inch or µinch. In metric unit is
micron (µ) which is equal to 0.001 millimeter or 0.000001 meter.
Specification of texture: - The peaks and valleys are of varying vertical depths
following no rigid roles of variation. It is necessary, therefore to adopt some
satisfactory method of indicating, numerically. The surface texture so that the
standard of surface roughness can be adopted for basic or comparison purposes. It
will be obvious that there must be several alternative method of expressing surface
texture, eg. Average or maximum vertical height of peak to valley, average of heights
& Depths from a mean center line etc.
Methods for Measure Surface Texture :CLA (Center Line Average) Method.
CLA = A1+A2+A3+A4+A5+A6 Micro inch
L
Where L is the length of surface measured
Root means square method (RMS)
______________________
√A1 2+ A2 2 A3 2+ A4 2 A5 2+ A6 2
6

9-

Sum of square of these ordinates is divided by their number and the square
root of the result is calculated this gives the RMS value of the surface i
If the CLA & RMS methods are used for the same length of the same contour it
will be found that the RMS surface Roughness value is rather greater, usually by about
10-20% than the CLA .
The peak valley Method :- This is based upon measurement of distance between top
& bottom limit lines, drawn parallel to contour center lines. The top limit line cut off
5% of the peak and the bottom line 10% of the valleys in order to exclude extreme
peaks & valleys.
baosUVªh daVªky
s vkWQ LVksj
Inventory Control of Store
ABC analysis: - ABC analysis is applied to an inventory situation, it determines the
importance of items and the level of controls placed on the items. By dividing a
company’s inventory into different classification- A, B, or C, managers can focus on
the items that account for the majority of the inventory. The adaptation of Pareto’s law
of the vital few and trivial many follows a pattern:
a. “A” inventory accounts for about 20% of the items and 80% of the Rupee usage.
b. “B” inventory accounts for about 30% of the items and 15% of the Rupee usage.
c. “C” inventory accounts for about 50% of the items and 5% of the Rupee usage.
ABC analysis provides the means for identifying those items that make the largest
impact on a company’s overall inventory cost performance. Since a company be
applied to managing their “A” items.
VED analysis: - It means vital, essential and desirable. This is a device to measure
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service level and to avoid the stock-out cost. Under this analysis, the working of
equipment is given priority to achieve the higher service level.
Vital – Items without which the equipment stops working and there is no time left for
procurement.
Essential – Items without which the equipment may work but with less efficiency and
there is time left for procurement e.g. grease and oil.
Desirable – Without which the equipment can work e.g. passenger amenities in
coaches.
FSN analysis: - This is for Fast, Slow and Non-moving items. Under this method, the
materials are analyzed according to the speed of consumption, frequency of demand
and their utility.
,aVh dksfjtsu ekWfMfQds'ku Anti Corrosion Modification
Measure to be taken for Corrosion Prevention: - To avoid bulging of wagon body
1. Modification To reduce corrosion five no. modification in BOXN wagon body.
i) Plugging of drain hole in wagon i) To prevent under frame components
floor
from corrosion
ii) Strengthening of side wall over ii) To welded three vertical channels with
doorways
stiffener above door wall
iii) Provision of dip and trip in door iii) To protect sole bar
ways
iv) Provision of gusset corner plate
iv) To strengthen side wall and end wall
v)
Provision
of
crib
angle v) To stop water inside of under-frame /sole
(50x50x06mm)
bar
jLlk VsfLVax Wire Rope Testing
Ans- The periodic testing of wire ropes is as under:1. The number of broken wires should not exceed 10% of the total number of wires, for
length of the rope equals to 8 times the rope diameter.
2. The number of broken wires should not exceed 50% of the number of wires in the
strand, for length of rope equals to six round of one strand.
3. The rope should be replaced by the new rope if it accidentally falls down from drum
or pulley and gets damaged by jamming between some parts.
4. Proof load of Wire rope is checked at 1.5 times of safe working load there should
not elongation

Iyktek dfVax Plasma Cutting

Plasma cutting is a process that is used to cut steel and other
metals of different thicknesses (or sometimes other materials) using a plasma torch. In this
process, an inert gas (in some units, compressed air) is blown at high speed out of a nozzle; at
the same time an electrical arc is formed through that gas from the nozzle to the surface being
cut, turning some of that gas to plasma. The plasma is sufficiently hot enough to melt the metal
being cut and moves sufficiently fast to blow molten metal away from the cut.
PROCESS
The HF Contact type uses a high-frequency, high-voltage spark to ionize the air through the
torch head and initiate an arc. These require the torch to be in contact with the job material
when starting, and so are not suitable for applications involving computer numerical controlled
(CNC) cutting.
The Pilot Arc type uses a two cycle approach to producing plasma, avoiding the need for initial
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contact. First, a high-voltage, low current circuit is used to initialize a very small high-intensity
spark within the torch body, thereby generating a small pocket of plasma gas. This is referred
to as the pilot arc. The pilot arc has a return electrical path built into the torch head. The pilot
arc will maintain itself until it is brought into proximity of the work-piece where it ignites the
main plasma cutting arc. Plasma arcs are extremely hot and are in the range of 25,000 °C
(45,000 °F). Plasma is an effective means of cutting thin and thick materials alike. Hand-held
torches can usually cut up to 2 inches (51 mm) thick steel plate, and stronger computercontrolled torches can cut steel up to 6 inches (150 mm) thick. Since plasma cutters produce a
very hot and very localized "cone" to cut with, they are extremely useful for cutting sheet
metal in curved or angled shapes.
SAFETY
Proper eye protection such as welding goggles and face shields are needed to prevent eye
damage called arc eye as well as damage from debris. It is recommended to use a low level
shade like for cutting to prevent the retina of your eye being "flashed" or burned.
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osfYMax lqj{kk midj.kA Welding safety equipment
1. Safety Helmet for head protection
2. Dust Mist Respirator for breathing protection
3. Safety shoes for foot protection
4. Face shield for face protection
5. Welding arc shield for eye protection
6. Welding goggle for eye protection in gas welding/cutting.
7. Ear muff for ear protection against noise
8. Barrier cream for hand protection
9. Boiler suit for body protection
10. Leg guards for welders
11. Safety belt for working at height against fall protection
12. Hand gloves for hand protection
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dSluc cksxh Casnub Bogie
Salient features Of CASNUB Bogie
S.N Items
o.
1
Gauge
2
Axle load
3
Wheel Dia.
4
5
6
7
8

Description

1676 mm
22.9 ton
1000 mm New, (956 mm New for 22W
Retrofitted)
Wheel Base
2000 mm
Type of Roller Bearing
Standard AAR Cartridge taper roller Bearing
Distance between General 2260 mm
Centers
Distance between side bearer 1474 mm
Type of side bearer
Roller type clearance in casnub 22 W
Spring loaded constant contact in casnub 22
HS
Constant
contact Metal bonded rubber pads in NLB
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9

Anti rotation feature

10

Type of Brake beam

11

Center Pivot

12
13

Suspension details
Elastomeric Pad

PU pad IN BOXN M1 & BOXNEL
Anti rotation lugs have been provided between
bogie bolster and side frame
Unit type cast steel brake beam suspended
from side frames Casnub 22W (M)
1) IRS Spherical type for 22W only
2) Spherical type (UIC concept) for others.
Long travel helical springs
Elastomeric Pad has been provided between
adopter and side frames pedestal roof to
reduce wheel flange wear.

types of CASNUB BOGIE VERSIONS DEVELOPED ARE AS UNDER:
 CASNUB -22W
 CASNUB -22W (Retrofitted)
 CASNUB -22W(M)
 CASNUB -22NL
 CASNUB -22NLB
 CASNUB -22HS
MAINTENANCE OF BOGIE
Bogie from body repair section
Dismantling of Bogie in Bogie shop.
Remove the brake beam, springs.
Visual inspection of Bogie.
Remove wear, cracked liners (side frame liners, jaw liners, bolster liners etc.) with the
help of gas cutting.
Check the plank if plank is bending then sends to black smithy shop For repair
New liners are welded by arc welding with specified procedure.
Change the side bearer housing.
Checks the center pivots if worn out then change it.
In mark –I safety bracket and push rod bracket are changed and in other Bogie only
push rod bracket will be change if worn-out.
Grouping of springs
Assemble the Bogie and send to under frame.
Springs are fitted in under frame.
During POH of wagon in shops, all the wearing surfaces of Bogie shall be brought to as
new condition
15-

Mh-oh- VsfLVax D.V.Testing
• Set brake pipe pressure at 5 Kg/cm2. Perform entire testing in single pipe working.
Rectify the defects observed during single pipe working.. Record all the test
parameters. Perform the following test.
• Isolating test: Mount DV on test bench. Keep DV in isolated position. Open
compressed air line and keep Driver’s brake valve in charging position. Wait for five
minutes.. There must not be any rise of CR or AR pressure.
• Air tightness test: Keep isolating handle in normal position. Charge the system for at
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least five minutes. Apply soap solution along the joints with soft nylon brush. There
must not be air bubble.
CR/AR charging time: Empty distributor valve, Recharge the system. During the
process of charging, Check time required to rise of CR/AR pressure from 0 to 4.8
Kg/cm2 this should be within 160 to 280 seconds.
Brake application time : Drop brake pipe pressure by 1.6 Kg/cm2 Check time
required to rise of BC pressure from 0 to 3.6 Kg/cm2.
Maximum BC pressure: In continuation to above, check the max. BC pressure
attained. It should be within 3.8 Kg/cm2plus/minus 0.1 Kg/cm2. Further drop of BC
pressure will not affect in increase of BC pressure.
Brake release : Recharge BP pressure to 5 Kg/cm2. Check time to release of BC
pressure from 3.8 to 0.4Kg/cm2. This should be within 15 to 20 seconds in coaching
stock and 45 to 60 seconds in freight stock.
Sensitivity test : Recharge the system Close main supply open Sensitivity choke bk.
Should apply within 6 second
Insensitivity Test : Recharge the system Close main supply Open Insensitivity choke
bk. Should not apply
Backflow test: Recharge the system. Close main supply Apply emergency brake.
Wait for one minute. Check that there is no drop of CR, AR and BC pressure or
increase of BP pressure, Be careful to observe the pressure changes.
Manual release test: In continuation to above test (with emergency application), make
a single pull to quick release valve. Check that CR and BC pressure drops to zero.

fMlVkWjlu Distortion
Distortion in the vicinity of welded joints is a natural and inevitable consequence of the
non-uniform heating and cooling that occurs during the welding thermal cycle. This
identifies the factors affecting distortion and provides some brief guidance to
Fabricators on practical approaches to controlling and correcting distortion during the
fabrication of metal structures.
Thermal distortion occurs when a process generates thermal gradients resulting
in strains, due to non-uniform expansion or contraction that exceed the local yield point
of the material. During the rapid heating cycle of a fusion welding process, material in
the vicinity of the weld heats, expands in all directions and is compressed by the
constraints of the much larger and cooler surrounding structure. The heated volume has
a lower yield point than the cooler surrounding structure and is more readily upset to a
smaller dimension, i.e. the heated volume yields in compression. On cooling, the weld
deposit & the heated volume of the adjacent parent material contracts in all directions,
creating tensile strains that are constrained by the attached cool structures that did not
reach a yield point strain during the entire heating and cooling process. This localized
contraction results in buckling, localized tensile yielding, or development of residual
stress. On thinner members localized buckling will occur. On thicker members less
localized distortion is evident, however residual stresses tend to be higher.
For a structural steel with a yield point of 250 MPa, a thermal differential of just
100°C will result in a thermal strain that approaches tensile yield point under fully
constrained conditions. For a structural steel with a yield point of 400 MPa, a thermal
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differential of 160°C will result in a thermal strain that approaches yield point under
fully constrained conditions.
The volume change of a structural steel weld during a fusion welding cycle
occurs in two parts. Firstly the molten weld volume reduces by approximately 3% on
solidification. We see this solidification shrinkage as craters at weld run terminations.
Secondly the volume of the of the solidified weld metal reduces by a further 7% as its
temperature falls from the melting point to room temperature. These, two volume
changes always occur and distortion control depends on developing an understanding of
how to manage the process to minimize any detrimental effects.
17-
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ih-,-lh- vkbVe PAC - proprietary articles certificate
This certificate shall be issued as per Performa given in Rly board later no. 2007 Rs (G)
/779/55 in 2008 and shall be signed an officer of the consuming department for when
the stores are procured of the appropriate level depending on the value of material
indented. Thus certified that a similar article which could be used in lieu is not
manufactured or sold by any other firm. only one firm manufacture the said item and
nonvoter make component can be used
Item purchased through PAC can be processed by single tender where it is certified that
a similar article which could not be manufactured or sold by any other firm item will be
limited it his normal purchase power.
Power to sign the proprietary article certificate s is depend on value of items are as
given –
value of item
level of officer is sign the PAC
1- up to Rs. 25,000
Indenting officer.
2- up to Rs. 75,000
JAG/ SG
3- up to Rs. 3 lakh
HOD /SAG officer
4- above Rs. 3 lakh
P HOD /CHOD officer
vkj-,Q-&361 R.F. – 361 Draft Gear
Draft gear is an important part of the CBC assembly. It absorbs the shocks which obtain
on coupler during transportation. It is present at the wagon pocket on the under frame
of the wagon which is fitted between the striker casting and back striker with yoke and
front follower.
HT draft gear are1. Mk-50
2. Rf-361
S
Type
of Weight
Capacity
Travel
Reaction
Performance
.No Draft Gear
in Kg
kg/m
mm
force
capacity
1
Mark-50
170.3
5385
81.5
3.7
86
2
RF-361
138.0
5725
67.8
3.23
79.6
RF361 Draft Gear
It s high capacity draft gear. This type of draft gear is connected to each other apart
with compressed rubber pad in tight position.
A. Inspection
a. Rubber Pad:- Crack should be discarded and maximum four pad can be reused.
b. Draft gear forging:-In forged compound seem. lap, , pits etc should be checked.
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c. Housing (Cylinder):-The inner surface of the fixed bar should be smooth and
uniform and bar taper should not be smooth. In housing it should be free from
cracks. Lag and housing is passed by housing box gauge.
B. Inspection After assembly:- after passing hammer test every draft gear should be
visually inspected in following manner.
a. Insert:-Every insert should be at proper location.
b. Shoes:-It should be in proper position.
c. Housing(cylinder):-It should be free from cracks and bulge.
component:-component (shoe and wedge) should be in tight position.
Hammer testing of draft gear RF361:It is compulsory to test repaired draft gear by 12.25 ton draft hammer. For above
purpose the draft gear must be kept on draft hammer .After that each draft gear should
be pressed 1 drop 15’’/380mm or 2 drop 18’’/460 mm. If gear comes in solid condition,
it must be rejected otherwise it should be passed.
Repairing procedure of draft gear RF 361:The Repairing procedure of draft gear RF 361:1. First place the draft gear on press table .After proper management-Rear wall plate is
cut.
2. After this the runner rubber pads and internal follower kept away from
housing(cylinder)
3. Check the rectified height by housing using gauge N0. 27244.
4. A ring is placed at press table and housing is placed vertically on the ring in the
position which friction bar in down direction.
5. In back side of housing wedge lag and housing lag is aligned.
6. The shoe fitted between friction bar and wedge.
7. Internal follower is inserted in housing
8. RF rubber pad is placed over follower.
9. Pre heating of Rear wall plate and housing.
10. Draft gear assembly is placed at center of the press and after rear wall plate is
pressed where it contact with housing No.1 .The alignment of rear wall plate sides
with housing base plate with housing base side is to be checked.
11. Root run welding is done.
12. Filter that filler pass welding is done.
13. Grind the material deposited n weld joints.
14. After this the hammer testing of draft gear.
15. After that the pre-shortening of draft gear and final length is checked using
gauge no.27207.
osfYMax fMQsDV Welding defect
Following are important welding defects, reason/cause of defect and there remedial
actions are:Defect
Causes
Remedies
1. Lack of Fusion i) Dirty Surface
i. Cleaning the edges to be
ii) Improper cleaning of weld
welded.
bead.
ii. Proper cleaning of each
iii) Current too low.
bead.
iv) Excessive welding speed.. iii. Maintaining proper current
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& welding speed.

2.
Lack
penetration.

20-

of i) Inadequate
joint i. Proper joint preparation.
preparation.
ii. Suitable size of electrode
ii) Wrong size of electrode.
as per root gap.
iii) Low heat input.
iii. Proper heat input & welding
iv) High welding speed.
speed.
3. Overlap
i. Wrong angle of electrode.
i. Keep correct angle of
ii. Too large deposition in a
electrode.
single run.
ii. Use proper size of
iii. Faulty
electrode
electrode.
manipulation.
4. Under-cut
i) High current.
i) Use proper current &
ii) Higher
diameter
of
polarity in case of DC.
electrode used.
ii) Use
proper
diameter
iii) Wrong electrode angle.
electrode.
iii) Proper angle of electrode.
5. Slag inclusion.
i) Faulty electrode.
i) Proper current & heat
ii) Wrong current.
input
iii) Rapid rate of welding.
ii) Proper design & technique
iv) Defective weld design.
iii) Proper cleaning of weld.
v) Improper technique.
6. Porosity
i) Wrong arc length.
i) Maintain proper arc length
ii) Inadequate gas shielding
& correct polarity when
due to clogging, jamming or
welding with DC.
hose leaking
ii) Clean the surface properly
iii) Check for proper gas
supply & leakage
7. Blow holes.
-do-do8. Cracks
i) Rapid cooling
i) Avoid rapid cooling by
ii) Improper
composition
preheating.
parent metal.
ii) Maintain proper welding
iii) High welding speed.
parameter
iv) Electrode with high H2.
iii) Use
low
hydrogen
electrodes.
9 CRATER
i) high current
i)Set proper current
ii) Wrong size of electrode
ii) Select proper size of
iii) Wrong electrode angle
electrode as per thickness of
plate & proper angle
10 SPETTER
i) high current
i. Proper Current
ii) moisture in electrode
ii. Baking of electrode set
iii) Long arc length
proper arc length
izh ghfVax ,.M iksLV ghfVax Pre-heating & Post heating
Preheat:- Preheat is a type of heat treatment which is done before welding to remove
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the harmful effect of welding. This treatment is done mainly in high carbon steel and
cast iron before welding.
Preheat temperature is different for different metals. Mild steel is preheated up to 150 C
to 250 C
Advantages of preheat:• Cracks do not develop in the job during welding
• Job is not distorted during welding process
• Penetration is good during welding.
• During welding of high heat conducting metal In minimum expenditure.
• It minimizes the arc blow effect during welding.
Post Heat :- It is heat treatment process which is carried after welding process. During
welding on job , The internal stresses develop in job after welding process, post heating
process is done to remove the internal stress and brittleness. The mechanical property
is improved. This process is mainly applying in tool steel, high carbon steel, cast iron
after welding process..
Post heat treatment is different for different metal for high carbon steel it is 450 C to
600C
Advantages
1. The ductility and toughness restores in job
2. Hardness and brittleness does not increase .
3. The internal stress is relieved .

